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Refiremeint Choice

35 CENTS

Community help sought in
controlling running animals

News In Brief
Official tells task force drought
could be as bad this year as 1986
AURORA,Ky:(AP) —A Tennessee Valley Auth0rity.official told a
task force on Kentucky Lake that the drought plaguing the Southeast
could be nearly as bad this year as in 1986 and could again spawn
massive fith.and_ Myssel kilLs In_the Kentucky reservoir.
Water flow through Kentucky-Lake is 48 percent trt normal, thearea is a year behind on rainfall, and the reservoir is 50 inches below
normal for this time of year. TV A's Richard Urban told the Kentucky Reservoir Water Resources Task Force on Wednesday.
"We're already in significantly worse shape than in 1986 as far as
tributary levels." Urban said. He said the groundwater system
already is stressed and the only real solution would be more rain,
Urban. TVA's water quality chief and task force chairman. said the
big difference from 1986 is that the task force already has spent nearly two years studying the problems on thg lake and °Metals are better
prepared to respond to problems
Task force members also agreed to contactmarina operators on
the reservoir to see if they will provide dump stations for boats' solid
wastes
The task force also reviewed proposed studies of the, effects of
manganese in the reservoir and learned that TVA and the U.S. Coast
tluard support a controversial proposal to widen the Tennessee River
channel below Pickwick Dam to keep barges that sometimes carry
hazardous materials from running aground.

Elsewhere...
By The Asseclated Press

GD4 %Sh. Poland — Police nnged the stnkebound Lenin shipyard
early today and Workers Inside said they expected an assault
Organizers at a southern steel mill riot troops raided said their strike
nevertheless continued
LO.S ANGELES — Agents of the U.S. .Treasury_Department
Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms will join the search for the
cause of a $450-million fire that incinerated four floors of California's
tallest building.
HENDERSON.Ner. — A polio-stricken worker at a burning rocket
fuel plant elected to stay behind and call the fire department rather
than flee with fellow workers, and the choice cost him his life, plant
officials say.
NORCO. La. — Civil defense workers at the blast-ripped Shell Oil
Co refinery waited today for the fires to burn themselves out and for
wreckage to cool before they can hunt for six missing workers
.THE WORLD OF POUTICS — Democratic presidential frontrunner Michael Dukakis declares that "we will concede no state to
the Republicans" and, in a slap at George Bush. says he wouldn't accept a vice president too timid to.speak out on tough issues.
N ASHINGTON — Government lawyers are reviewing allegations
of unpropnety by Attorney General Edwin Meese III and possible
perjury by other officials in the case of a company that says it was
pushed into bankruptcy by the Justice Department.
JERISALEM — A Jewish settler shot and killed a Palestinian
shepherd. The army ordered a three-day halt to all commerce in the
occupied West Bank, and police in Jerusalem arrested prominent
Arab activists.
WASHINGTON — House Speaker Jim Wright has issued a warning
to-Nicaragua's Sandinista laders that Congress would condemn any
attempt to take advantage of the peace process to snuff out remaining opposition from the Contra rebels

By DONNA NEW(X)MB
Staff Writer
Nearly 1,000 dogs and over 600
cats were put to sleep by the local
animal shelter last year and far
more than that were brought into
the refuge either by the animal
warden or by people who just
didn't want them.
Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon and Shawn Maxwell, supervisor of the local animal shelter,
are asking for the community's
help in solving this costly and
many times cruel problem. For
each animal brought to the
shelter, one must be killed to
make room for more, Maxwell
said.
The already overpopulated

shelter recently experienced a
Saturday in which 31 dogs were
brought in by people who didn't
want them.
The unnecessary breeding of
unaltered animals causes many=-problems. Animals running at
large can be dangerous, destruc,
tive and a threat to property and
livestock.
In 1987, animal warden Susie
Perry took 376 dogs to the shelter.
Out of those, only four had identification and only 39 were
reclaimed, according to Maxwell.
Most people are unaware that
city and county residents are required by law to have their dogs
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray board discusses measures
to hire new school superintendent
The Murray Board of Education
met in special session Thursday
night to discuss personnel. Immediately following the welcome,
the board went into executive session with Kindred Scott of the Kentucky School Board Association.
"We discussed procedures on
how to select another superintendent," commented Thomas
Rushing, vice chairman of the
board. "Mr. Scott gave us some
good ideas.
,"We want to make sure we do
things properly. No action was
taken Thursday, but the pro-

cediires will become public at our
May 12 meeting."
P-

Discussion on the selection process became necessary when
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey announced recently that he
will retire on or before Jan. 1, 1989
Jeffrey, who has been in the
Murray School System for 29
years, said in his letter of retirement that it was time for him to
leave and that he appreciated the
opportunity to work with what he
called one of the best systems in
the state and nation.

The number of animals running loose throughout the city and county has
prompted Murray Police Chief Larry Nixon and animal shelter supervisor Shawn Maxwell to ask for the community's help in solving this
serious problem by neutering or spaying their animals, licensing them,
and leashing them. Animal Warden Susie Perry picked up this boxer
after she received a complaint about it and found it looting through some
trash. Animals without homes can be dangerous and destructive.

Menu is sacrosanct at annual Derby feast
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP ) —
Bennie Hager thinks the menu for
the traditional Governor's Derby
Breakfast should rank with death
and taxes on a list of life's
certainties.
"We would have difficulty going
away from that," said Hager,
director of food services for the
Kentucky Department of Parks,
which will be dishing up about
25,000 servings of the breakfast
people have come to expect over
the last half century.
In fact, Saturday morning's

culinary lineup will be about the
surest of sure things on Kentucky
Derby day.
The main attraction, as usual,
will be country ham, supplied on
contract this year by Colonel Lee's
Country Hams in Hardin.
When drawing up specifications
for prospective bidders on the ham
contract, Hager stipulated the
hams had to be 14 to 174 pounds
apiece and sliced. He estimated
3,100 pounds would be needed
At the winning bid of $3.35 per
pound, the ham will cost $10,385, or

about 40 percent of the total food
tab.
The Parks Department's cooks
will also whip up 70 bushels of
fried apples, an as-yet unmeasured quantity of cheese
grits, 1,000 pounds of sausage, and
about 12,000 scrambled eggs.
Add to that 1,250 dozen biscuits,
900 dozen blueberry muffins, 390
dozen bran muffins and 1,500
dozen pastries.
To wash it all down, Hager's
crew will pour 1,069 gallons of
orange and tomato juices and

about 30,000 cups of coffee.
The prospect of tens of
thousands of guests arriving to be
fed inside the big white tent on the
Capitol parking lot doesn't ruffle
Hager, who will be overseeing the
breakfast for the 17th year.
"We keep a good set of operational plans from one year to the
next," Hager said. "We can even
look back to see how many eggs I
served from 9 o'clock to 10 o'clock
last year."
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Fitting tribute

Health officials'
investigations
at Calvert part of
new provisions

*Congressonal action is pending on 23 additional district court and seven
additional appelate appointments
Criecsgo Tribune Graphic; Sources: Sheldon Gotdrrien, professor of poetical scarce.
University of tAaesachusetts. writing W Judicature Journal, U S Department of Justice
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered copy
of the The Murray Ledger I
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to can 753-1916 between 6:30

p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday. or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight: Fair. Low in the
lower 50s. Light wind.
Saturday: Sunny. High 80 to
85. South wind 10 to 15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies Sunday
and Monday and a chance of
showers Tuesday. Highs in the
FtOs Sunday and Monday and
from 75 to 80 on Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358
359.0

The A.H. Kopperud Business Collection is a recent addition to the Calloway Counyt Public Library Collection.
The books and materials relating to the business world have been purchased with funds received from friends
of Dr. All. Kopperud as a memorial."Doc" Kopperud was a Library Trustee for approximately 20 years, as
well as serving as chairman of the Purchase Regional Library Board and chairman of the Kentucky Library
Trustees. "This is the beginning of a fitting tribute to a dedicated library supporter, and we would hope that
the collection will increase as others wish to contribute to it," stated Margaret Trevathan. library director.
Looking over part of the collection are Bill and Kathy Kopperud, son and daughter-in-law; Library Director
Margaret Trevathan and Kopperud's widow, Mrs. Hallie Kopperud.
sten pink, lir David Tort

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (API-A new provision of the Superfund
law that cleans up old toxic-waste
dumps has led to an investigation
of chemical releases and health
problems in the Calvert City area.
Some residents have complained of illnesses and high death rates
at Calvert City. where the
chemical complex will be the
focus of the probe.
Federal health officials arrived
in Marshall County this week to
visit industries and meet with
residents and local health
officials.
"We're here to establish a
dialogue," said Mike Allred, an
environmental-health specialist
and head of the investigating
team. "We want to meet with the
people who have the concerns."
InVestigators from the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry' visited the B.F. Goodrich
plant on Wednesday. then met
with residents at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park. The
five-member team also planned
other meetings before returning to
Atlanta on Thursday.
The study, expected to last six
months, is being conducted to
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Federal agents join in the investigation
of LA's 'Towering Inferno skyscraper
LOS ANGELES(AP — Federal
Agents will join the investigation
of the $450 million fire that killed
one man, injured 40 other people
and incinerated four floors of
California's tallest skyscraper.
The inferno at the 62-story First
Interstate Bank tower spread so
quickly that fire officials are
'citing a "flashover effect," a
phenomenon in which materials
become superheated, causing a
firestorm.
"The movie 'Towering Inferno'
doesn't do this justice," firefighter

Supplemental names
drawn for jury'duty

I.acey Smith, Democratic candidate for the first district Congressional seat, shakes hands with Barbara Ray.
>mith, who is battling Carroll Hubbard for the elected post, visited with workers outside the Fisher Price
plant in Murray Thursday. The Madisonville native is visiting Paducah today.

Smith continues-Congressional campaign
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Congressional candidate Lacey
Smith says U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard needed to look no further
than Smith himself for information on a :2.5 million loan Smith
received.
Instead, Hubbard asked his
banking subcommittee staff and
the General Accounting Office to
do the job, a move Smith termed
"ridiculous."
Smith, who is battling Hubbard
for the Democratic nomination in
Kentucky's 1st Congressional

Polio-stricken man dies
when he chooses to stay
in burning fuel facility
HENDERSON, Nev. (AP — A
polio-stricken executive at a burning rocket fuel plant chose to stay
behind and call the fire department rather than flee with fellow
workers, and that cost him his life,
plant officials say.

District, said he would have provided details on the loan to anyone
who asked.
"It's an arms-length transaction, a straight-up business deal,"
said Smith; who accused Hubbard
of 'using your money and my
money to look into my private
business deals."
Smith said he borrowed $2.5
million to buy an incomeproducing piece of property in
Florida that is appraised at $3.5
million and pledged a $1 million
note as additional collateral.
During a meeting of the
Madisonville Lions Club on Monday, Smith said he has been disappointed by Hubbard's failure to
conduct a "clean campaign ... my
opponent called for."
Hubbard has not commented on
the controversy since the investigation was revealed earlier
this week.
The General Accounting Office
has said it did not know Smith was
Hubbard's opponent in the May 24

primary when the banking oversight subcommittee asked the
GAO to investigate the loan from a
federally chartered bank.
A GAO spokesman said it found
the loan perfectly proper.
Smith got a laugh when he said
the New York banker with whom
he dealt "was unaware I was running in a political race ... if he had
been he probably wouldn't have
loaned me the money."
During his speech, Smith also
emphasized the economic
development theme around which
he has built his campaign.
He said the district has the
resources, including people, but
needs leadership to accomplish a
greater degree of industrial
development.
He reiterated his plan, unveiled
several weeks ago, to use political
action committee funds and contributions from banks and other
businesses and industry to set up a
district-wide economic development program.

ATTENTION:
After 50 Years of
Serving the Community
oar

STOKES
TRACTOR
Has Decided to Liquidate.
Wheel Horse

Toro

•Rear Riders
•Lawn & Garden Tractors
*Lawn Carts
'Push Mowers
*Sweepers

'Riders
*Walk Behind Mowers
•Gas Trimmers
*Blowers

Simplicity

Kubota

•Sun Runner
•Lawn & Garden Tractors
'Lawn Vacuums

*Farm Tractors
•Lawn Tractors
'Front & Rear Tine Tillers
Water Pumps & Generators

Southland

Sachs-Dolmar

•Self-Propelled Mowers
'Rear Baggers

*Chain -Saws

The following names were
drawn to supplement the Calloway
Circuit Court Jury panel for May
and June, 1988. They are to report
for jury duty on Monday, May 16th
at 9:30 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse Annex:
Vickie Lynn Baker. Cecilia
McDaniel Brock, Judith Howard
Carroll, Carl Brandon Durham,
Gaylord Theodore Forrest, Janice
Bazzell Hale, Van Dusen
Haverstock, Carolyn June Hicks,
Epp Larry Hurt. James D. Kitcoyne. Alfred Parker Lindsey. Jr.,
Claudia Drane Moore and Ray
Pribble Moore.
Maria Perez Olazabal, Max
Pillow Oliver. George Ed
Overbey, Jr., Jack David Rose.
Joe Pat Ward, Peter Walter
Whaley, Glenda Anderson,
William Sherrill Gargus, Rodney
Scott Key, Roger Carl
Schoenfeldt, Wanda Sue Stone and
Diane Shuffett lallanova.

vestigation...
(Coord from page 1)
determine whether "anyone is being exposed to anything that's bad
for them." Allred said. If the agency can identify health threats, it
could authorize a more detailed
study or make recommendations
to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
When the Superfund was renewed in 1986. the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry
was charged with evaluating
health impacts around Super-fund
sites and investigating citizen
complaints.
The agency has received 28 requests for such investigations, and
has decided to go ahead with a
handful so far. said Chuck
Pietrosewicz. a public health adviser. You got in early," he told
the Calvert City area residents.
The investigation was prompted
by complaints about releases of
toxic chemicals into the air and
water around Calvert City.
At Wednesday's meeting with
members of Citizens for a Healthy
Environment, Allred took notes as
residents complained about
friends dying of cancer and doctors who are reluctant to cite
cancer as a cause of death.
Buj Allred repeatedly cautioned
the 15 people attending that onefourth of Americans die of cancer
and that it is virtually impossible
to determine the cause of cancer
in an individual.

Richard Androtti said during the
fire fight early Thursday, referring to the 1974 movie about a Los
Angeles high-rise fire.
Fire officials called in the U.S.
Treasury Department's Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
because of the severity and scale
of the blaze — the worst high-rise
fire in the city's history, said
Assistant Fire Chief Peter
Lucarelli.
The request doesn't necessarily
mean arson is suspected, but
rather that there is a need for the
ATF's technical expertise, said
Fire Department spokesman Greg
Acevedo.
The 859-foot-tall skyscraper
lacked a sprinkler system because
it was built in 1973, a year before
the city fire code required
sprinklers. However, the bank had
decided toinstall-sprinklers voluntarily and work on the $3.5 million
system was more than 90 percent
complete, bank officials said.
Investigators refused Thursday
night to speculate publicly on the
cause of the blaze, and hadn't pinpointed where in the building it.
began, Acevedo said.
The New York Times reported
in today's editions that the fire
began on the 12th floor, which
houses the bank's government
bond trading division — a division
the bank said Wednesday it was
selling. It also said it would be laying off 100 workers.
The blaze, which began late
Wednesday night and roared for
nearly four hours, chased night
workers to the roof of the highrise, where 10 were rescued by
helicopters as a ring of flames
roiled around the 12th through 15th
floors. Others fled down stairs in
thick smoke.
The badly burned body of janitor
Alexander Handy. 24. of Palmdale
was found in an elevator stuck on
the 12th floor, said county coroner's spokesman Steve Stewart.
The cause of death hadn't been
determined.
A mechanism that was supposed
to return all elevators to the
ground floor in case of fire apparently failed, officials said.
A cleaning supervisor, Zora Imamovic. 38. of Glendale, said she
and five others made their way
from the 58th floor to the roof and
were flown to safety. Over her

Help...
(Coord from page I)
licensed, Chief Nixon said. The
owner of a dog without a tag can
be cited and would have to have
his dog licensed before getting it
out of the shelter if it were picked
up, he added.
Dog licenses can be purchased
at the city clerk's office in City
Hall for $2 by city residents with
proof of rabies vaccine. County
residents may purchase a license
from the animal sVarden for $1.50.
According to state law, every
dog in the county must be leashed
or confined at night with exemption of dogs being used for hunting
under the reasonable control of a
person.
According to the city ordinance,
a dog in the city must be leashed

two-way radio, she said she heard

a man calling for help.

"One of the men was saying
'Car 33'(a freight elevator) was in
flames and he was screaming
'Please help!," she said.
Firefighters wearing air tanks
had to lug hoses down stairs from
the roof and up from the ground to
attack the flames.
"They had 2,000-degree
temperatures they were fighting:"
said Fire, Chief Donald Manning,
one of the 300 firefighters who battled the flanies. "The individuals
in therevere committed so far in
on the fire that they would run out
of air, they could not back out.
They had to stay there and fight
that fire or they knew, as they told
me, they were gonna die."
"This had a potential of killing a
lot of my people."
Thirty-seven maintenance
workers and three firefighters
were treated for burns or smoke
inhalation, officials said.

Feast...
((laird from page 11
Serving begins officially at .8
a.m.. but in reality a little earlier
for the first arrivals.
Crowds are fairly predictable
and veteran breakfast-goers try to
pick arrival times JO minimize
standing in line, Hager said.
"Last year they really it us hard
on that first hour and a half. About
11:15, the crowd started shrinking
down," he said. "We pretty well
know what the crowd's going to do
to us.:'
The breakfast tent will feature
10 serving lines, two per buffet
table. Decor will include potted
geraniums. plus three or four colors of live impatiens, Hager said.
Breakfast planners also count
heavily on something that is out of
their control — sunshine.
In his 16 previous Derby
breakfasts, it has rained only
once, Hager said.
"It really won't affect my end of
the operation tif it rains I," Hager
said, "although all of us like to see
the guests happy when they walk
through the tent."
or confined at all times. The ordinance also states that a person
may not own more than three dogs
over three months of age.
Chief Nixon said that he is seeing many violations in these laws.
"I want more people to be aware
that there is a problem with pets.
At this point we're asking for
voluntary compliance," he said. Maxwell stressed the importance of getting a pet neutered or
spayed. She explained that one
male dog can father six litters a
day, one female dog can have two'
Utters a year. and after seven
years, a dog could have 4,372
offspring. •
Along with the problem of
unleashed pets, Maxwell said people are dumping their unwanted
Utters and animals in the streets.
Nixon said, "It's sad that the
animal has to suffer and its not,
considerate of your neighbor."

GET ON THE ROAD
TO SAVINGS

OM C
.
p

1111111Mill
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7994 Chaivrolat Station Wagon Caprice, rifle passengers I
V-8 PS . dtol air automatic 9S,780.00.

*All In Stock Parts 20% off
*All Used Equipment On Sale
*All Sales Cash Only
Hrs: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30 to 5; Sat. 7:30 to Noon

Yes, Keith will be here
Industrial Rd. after the Sale
7531319

,

1979 Chevrolet Pickup, kix ton. V-8, A/T PS.PB 11,760
h mOrP
$6,260.00

ger MONO

Sint

(
4!

1955 Chevy Pickup 401, Blue halt-for' ,Ong hed n,
' owner loaded 44 xxx 9/0,e00.00

1984 Chevrolet Suburban.'2 oassenqers

dual air

TRUCIO
NTRAILERS•BU
INC.
SES
8:00-5:30 M-F; 8:00-Noon Sat.
502-753-1372
(3 Min. So. on 641) Jack Foley-Ben Nix -Don McCord, Murray, Ky.
•
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No open-arms welcome for Larry

Safe celebrations
supported by seniors

It's obvious that the Rev.
hears guns being fired in the
Thomas Smith Jr. is a compasdistance and suspects that this is
sionate person, a man who
an ominous message.
believes that nobody is all bad and
Pwo weekends ago, according to national wire services, six young peoWith sadness he says: "We
that even the worst of us can be
ple from Kentucky died in alcohol and drug-related automobile acbelieve we will be killed, my wife
redeemed
cidents. According to law enforcement statistics, 10 percent of all
and I." And he said that he and his
So why would such a decent,
highway deaths involve alcohol. Every spring the headlines are the
wife have wept for those who have
compassionate clergyman fear
same: "Students Die in Prom Night Crash" or "Graduation Proves
threatened to raise their hands
that some of his angry neighbors
Fatal for Partygoers." Since May is prom and graduation month in
against him.
might want to bump him off.
Murray and Calloway County, local efforts are being made to prevent
Well, it's unfortunate for the
our young people from killing themselves or others while celebrating.
authorities.
Well, it is a sad situation. Here
Rev. Smith, but some of his
One of the most ambitious efforts is Project Graduation at Calloway
A parolee has to live
you
have a clergyman who is just
neighbors don't share his brand of somewhere. But every time the
County High school. The Class of 1088 has named their after-graduation
doing
what clergymen are supposcompassion.
party "Senior Slam '88" and their goal is for every senior to attend the
state tried to move Singleton into a
ed to do — show compassion for
recently
The
minister
decided
to
all-night party, to be together one last time, to party smart, and to precommunity, the residents would
the underdogs, the needy.
provide a home for an ex-convict raise hell about having a convicted
vent any of their clssmates from dying on graduation night because of
Of course, one could make an
named Lawrence Singleton.
drinking, The drug-and-alcohol-free party will be held at the high school
arm -chopper in their midst.
argument that there might be peoSingleton, 60, isn't your orand also at Carr Health Building at Murray State -University.
ple more deserving of compassion
Simultaneous activities planned for the high school include a casino and
dinary, run-of-the-mill ex-con. He
So the authorities kept moving
and
help than Singleton. Our cities
wasn't a stickup man, a burglar, a him around, until finally they
auction, large-screen television movies, game room, and dance. Carr
gave
are filled with homeless and
Health Building will be the sceneJor two hours of non-stop basketball,- car theif or a swindler,
up and let him live in a trailer on- destitute souls Who have never
No, he went to prison in Califor
racquetball, volleyball, swimming, and also movies for the sleepy or
the grounds of San Quentin prison.
chopped off anyone's arms, or
uninclined. Also planned for the evening are live entertainment, jello
nia for a crime that was so brutal,
But now his parole is over and
even
fingers. Their only crime is
wrestling, dunking booth, and hourly drawings for some very nice
even his fellow inmates thought he he becomes a free man. He can go
to
be
without skills or jobs. Some
prizes. Prizes include money,a television, a VCR,and CD player, and as
was creepy.
anywhere he chooses.
have
skills,
but no jobs.
the grand finale, a car will be given away to some senior. Naturally, one
About 10 years ago, he kidnapAnd that's where the Rev. Smith
must be present to win.
ped a young girl, raped her, then comes in. He had heard about how
So it's likely that Smith's
.Seniors have been led in this effort by Class President, Jennifer
chopped off her arms with an ax one town after another rejected
neighbors wouldn't be nearly as
Geurin,faidStudent Council President, Ray Dunn. Jr. This all-night parand dumped her in a gully.
Singleton, and his preacher-heart
upset if he had said: "I'm taking
ty is no small undertaking. Working with a budget of over $3,000, these
He assumed she would die, but was touched.
in this couple. The husband's been
students, with the -help of faculty and parents, are attempting to leave a
miraculously she survived.
out of work since a machine crushlegacy for later classes of safe and fun-filled graduation parties.
Singleton was arrested, convicted
So he offered Singleton a job and
ed his foot in the factory where he
Students are involed in every aspect of the party, including making the Wand imprisoned.
a home on the grounds of his
worked just before the factory
rules by which they will abide, planning activities, selling tickets,
Because of California's dippy church in rural Oregon.
closed down after a merger."
decorating, publicity. public relations, and soliciting donations.
penal laws, he was paroled after
However, those who live near
I suppose it's just human nature,
Geurin and Dunn stress that community support is the crucial ingreless than eight years. That's four his church have less tender hearts.
but
most people feel less compasdient in a successful party. While over 100 individuals, churches, and
years for each lost arm, if you And, the preacher says, they have
sionate when they're told: "I'm
businesses have already made contributions to the project much more
want ta figure it that way, with the shown their displeasure. When the
taking in this ex-convict who
help is needed. Items for the auction are a top priority at this time. Dunn
rape thrown in free.
preacher and his wife go to the
raped a girl and chopped off her
says they are looking for gifts from the merchants of Murray which
Not surprisingly, the parole small local town, the natives sit in arms with an ax. But don't worry,
would be appealing to seniors. They will purchase the gifts at the auction
created public uproar. And it their pickup trucks and glare and
he's mended his ways."
with the play money they have won playing games earlier. Local
created problems for the parole scowl at them He sometimes
And it's possible that Singleton
grocers and restaurants can help by calling the school and donating
refreshments. A local car dealer, Jack Cain, summed it up when he said,
If just one kid's life is saved that night the money is worth it."
Residents' responses to these efforts shows a degree of caring. We
must encouiage our young people by our words and our actions. Tell
Ten years ago
Recent births reported at MurGayle Douglass is salutatorian of
them you care and that you want them to be safe. Show them you care by
A feature story on closing and 1958 graduating class at Murray ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
supporting Calloway Couhty High School's Senior Slam '88.
auction of contents of National High School. Diane Elkins is third and Mrs. Ralph Ferguson, a boy to
Hotel on May 3 is published. The and Jane Metzer is fourth honor Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Terhune, a boy
story was written by Lynitta C. students.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan, a
Moses.
Calloway County Homemakers boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Navy Aviation Fire Control Clubs are observing National Broach and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Technician Third Class Kenny M. Home Demonstartion Week, May Ted Potts.
Hargrove. son of Mr. and Mrs. 5-9. County officers include Mrs.
Forty years ago
Marcus G. Hargrove, is assigned Henry Hargis, president, and Mrs.
Murray High School bands and
Kentucky's education problems courses, have three law colleges
to Attack Squadron 176 at Oceana Elmer Collins, vice president.
various choral groups will attend
seem .-to be growing instead of and two complete schools of
naval Air Station, Virginia Beach,
subsiding,
Va.
medicine.
Gov Wallace Wilkinson must
There was a time in the state's
Murray Jazz Trio composed of
smoke the peace pipe with the history when it was primarily
Don
Story, Marie Taylor and
Kentucky Education Association if agrarian that some agriculture
Chuck Simons will present concert
his plan to gain support for his was needed at the area schools,
at Calloway County Public
education program is to become but modern transportation and a
Library today.
successful, Kenneth Johnson, ex- change in living styles, business
Twenty years ago
ecutive director of the Association and industry has made this proDonald Bradshaw has been
of School Board administrators, liferation unnecessary.
named director of development at
has said There are about 30,000
A course in equestrianism would
Murray State University.
classroom teachers in Kentucky- seem suitable for an exclusive
Other education groups seem to school for wealthy young women,
Spring Charity Ball for
hold the same thought that but such a course as standard fare
Calloway County Mental Health
cooperation is going to be at Morehead State Univeristy is
Clinic, sponsored by Murray
necessary if a mutually satifac- about as much out of place as the
Woman's Club, will be June 8 in
tory program can be developed
Three Stooges at the Metropolitan
ballroom of Student Union
Wilkinson wants his and the opera. When Gov. Wilkinson
Building, Murray State Universilegislature wants to retain much speaks of realigning the state's
ty.
Committee members include
of what was passed in 1986, but not priorities, he is at least correct in
Betty Hunter, Kay Ray, Mona
funded to date. The governor sending the priority spearhead to
Purdom, Jean Hurt, Pearl
wants to scrap this and get the clear the maize in higher
Tucker, Jenny Sue Smock, Sue
legislature to adopt his.
education.
Overbey, Shirley Homra, Glenda
At the University level, proThe regional universities should
Boone, Euldene Robinson and Lois
blems are mushrooming that also all provide the basic two years of
Keller.
are rooted in lack of financing. liberal arts as do U.K.and U. of L.
The increase in available money Diversity in the schools should
Thirty years ago
has not kept pace with the physical begin at the junior class level or
Eddie Wells is valedictorian and
growth of the plant and increase in when the student chooses a major.
student bodies in the state• We don't need all of the universupported insitutions.
sities producing teachers for all
The empire-building race courses. Some should specialize in
among the universities and col- science and others in varied fields
leges in the 1960s and 1970s and have quality instead of
outstripped financial support in quantity.
the late 70s and all through the
The screening of classroom
1980s
teachers would be a big help.
By Ken Wolf
Efforts have been made to bring Teaching has become a stepping
This simple. yet difficult thought
things under control. The stone or stopover for too many
was contributed by a friend, Ms.
legislature gave the Council of who are not suited to be teachers
Ann Henry, who found it in HerHigher Education more authority or are planning to go into other
mann Hesse's The Journey to the
and set new limits on the percen- fields. The trouble is we lose too
East. written in the 1920s:
tage of out-of-state students per- many good ones and keep some
...it is necessary to continualmitted. Regional colleges had who are content just to slide by
ly attempt the seemingly
been recruiting heavily in border with a so-so effort. The problem
Impossible.
areas of adjoining states and it will remain until the taxpayers
Hesse's words seem trite, almost
was felt limits needed to be impos- are willing to pay for quality.
sloganesque to our television ed to reduce operating costs.
The governor should talk with impaired ears, unless you read the
The Council also is making an the professionals and work out a "Iy" words closely.
effort to reduce duplication of plan to be started and added to
study courses other than the with the thought of enduring and
basics in the system.
adding to in the future.
In this modern age there doesn't
It just won't work if evey goverseem to be a need for all of the nor gets to thinking he has the only
universities to teach agriculture plan for Kentucky.

has reformed and won't chop off
any more arms. As one of his
prison counselors said:
"There are a lot of wonderufl
qualities about Larry Singleton."
I don't doubt that. Even John
Gacy, Chicago's most famous
mass murderer, did other things
besides kill 30-plus young gay men
and bury them under his house. He
was also a hard-working political
precinct captain, performed as a
clown for children's shows, and
had a modest talent for painting.
But that's the way narrow-minded
people are. Kill a few dozen young
men, and who remembers your
great clown act?
And as Singleton's
ison
counselor also said -The public—
has to look at the fact that we're
supposed to be a country of laws.
The man served his time. He's
done all that's required through
our legal system. Give the man a
fair chance."
He's right. Singleton served the
sentence the law demanded and he
deserves a fair chance. Of course,
if the law had required that he be
dropped head-first off the roof of a
tall building, that might have been
a much fairer chance.
I suspect that the Rev. Smith
isn't in as much danger from his
neighbors as he fears.
But if he s really concerned
about his safety, he'd be wise not
to give his handy-man Singleton
any chores that involve using an
ax.

Looking Back

Agree

Or Not

By S.C. VanCuron

Less empire-building suggested

the state music festival at Bowling
Green on May 7 and 8 due to efforts of PTA to raise funds for the
trip, according to Supt. W.Z.
Carter.
U.S. Senator Alben W. Barkley
has accepted an invitation to
deliver the commencement address at Murray State College on
May 31, according to M.O.
Wrather, acting president.

LAST CHANCE SALE

Thoughts

In Season

This is your last chance to take
advantage of the 1,000"
rebate on selected Pontiacs, and '750" rebate on
selected Buicks and Oldsmobiles.
(These sayings will end as of — May 11, 1988.)
Cadillac has extended their rebate thru May 31, 1988.

Don't Miss Out On This Chance To Save S.
These Rebates Will Not Be Extended!
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MURRAY TODAY
Mrs..Humphreys
opens home for
South Pleasant
Grove meeting
Delyght Humphreys opened her
home for a meeting of Soyth Pleasant Grove Homemakers .Club
held on Wednesday, April 13.
A lesson on "New Views ofYou"
was presented by Donna Jackson.
Clovis Brown gave the devotion.
The newsletter entitled -Buy
America" was read by Delpha
Taylor and the landscape notes
were given by Imogene Paschall.
A memorial was given in
memory of a former member,
- Viola McReynolds. A thank you
note for the memorial was read by
Mrs. Paschall.
Club members prepared a craft
table for Fern Terrace Lodge for,
one day.
luta Hutson for her quilt and
Donna Jackson for her knitted
sweater won blue ribbons at the
Area Homemakers Craft Day on
April 11. They will send their
items to the Kentucky
Homemakers meeting for
competition.
Freda Humphreys, presidentannounced about the Cultural Arts
Day on May 25 at Calloway Public
Library; Annual Quilt Show in
Paducah; and next club meeting
at Golden Corral on Wednesday,
May 11, at 11 a.m.
Each member answered the roll
call by naming her favorite
flower.
Also present were Brenda Erwin, Sandra Gallimore, Beauton
Hart, Clovis Jones and Linda
Workman.
Hostesses were Delyght Humphreys and Clovis Brown.

Outland-York wedding on May 28

t._
,•• Ilk
LYLES FEATURED AT DARLINGTON - Jackie Lyles as Miss TranSouth 500 gave the welcome address to over 80,000 people at the Darlington International Raceway in Darlington, S.C.,on March 27. She also
presented the trophy to the winner, Lake-Speed, driving for Wynn K.
Mart. Mrs. Lyles was elected Miss TranSouth out of 38 entries from an
eight-state region. She was accompanied to Darlington by her husband.
Paul Lyles. A graduate of Calloway County High School, she has been
with TranSouth since December 1987. She is the daughter of Frank and
Grace Parker and the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruby Wilson. Lyles is pictured with Bill Elliott. driver, in top photo, and with Bobby Allison,
driver, in bottom photo.

Pottertown
Club hears
Bill Phillips

CRAIGSVILLE, West Va.(AP)
- A retired West Virginian,
businessman says he has spent
$2.3 million of his own funds erecting tall, wooden Christian crosses
around the country, Out needs help
to continue the project.
"I've spent out - My fund's used up," says Bernardi... Coffindaffer, who so far has erected 1,216
By Associated Press
clusters of three crosses each in 14
The
following .are the most
states along highways and on
popular videocassettes as they aphilltops where landowners give
pear in May 9th issue of Billboard
their permission.
magazine. Copyright 1988,
His goal is to Cover all 50 states.
Billboard Publications. Inc.

Most popular videocassette
sales and rentals are listed

CORRECTION

FRENCH FRIES2

1014/EN'S

99°

lb. bag

FOOD MARKET

The best the world has to offee
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The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss'Sherri
Lytxn Outland to Kerry Lane York
have been announced by their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Outland of Calvert City and Mr.
and Mrs. Neal York of Hardin.
Miss Outland is the granddaughter of Mrs. Eva Moody and
the late Vernon Moody and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Outland,
all of Murray.
Mr. York is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Latus York, Mr. and
Mrs. Obert Faughn and the late
Frank Erwin, all of Hardin.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Marshall County High School and
Murray State University. She is
employed at Calvert City Post
office.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Marshall County High School. He
is employed by Marshall County
Ambulance Service.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 28. at 7
p.m. at Hardin Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the
church fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to the wedding and the
reception.

•
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Sherri Lynn Outland and
Kerry Lane York to marry

Christian
crosses made
by retired man

Hyde Park Frozen

Mtiermy Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

)41.4_

Reprinted with permission.
I'IDEOC.4SSETTE S.ALES
I Start t -p With Jane Fonda Lorimar
2 'Lady and the Tramp" ',Disney
3 'Callarietics' IMCA
4 'Jane Fonda's Low Impact Aerobic
W orkout Lorimar
5 ' Jane Fonda's New K'cirkout Lcirimar
6 'Star Trek IV The Voyage Home"
'Paramount
-The Untouchaibles- Paramour.t. •
8 "Pink Floyd The Wall' I MGNUUA
9 "An Amencan
MCA
10 "Sleeping Beauty" I'Disney
VIDEOCASSETTE RE N T.ALS
1 ' Stakeout' iTouchstone',
2."The Princess Bride- N Cop II"
Paramount
5 -The Untouchables" Paramount
6." Adventures in Babysitting —
'Touchstone'
7."Dirty Dane4et-'.4Veratroft,
8.• The Living Daylights"'CBS-Fox
9 The Lost Boys' Warner
10."No Way Out- HBO

Mary Hopson presented a lesson
on "A New View of You" at a
meeting of Pottertown
Homemakers Club held Wednesday, April 13. at 10 a.m. at Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Bill Phillips, lawyer, was a
guest speaker. He also conducted
a question and answer period.
Mrs. Hopson. president, presided. The devotion was given by Dolly Lorenz. Reports were given by
Kay Carlson and Mary Moore.
The May club project will be to
bring a book for library; help in office of Jean Cloar, county extension agent; and strive for new
members.
Landscaping notes were given
by Louise Short. Lurine Cooper
directing singing with Mrs. Short
as pianist. Lavine Carter conducted the recreation.
Also present were Opal
Emerine, Lois Smith, Jo Roberts,
Bobbie Cook, Norma Mohr, Anita
Purvis, Lucy Alderdice and Iva
Alford, members, and Louisia
Heidbrink, visitor.
The club will meet Wednesday,
May 11, at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.

Coley Wallis said improving
Coley Tate Wallis. son • of Jack and Janet Wallis. Rt. 1. Murray. is
reported to be doing better at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. Ky
42001. Coley is now in a regular hospital room after being released from
the intensive care unit at the hospital. The seven-year-old boy
was injured when hit by a pick-up truck near North Eighth and Chestnut
Streets, Murray, on Saturday. He is a student at Robertson Elementary
Center. Persons may send him cards and letters to the above address

Centennial banquet on ,‘IolidatWIC: of Elm Grove Baptist Church will have its WMI: Centennial
banquet on Monday. May 9, at 630 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
church. Meat, bread and drinks will be provided. Ladies are asked to bring vegetables, salads and desserts. The ladies also are asked to dress
old-fashioned if possible for the occasion.

Keyboard Festit-al on Saturcla .
Murray Regional Keyboard Festival will be Saturday. May 7,from I
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray State University All
events are open to the public free of charge. A recital of 20th century
piano music will be presented at 11 a.m. in Annex Recital Hall. All area
music teachers and their students are urged to attend this special concert at 11 a.m.: according to Marie Taylor. regional manager. Competition will be from 1:20 to4p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall For more information call 762-6443.

S-tudent Ceramic Sale Saturday
A Student Ceramic Sale will be Saturday. May 7. from 12 noon to 5
p.m. at Ceramic Lab, Fine Arts Department. Murray State University.
Hand formed student work in stoneware and porcelain wit be sold. To
reach the lab, turn off North 16th Street at the National Boy Scout
Museum, turn left at electric plant and follow banners. For more information call 762-6325.

Need Line hoard will meet
MOVIES IN
MURRAY

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

(Bargain Matinees)
Sat.& Sun.•All Seats VIM

THEATRE

-Travel Kit
$12.50

DATEBOOK

ANTHONY CHAEL HALL

TEL,
753 3314

24 MR

The seventh sign will
be a woman.
Her hope is all we have.

Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry. Inc., will meet Monday, May 9. at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Sid
Easley, president. urges all board members to attend.

Young-at-Hearts event Saturday
The Young-at-Hearts Banquet of Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ
will be Saturday,. May 7, at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria of North Calloway
Elementary School, North 16th Street Extended. This is for all members
who are 70 or older or whose spouse is 70 or older. It is sponsored each
year by the Dale and Fulton Sunday School classes and class membes
are also urged to be present. Any one needing a ride should call the
church office by 4 p.m. today (Friday I.

VALUMILE COUPCON•

DEMI
MOORE
A TM STAR RELEASE

(1:30. 3:20) 7:10,9:00

4<p , (1:30, 3:30) 7:15, 9:15

PETER
SIM1
KIM MOTT
An uverworfted lawyer
An undercover cop
In a city where
everyone is for sale
They're the best
money can't buy

Packaged for luxury ahd convenience
1:11tijA4
OW oz cologne in coniso-ernboseed dormer,I'h oz.
rich-lothenne,scented soap
.11/
4 oz,fragrant, powdered While Shoulders in convenient
shaker and a feathery powder puff
plus trial sizes of
L v1.7 Bath Gel—a lavish body shampoo and L. v L loch, Lotion
All newly packaged in as elegant *guard coolon and ocelot* far soft fragrant skin
bag with gold card handles
Also Available in Most Precious—UO.00 Limited
".
1
Air

$9•99pius Tax
02 Ralf Submarines (25 Varieties)
02 Kiddie Meals
02 Medium Drinks
•Kiddie meals include sandwich, chips ft drink.
Not valid with any
other coupon. Excludes party subs. One coupon
per customer per
order., Please present coupon when ordering.

*Ask about Birthday Party Specials*
'MARE IT A JUMBO SANDWICH
:Mr:, more meat 54I% more Cheese
Half Sub add She
Whole add 11.00

Free Deliveries
-Coupon expires May 31. 1988

753-5095
Tubbys

Hours: Sen Thum ICH 4W ii PM
Fri. tel WM AM It Midnight

Remember Us For Mother's Day (lifts...

Ilia Onainvit

I HOME OF THE GRILLED SUBMARINE
Subperb Family Supper Special
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Hedges and Garrott
wedding to be July 2
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Hedges of
Owensboro announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Paula Marie, to
Jeffrey Clark Garrott, son of Mr.
and Mrs. M.C. Garrott of Murray.
Ms. Hedges is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Emma
Poynter and the late J.T. Poynter
and of Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Wolfe, all of Owensboro.
Mr. Garrott is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. M.C. Garrott
Sr. and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Newman Coleman, all of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 1983
graduate of Daviess County High
School, Owensboro, and a' 1987
graduate of Murray State University. She received a Bachelor of
Science degree in political science
with a minor in Paralegal Studies.
Ms. Hedges was an active
member of Alpha Omicron Pi
social sorority and a member of
Little Sisters of Maltese Cross,
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity. She alio was a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha political science
honor society and a Student Ambassador-10r Murray State.

Concord Club has meeting
New Concord Homemakers
Club met in the home of Sally Gay
on Wednesday, April_ LI. Betty
Kirkenmeier, president, presided.
The devotions were given by
Barbara French and reports were

given by Hazel Matthai and Mrs
French.
Tickets for the tasting luncheon
on April 21 were distributed, and
the vote on scholarships was
discussed.

yvunG athearl
Children's
Fashions

Paula Marie Hedges and
Jeffrey Clark Garrott to marry
Mrs. Kirkenmeier appointed a
nominating committee who will
present a slate to be voted on in
May.
Other members present were
Millie Graves, Nelda Cook, Opal

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Rare disease

is inherited

Celebrates third birthday
Joshua Burkeen celebrated his third birthday on March te with a part
at his home. He is the son of Ronnie and Lisa Burkeen of Rt. 3, Murray.
He is the grandson of David and Joyce Bogard of Murray and Jimmy
and Pat Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray. He is the great-grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Bogard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lax, Mrs. Virginia Burkeen and
the late Aaron Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Burkeen and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Jones, all of Murray. He is the great.great grandson of Roy
Bogard of Murray.
In 1752, Benjamin Franklin
demonstrated the relationship between lightning and electricity by
flying a kite in a thunderstorm

For protection
against large
medical bills
from longterm illness,
see me.

DEAR DR. GOTT My wife and I
recently lost our 26-year-oyi daughter
who was, we thought. in excellent
health. She did have pseudoxanthoma
elasticum, which we thought was a
skin disease The medical examiner
said the cause of death was narrow
and diseased arteries of the heart,
producing arrhythmia Could we have
prevented her passing" We also have
an older daughter with "pseudo" and
are very concerned about her and her
daughter.
DEAR READER Pseudoxanthoma
elasticum (PXE) is a rare, inherited
disorder of connective tissue, marked
by a degeneration 41 elastic fibers in
certain organs The skin is primarily
affected and shows exaggerated folds.
inelasticity, grooving and laxity.
However, the disease can also attack
the retinas, causing blindness, and the
walls of the arteries
Nearly all patients show the vascular complications of PXE. This results in virtual collapse of arteries, as
they weaken from loss of elastic fibers. Hemorrhages may occur. also
angina and hypertension are common
consequences
In view of the genetic basis of your
daughter's disease, you and your husband were powerless to prevent her
death The prognosis of PXE depends
on the severity and location of the arterial disease. At present. no treatment - other than supportive care is available 1 share your concern
about your older daughter's future and her child's I think that you should
ask for a *conference with her doctor
so that, perhaps. complications can be
avoided and your family can be given
a detailed explanation of PXE.
DEAR DR GOTT- I have a 14-yearold son who is 5 feet 1 and 110 pounds

Prince and Pat Swisher. A guest
was Lynne Crysler.
The club will meet Wednesday,
May 11, at the home of Hazel
Matthai.
He has no signs of going through puberty as I know them He's the shortest male in his class. It is affecting
his self-esteem The doctor just says
he's a late bloomer. What can I do to
help the boy cope with his situation
until his body decides to catch up?
DEAR READER: This is indeed a
difficult question to answer because it
depends on many factors, including
the'cause of your son's late development and his feelings about his body
image. Some children do mature late:
their (insets of puberty are built into
their genetic biological clocks. Once
puberty starts, they grow normally
and catch up to their classmates.
However, some youngsters suffer
from true lack of sexual development. They need endocrine evaluations and treatment.
• Late-bloomers also suffer from
psychological stress that is caused by
being underdeveloped. This may require counseling and professional
advice.
I suggest that you have an in-depth
interview with your son's doctor to investigate ways of handling the situation to your son's best advantage. I
am sure that the doctor can advise
you or can refer you to the proper
resource.
If you have questions about CONTRACEPTION. you can get answers
in Dr Gott's new Health Report on
the subject. Send $1 to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland. OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
ask for the Health Report on
Contractption

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of May 9 to 13
have ben released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service directors for Calloway County
and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus are subject to occasional change because of the
availability of food or other
special occasions. They are as
follows:
————
CALLOWAY COUNTY
————
East, North
and Southwest
Monday — breakfast —
Honeybun, lunch — crispito/chili
or cheeseburger; Tuesday —
breakfast — French toast, lunch —
chef salad or corn dog; Wednesday — breakfast — sausage and
biscuit, lunch — Mexican pizza or
BLT w/cheese; Thursday —
breakfast — blueberry muffin,
lunch — taco salad or gyro sandwich; Prichir=breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — sack lunch
— ham and cheese sandwich or
peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
Cereal, juice and milk for
breakfast, and fruits, vegetables,
pizza,French fries, fruit drink and
milk for lunch are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Monday — chili dog, sliced
turkey and gravy, salad bar;
Tuesday — hamburger, chicken &
dumplings, salad bar; Wednesday
— turkey club sandwich, taco
salad, salad bar; Thursday —
cheeseburger, crispy fish, salad
bar; Friday — pizzaburger,
chicken nuggets, pasta bar. Pizza,
fruits, vegetables, desserts, milk
and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway High
Monday — Sloppy Joe sandwich
or tuna/noodle casserole; Tuesday — footlong chili dog or country fried steak/gravy; Wednesday
— Gyro sandwich or lasagne;
Thursday — taco or breakfast for
lunch, sausage. biscuit and egg;
Friday — hot ham and cheese or
taco salad. Pizza, fruits,
vegetables, desserts, milk and
fruit drink areavailable daily.
————
MURRAY CITY
————
Robertson Center
Monday — breakfast — cereal.
lunch - 'hamburger or
chlickwagon; Tuesday —
7)3-110415
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Bel-Air Center
Mon.-Fri. 9-6; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 1-5

We Will Be
Closed Mother's Day
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No Gimmicks!

CUT AND NAIL COUPON TODAY. NO OBLIGATION.

Classic Exteriors, Inc.
Murray Ledger And Times
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Murray, Ky. 42071

Best Hours For Us
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TO TRAIN SIDING at WINDOW APPLICATORS
(under supervision—fully guaranteed)
TO APPLY VINYL SIDING AND
INSULATED WINDOWS
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753-9935
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breakfast — Poptart, lunch — pizza or turkey salad; Wednesday —
breakfast — French toast, lunch —
chicken and rolls; Thursday —
breakfast — apple turnover, lunch
— hamburger or footlong hot dog:
Friday — breakfast — donut,
lunch — pizza or chili and sandwich. Fruit or fruit juice and milk
for breakfast and choice of fruits
and vegetables and milk for lunch
are available daily.
Carter Center
Monday — breakfast — pancake
w/syrup, lunch — fish sandwich
w/cheese wedge or hamburger;
Tuesday — breakfast — sausage
and biscuit, lunch — pizza or hot
ham and cheese; Wednesday —
breakfast — cereal, lunch — taco
and salad or ribette sandwich;
Thursday — breakfast — donut,
lunch — sack lunch — bologna and
cheese sandwich or peanut butter
and jelly sandwich. Fruit or fruit
juice and milk for breakfast and
choice of fruits and vegetables and
milk for lunch are available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — hamburger
or tuna on crossiant bun; Tuesday
— breakfast — toast and jelly,
lunch — Salisbury steak or hot
ham and cheese; Wednesday —
breakfast — Poptart, lunch — baked chicken or foot long hot dog;
Thursday — breakfast — cinnamon toast, lunch — Manwich or
hoagie burger; Friday —
breakfast — bacon and toast,
lunch — chicken pattie or
cheeseburger. Pizza, French
fries, choice of fruits and
vegetables, fruit juice and milk
are available daily.
Murray High
Monday — breakfast — waffle
w/syrup, lunch — ravioli
casserole, corn dog, or barbecue
sandwich; Tuesday — breakfast
— bacon and toast, lunch —
Hoagie sandwich or grilled
cheese; Wednesday — breakfast
— cinnamon toast, lunch — chili
and sandwich or cheeseburger;
Thursday — breakfast — muffin,
lunch — turkey club sandwich or
Sloppy Joe; Friday — breakfast —
donut, lunch — hot dog w/chili or
fish sandwich w/cheese wedge.
Pizza, French fruies, baked
potatoes, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit juice
are available daily. Taco bar is
available on Thursday.

111%.N.

Hurry and Send Coupon Below
-For Details!

753-1540
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School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

She is presently employed as a
Paralegal for Moore, Moore,
Malone and Burlew, Attorneys, in
Owensboro.
The groom-elect is a 1983
graduate of Murray High School
and a 1987 graduate of Murray
State University. He received a
Bachelor of Science degree' in
history with a minor in military
science. He was a member of the
Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity.
In August 1987, he was commissioned as a second lieutenant in
the United States Army. He
presently is attended Field Artillery Officers' Basic Course, Ft.
Sill, Okla. His permanent active
duty assignment will be in Germany for three years.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, July 2, at 2 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Owensboro.
A reception will follow in the
church atrium.
A "Going-Away Party" in honor
Of the bridal couple will be at the
Holiday Inn immediately following the reception.

FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1988

Phone
MAIL COUPON TODAY

9001:0C-RjAFTEJ,r‘
‘
BEDROOMS
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Corning community events listed
Friday, May 6
Premiere of Friday Night Dinners will be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club. For reservations by
5 p.m. Thursday call 753-6113.
————
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will start at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
"Lafferty Hall" will be shown at
8 p.m. on MSU-TV 11.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North FourthSt...Till be open from
4 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
————
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Academic Banquet at Murray
High School with Dr. John Brock
will be shown at 5:30 p.m. on ICET.
————
Murray High School Prom will
be at_8 p.m. at_ Curris Center.
Ballroom,- Murray State
University.
———— _
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m._at lodge hall at Aurora.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
Benefit auction featuring work
of Murray State University Art
Faculty and Students and regional
artists will begin at 8 p.m. in Clara

TUCK'S

Friday, May 6
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Reception and preview of
works will be from 7 to 8 p.m. For
information call 762-6734.
Music Appreciation Banquet of
First Baptist Church will be at
6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall.
————
Prime Time Group of Memorial
Baptist Church will leave the
church at 5:30 p.m. for supper and
to see "Fiddler on the Roof" at
Mayfield.
————
Saturday, May 7
Spring Pot-Pourri of Art will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
————
Murray Core of Girl Scouts will
sponsor a yard sale from 7 a.m. to
2 p.m. at Girl Scout Cabin on
Sharpe Street.
————
A Republican county meeting
will be at 10 a.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex. Everyone is
invited.
————
Benefit gospel singing featuring
The Shelton Singers and The
Timothy Four _for_Need Line will
be at 7:30 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church.
————
Gospel Stirrers of Nashville,
Tenn., will sing at 7 p.m. at Mt.
Horeb Freewill Baptist Church.
————
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut
Street.
————
Life House Board of Trustees
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at Life

PANELING Hwy. 451 mi. so.
Martin, TN
901/58713000

(100 PATTERNS)

7:30-5:30 MON-FRI
SAT 7:30-3:00
FIBERGLASS TUB UNITS
'125.00
No. 1 INT. DOOR UNITS '37.00
METAL DOOR UNITS - low as '69.00
VANITIES w/top - '39.95
7116" CHIPBOARD - *6.50
All Kinds of TREATED LUMBER
/
1
2" PLYWOOD - "6.25
2 x 4 x 8' - 79*
PANELING - low as 82.50
VINYL FLOOR COVERING - '2.50
KITCHEN COUNTER TOPS No. 1
*4.99/ft.
EXT. WOOD SIDING — '6.95
4 x 8 TREATED LATTICE
WHIRLPOOLS — '395.00 Up
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
STORM DOORS — '45.00
2x4's, 2x6's, 2x8's No. 3 Pine

Saturday, May 7
House Crisis Pregnancy Center at
1506 Chestnut St.
————
Ladies' Golf Kick-off Brunch
will be at 10 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club. This is free to all lady golfers
of the club.
————
Couples' Bridge with Carmon
and Crystal Parks as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Spring Dance, sponsored by
Thurman School of Dance, will he
from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight at
Woodmen of World Building,
South Third and Maple Streets.
Charge will be $10 per person.
————
Methodist Men of DexterHardin United Methodist Church
will have their annual country
ham breakfast at the church. Serving will start at 5 a.m.
————
Murray Women's Aglow
Fellowship will meet at 12 noon for
lunch and at 1 p.m. for meeting at
Kenlake Hotel.
————
Baseball Card Show and Swap,
along with other activities, will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Calloway
County Football Field House 2108
College_numul3=1. This is _for
benefit of Calloway County Football Foundation.
Annual Hardin Days' Celebration will start with breakfasts at
Four Seasons and Country
Crossroads Restaurants at 6 a.m.;
parade starting at 10 a.m.; concessions, games, flea market, music,
etc., throughout day; musical and
auction at night. Proceeds will go
for Hardin-South Marshall Fire
Department.
————
A softball clinic for eligible
girls, ages 7-18, for Murray City
Schools will be conducted by Collegiate YMCA at Murray High
School Physical Education Field.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 1 p.m. to midnight. For
information call 753-TEEN.
————
Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
is for members.only.
-— — —
AA and Al-Anon will meet at
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
— ——
Student Ceramic Sale will be
from 12 noon to 5 p.m. in Ceramic
Lab, Murray State University. For

custom
door
shop

CLEAR CUT
SAV I N

Saturday, May 7
information call 762-6325.
————
Collector Car Auction will be
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. For information
call 753-8300.
————
Final examinations for 1988 spring semester Saturday classes will
be given today at Murray State
University.
————
Young-at-Hearts Banquet of
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ will be at 6 p.m. at North
Calloway Elementary School. For
a ride call the church office by 4
p.m. Friday.
Murray Regional Keyboard
Festival will be from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. A
recital, open to all interested persons, will be at 11 a.m. For information call 762-6443.
Events in L- and Between the
Lakes will include Carporee Tournament at Energy Lake Campground; Junior Boys and girls
Fishing Tournament at Duncan
Lake; Controversial Coyote at
9:30a.m.-And Visit with an Eagle
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Girls'
Farm Workshop from 1 to 4 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850.
————
Sunday, May 8
Homecoming will be at Jenny
Ridge Pentecostal Church,
located off Highway 94 East.
————
Homecoming will be at Coldwater Church of Christ.
Collector Car AuetiOn will be
from 12 noon to 6 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. For information
call 753-8300.
Waterfield Library at Murray
State University will be open from
1 p.m. to 12 midnight.
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. American Legion Building.
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
For information call 759-4059,
762-3399 or 753-7764.
"Lafferty Hal- l" will be shown at
5 p.m. on MSU-TV 11.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Carporee Tournament at Energy Lake Campground; Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 2 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Birds of Prey at
2 p.m.- -at Woodlands Nature
Center; Spring turkey season
closes.
Mothers' Day breakfast will be
from 8:15 to 11 a.m. in Parish
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.

NeNisk-7":

Fern Terrace
cey
L
:
Lodge
N y 8 will have
open house from 2 to 4 p.m.
Monday, May 9
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of Betty Wilson.
————
Board of Need Line will meet at
12 noon at Pagliai's.
Reservations for ladies' day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be made by
today with Laura Miller or Susan
Hart.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at7p.m.
at home of Cathy Young, 2000
Edinborough.
————
CPR Class, sponsored by Red

Van Buren

Family Man's AIDS infection
Is a Bitter Legacy for Widow
DEAR ABBY: I am a 59-yeat-old,
college-educated, retired professional woman. My husband — a
professional man — died of AIDS
three years ago. He was not in a
high-risk group. Because he was a
family man, and because AIDS was
unknown in our area, the doctors
never thought to test him for the
virus until about a week before he
died. The results were positive, but
these did not come back until after
his funeral, and more important for
me, after the death certificate was
signed: SO-- the certificate bóreflô
stigma, and there was no publicity'.
Because not much was known at
the time fat least around here) about
how AIDS is transmitted, our adult
children were tested for the virus at
the same time I was. Now,of course,
we know that testing the kids was
unnecessary because they neither
had sex nor shared needles with my
husband, and had no contact with
his blood. Naturally, their testa
were negative. I, on the other hand,
tested positive, and was tested
again to make certain there was no
mistake. Positive again.
I want to make it absolutely clear
that there was no anal intercourse
— only normal penile-vaginal (missionary) intercourse in my case. I
was told that the odds of a straight,
monogamous, drug-free person getting this disease is about 5 millionto-1, but that doesn't help if you're
the one in 5 million!
So far, I am still healthy but I
have the virus — the virus I got
from "normal" intercourse.
Abby, I implore you to alert your
reading audience to my message. If
this happened to me, it can happen
to any straight, monogamous
woman.

Country Ham Breakfast
Refrigerator

'
4111111111111111111ft-

MOdel
ETIIINKXRW

18 0 cu ft
Refrigerator
Freezer

Only

2•65

I42 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy.

*Check For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759-1864

Whirlpool Air-Conditioners
Model AC0052 5000 BTU

Only $22063

Microwave
Oven
Model
MW8500XS
with MICROCOMPUTER
touch
control

r
1
0
..'..
1* 011111
••
es‘,
yew

f
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11MS

$256'
268"
Whirlpool Mottlei Owe' Smote/•90
,8190 Caps( • Simi 35 Wan•
Cu • $10
awl LW • SkOit arid Store Basket

•Easy set controls•Fve Cook Powers•Defrost
Seeing • In Use Reprogramming • Large 1 3
Cu It capacity • Balanced We Cooling Sys
torn

*Financing Available WI
90 Days Same As Cash

*Financing Subject To
Credit Approval

JONES GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th

•••

DEAR ABBY I have some good
news for the 60.year old Ohio
farmer who, though mamed, had
not experienced marital relations
for many years.
The last 12 years of a previous 35year marriage were also void of all
marital relations. As a healthy
male, this caused me considerable
frustration. At 53, I wondered if I
had become impotent.
At age 65, my sexless mamage
was terminated when my wife died.
Shortly after, I ran into a former
high school sweetheart whose marriage had been terminated (unknown to me) 12 years earlier! Our
romance resumed and we were.
married on Valentine's Day.
Abby, I have no idea how old one
must be when the bells stop ringing,
but at 65, they rang again for me,
and life was every bit as exciting
(romantically speaking) as it had
been 40 years ago.
It takes the right partner to return
love and affection in the same
manner it is given. Thank God for
my lovely bride!
I am signing my name, and you
may use it.
WILLIAM HUFF'MAN,
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
DEAR MR. HUFFMAN: And
thank you for giving me permission to publish your wonderful
letter.

REVIVAL
with

Gordon Smith, Speaker
Jerry Bolls, Song Leader

Whitly4oi

5% Above Dealer Cost On All Appliances, TV's
It VCR's In Stock
*These Prices Do Not
Include Delivery

DEAR WIDOW: You are courageous to have written, and I
thank you for wanting to warn
other women.The message here
is: A sexually active monogamous woman can be at risk from
"normal" intercourse if her
partner is infected with the
A I DS virus.

Ice Maker•No fingerprint Tenured Steel Doors•
See•through Crispers and Meat Pan Covers

Wiliri,p41

Whirlpool Model L.CeTaexaN electric Dryer
•large Load Capacdy •4 Drying Cycles •3
T emperature Settings •Tougn DURAWHITE''
intecor • Push-to-Start Button 'Spec;al KNIT
Setting •Extra-Large Lint Screen

There may be many, perhaps
thousands, of women-like—me.There
are no records on us because as I
understand it, only full blown
AIDS, and perhaps AIDS-related
complex cases, are reported to the
CDC.Carriers are not reported And
if these women are like me, they are
telling NO ONE
Of course, I am not sexually
active. But those who are must
inform their partners, and insist on
the use of a condom, which may still
carry some risks, but is (-onsidera
bly safer To do otherwise is tantamount to murder.
ANONYMOUS WIIX)W

.p,ov,sion for Optunai ICEMAGIC• Automatic

All models are priced to se'

-

Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6882 or 762-6851.
————
Tr -Alpha Club of Murray High
School will have its banquet at 5:30
p.m. in school cafeteria.
————
Waterfield Library at Murray
State University will be open from
8 a.m. to midnight.
————
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church has postponed Its meeting to May 16.

By Abigail

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 'TIL NOON

er;

Monday, May9
Cross, will start today. For information call 753-1421.
————
Mattie Belle Hayes Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
social hall.

May 8-11
Sunday 8:30, 10:40 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Monday=Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

7th & Poplar Church of Christ
(Becoming Glendale Road Church of Christ)

753-0595

Owned & Operated by Larry & Connie Jones

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Shattercane -can prove to be a costly weed problem
By JOHNNY STOCKDALE
Teacher of
Vocational Agriculture
Murray-Calloway Co.
Vocational Center
Shattercane, (Sorghum bicolor)
sometimes called wild cane, or a
sorghum outcross is an escaped
grassy type forage sorghum that

has become a troublesome weed in
some areas of western Kentucky.
Shattercane is an annual weed
that is troublesome in grain producing areas because ot its
characteristic "shattering" of its
large number of seeds, that will
then volunter for several years.
The shiny black seeds are pro-

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.
"All seems infected that the
infected spy,
As all looks yellow to the jaundiced
eye
- Alexander Pope
The best defense against today's
game is not easy to spot Attacking
the right suit is not enough One
must also lead the right card
East wins the heart ace and resists the temptation to return a
"safe" heart A lifeless heart return
makes things safe for South, not for
East
Obviously it's best to shift to
clubs The best hope for winning
four defensive tricks lies with finding the club king with West But
• -which club should East lead'
If he shifts to a routine fourthbest deuce, West's king drives out
dummy's ace When the trump finesse loses to West, a club return
goes to East's queen. but that ends
the "defense - South can now claim
10 tricks
Look at East's dub spots once
again The Q-10-8 behind dummy's
nine presents interesting possibilities If East is lucky enough to find
the club king with West, he should
play to take advantage He !cads the
club 10 instead of the deuce, and
South is trapped South covers, as do
West and dummy, and when the
trump finesse loses to West's king. a
club return nets East two club
winners
s, A
NORTH
•10 9 8 5
•K Q
•A J 9 2
•A 95
EAST
WEST
•6
•K 4 2
•A 7 6 3
•J 10 9 5 4
•8 7 4 3
• •6 5
•Q 10 8 2
•K 7 4

BOBBY WOLFF

SOUTH
46A Q J 7 3
•82
•K Q 10
•J 63
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North East
South
West
1•
Pass
1
Pass
2•
Pass
4 416
All pass
Opening lead: Heart jack
BID WITH THE ACES

tected by glumes that protect the
seed for up to thirteen years.
The origin of shattercane is not
exactly known because of its
diverse genetic composition. This
weed can grow to a height of
twelve feet and tower over all
competing crops. Data from
Missouri and Nebrasks show that
shattercane can reduce grain
yields from forty to eighty
percent.
Wild cane is mainly a cultivated
field weed and is most prevelant in
fertile bottomland but can be
found growing almost anywhere.
This weed is a recognized problem
in Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa Kansas, Missouri, and Ken-

tucky and possibly other states.
This weed may spread as a contaminant in crop seed, by flood or
runoff waters, in livestock feed, or
mechanically transported on
machinery.

Shattercane can best be controlled in soybeans by post emerge
spraying with a selective grass
herbicide such as Poast or
Fusilade.
The Calloway County area has
scattered spots of shattercane

which should be controlled before
they spread and become a more
severe problem. Farmers can
eliminate themselves much grief
and future problems from shattercane by destroying invading
plants before they produce seed

Shattercane is easily recognized
and should be immediately
eradicated. Prevention is the most
effective and most economical
method of control. Single plants
shouid be sprayed or chopped
below ground level to prevent seed
production. Identification is easy
because shattercne will rear its
ugly head above all other competing crops and can be spotted
from a considerable distance.

Clay man charged with
soliciting to kill ex-wife

SHAWNEETOWN, Ill. (API —
An investigation of several weeks
in two states has culminated in the
•K 4 2
arrest of a Kentucky man on a
•J 10 9 5 4
charge of solication to commit
•6 5
murder, officials said.
4K 74
Gallatin County Sheriff Glen
McCabe said Roger Dailey, 35, of
North South
Clay, Ky., was arrested Wednes1•
day in Webster County, Ky.
2•
McCabe said Dailey was accusANSWER: Two no-trump. Show the ed of attempting to. solicit a
club stopper and await develop- Shawneetown man to kill his exments Th4 partnership is commit- wife, Delores Dailey. 36, on Jan.
ted to reach game or slam.
27.
S-6-B

South holds

The woman never was harmed
and has she will not comment on
the case
McCabe said the case was investigated by his department, the
Illinois Division of Criminal investigation, Kentucky State Police
and the Webster County sheriff's
office.
Dailey waived extradition, and a
friend posted 10 percent of the
$100,000 bond. Arraignment was
set for Wednesday in Gallatin
County.

The On1_, REAL Italian Pizza
LARGE
16" PIZZA

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

Extra Cheese

Extra Cheese

plus 2 toppings of your choice

899

I plus 2 toppings of your choice
$
• on each pizza

$599
-

I)ine In Or Pick I r()nl>
Expires s I48b
▪

Masa

Black's Decorating Center

Dine In Or Pick 1:p Only
Expires 514S8

701 S. 4th St.
Sale ends 5-14-88

UI

Central Shopping Center(across fro m MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600

753-0839

Especially Torc5tIoni,
LADIES' WEAR

13.88
Electric Knife has

Meanies,steel blades hole-1n handle
styltnglor bone+ balance rsokk

HOOVER'
Convertible'
Cleaner
$5995

HOOVER'
Dubl•Duty'
Wet & Dry
Hand Vac

'tweeds tat from
Pim
MOMS Bab metaled

Only

41Ws
-

tar
F1iclily ;Hid S,ittirctiy

30%,)it

Sportswear (Two

Groups)

3

%off

All Other Spring Ladies' Wear

9.99
Fuzz-asesy' Shaver' fia
moves pas

All Dresses

20%off

2995

All
Revere ware
On

Sale

MEN'S WEAR

30%oft

Suits and Sport Coats
Short Sleeve

Dress Shirts and Ties

All Other Spring Men',s Wear
20%off
*Accessories Excluded for This Sale *Good Tues., Wed. 8:.Thut-

SIDEWALK SALE

Friday and Saturday

50% OFF & MORE

2.0%-30%-50°Io

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

1 • urkingilam

Hours: 7:30-6:00 Mon.-FrI., 7:30-5:00 Sat.
Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

AS\

()—()

Eau TEtb

licsInlit

f
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Local churches announce speakers and music for Sunday services
Various churches in Murray and
Calloway County have released information concerning their services on Sunday, May 8, to the
Murray Ledger & Times as
follows.

United Methodist Church and at 11
services at Sinking Spring Baptist
Poplar Spring Baptist
Gilson will sing a solo at 9 a.m.
a.m. service at Good Shepherd
The Rev. Chester P. Culver, Church. John Lax will serve as The Younger Children's Choir
will
United Methodist Church.
pastor, will speak about "The deacon of the week. Max McGin- sing "Let's Ask Mother,"
the
First United Methodist
Christian Mother of the 21st Cen- nis will direct the music with
Older Children's Choir will sing
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, tury" at 11 a.m. service and about Sharon Furches and
Layrra "To Mother With Love" and
minister, will speak about "Un- "I Remember Mom" at 7 p.m. Paschall as accompanists,
"She's A VIP," Justin Owens will
finished Business" with stripture
service at Poplar Spring Baptist
First Presbyterian
recite a poem,"A Boy's Mother,"
from Luke 2:39-52 at 8:30 and 10:50 Church. Terry Byerly will direct
The Rev. Thomas SchellScott Conklin will play a violin
and
a.m. services at First United
the music with Louise Short and ingerhout, pastor, will speak about
solo.
Tony Oliver will give a mini
Methodist Church. Dr. Eula Mc- Tonya wells as accompanists. "The Family: God's Masterconcert
at 6 p.m.
This
Cain will sing "The Prayer Tonya Davis will sing a solo at piece" with scripture from
EpheFirst Christian
Weiaks
Perfect" at 8:30. The Chancel
morning service.
sians 2:14-15 at 10:45 a.m. service
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
v
Choir will sing the same song at
special
Asbury Church
at First Presbyterian Church. The
speak about "So It's Mother's Day
10:50 with Dr. Bruce Chamberlain
The Rev. Layne Shanklin, Choir, directed by Anne Lough
Again" with scripture from ProLarge Bar-B-C)
as director and Joan Bowker as pastor, will speak about with Susan Chamberlain as
verbs 31:10-31 at 10:45 a.m. serorganist. Carol Maxey will give "Thankful Heritage of Faith" with organist, will sing an anthem,
& French Fries
vice at First Christian Church.
the children's sermon.
scripture from II Timothy 1:3-6 at "How Can You Not Believe."
The Chancel Choir will sing anHazel Baptist
11 a.m. service at Asbury ConMemorial Baptist
them, "The Lord Is My Light."
The Rev. James T. Garland, gregational Methodist Church. He
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
with Margaret . Boone as director
pastor- -will speak at 11 a.m. and also will speak at 7 p.m. service.
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Special Good May 2-7
and Emily Davis as organist.
6:30 p.m. services at Hazel Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
services at Memorial Baptist
Assisting will be Kathy Perkins.
Church. The Rev. Jack Jones will
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich, Church. His morning topic will be
Try Our New Diener $alad.
Ben and Katy Chrisman, Marie
direct the song service with pastor, will speak about "A Time "The Children's Hour" with scripForrester, June VanderMolen,
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
Oneida White and Gwyn Key as For Love" with scripture from ture from Mark 10:13-16. J.T. Lee,
accompanists. At 11 a.m. service John 15:9-17 at 10:30 a.m. service deacon of the week. Randy Barber Betty Riley and Bailey Gore.
1 South Pleasant Grove
Mrs. White will sing a solo and at Immanuel Lutheran Church. and Phillip Billington will assist
The
Rev. Bob Dotson. pastor.
Jackie and Ryker Wilson will sing
Chestnut St.
Assisting will be Jenny Lossner, Milton Gresham will direct the
Murray
753-0045
will speak about "The Healing of
a duet.
organist, Robert Lang and Dale music with Margaret Wilkins and
the Home" with scripture from I
Rotterman.
Brenda Hart as accompanists.
John 5:1-6 at 10:45 a.m. service at
Grace Baptist
The Music Makers Choir will sing
South Pleasant Grove United
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, two songs and the Sanctuary Choir
Methodist Church. The Choir will
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 will sing "A Mighty Fortress" at
sing "If I Could Hear My Mother
p.m. services at Grace Baptist morning hour when recognition of
Pray Again" with Truman WhitChurch. The Adult Choir will sing children and parents will be made
field as director and Tommy
"If! Could Hear My Mother Pray At the evening hour Aht- Golden
Gaines and Kathy Erwin as accAgain" at morning hour and "Go- Rigers Handchimes will play and
companists Assisting will be
ing Home" at evening hour. The Greg Knedler will sing "My
Hazel Lee Boyd, Katherine
Youth Choir also will sing at 5:30 Tribute."
Rickman. Twila Anderson, Rhonp.m. Leland Peeler will direct the
Goshen Methodist
da McGinnis Marilyn Vailes,
music with Dwane Jones, Anita
The Rev, Susan Allsop. pastor.
Richard Nesbitt. Bobby Hill and
During our annual Homecoming
Smith and Susan Jones as accom- will speak at 11 a.m. service at
Michael Parks.
panists. Ortis Guthrie will serve as Goshen United Methodist Church.
Elm Grove Baptist
deacon of the week.
Speaker:
Joe Lawrence will be lay assistant,
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor.
University Church
and Debbie Villaflor will have
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 pm.
Charley Bazzell, minister, will charge of children's church.
services at Elm Grove Baptgal\_.
speak about "Building A Great Robert DeSimone will direct the
Church. Donald 'Smith will direct
Preacher for the Fremont Church of Christ
Family Part Two: Unity" at 10 music with Carolyn Pool and Donthe music with Glenda Rowlett
a.m. service and about "Living A na Parker as accompanists. Also
and Teresa Sinter as accomand.former Preacher at Coldwater.
Simpler Life" with scripture from assisting will be Keith Wright.
panistsDon and Glenda Rowlett
*Sunday Dinner
MattlieW 6:33 at 6 p.m. service at Clint Todd, David Lawrence and
will sing a-duet. All mothers in atUniversity Church of Christ. Charles Palmer.
After Morning
tendance will he presented IOWAssisting will be Ernie Bailey, Bill
Westaide Baptist
Service
something special
Boyd, Ron Nelson, Wayne
The Rev. Glynn Orr. pastor, will
Seventh and Poplar
Williams. Teddy Coboon. Jeff speak about "The Mother of Our
*Singing-2:00 p.m.
Gordon, Srmili, will be guest
(Except Sun. Evening — 6:00 p.m.)
Dunrnan, Barry Johnson, Greg Lord" with scripture from Luke
Sunday Afternoon
speaker at 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and
Hollamon, George Wilson, Charles 1:26-30at 9 and 10:50a.m. services
6 p.m. services at Seventh and,
Stark, E.C. Wallin. Bob Melugin, and about "Newness of Life" with
Poplar Church of Christ Assisting_
Todd Lawson, George Gallagher. scripture from Romans 6.1-7 at 6
will be Jerry Bolls, John Dale,
Rick Murdock and Barry p.m. service at Westside Baptist
Kevin Garner, Ted Howard. Lon Albritton.
Church. Testimonies will be by
Me Furr, Kelly Crouse, Jack
Sinking Spring Baptist
Martin Severns at 9 a.m., Gene
Ward, Chuck Adams, Steve J.
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor. and Mary Bell Jones at 10:50 a.m.
Simmons, Ray, Karraker. Paul
will speak at 11 a.m and 7 pm. Amid W.A. Wilson at ILpIpt Teresa_Ra
gs•dale Bill ed Hendon, Jim
•
Ragsdale, James Thurmond. Bob
Hargrove. Thomas Schroader and
Tim Weaver
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain will
present a lesson on -The Rewards
of A Praying Mother" in 10 a m
preaching teaching session at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church In
the 6 p.m Bible Study Dan Walker
will bring a lesson on "Thinking
By James H. Cain
About God." Evangelistic service
will begin at 7 p.m
West Fork Baptist
The Rev Wayne Carter. pastor.
will speak about "A Mother Who
Passed On Her Faith" with scripture from II Timothy 1:5 at 11 a.m.
I. The man who has taken your time recognized no debt. and
service
at West Fork Baptist
yet, it is one debt he can never repay.
Church. Special recognition will
2. When a dove begins to associate with crows, its feathers regiven to all mothers present at the
main white, but its heart grows black.
morning service. The Youth
3. In Hollywood a faithful husband is one whose alimony
Choir, directed by Beverly Carter
check is always on time.
and Tammle Blakely, will sing in
4. Children who avoid the mistakes their parents make. often
honor of the mothers The ormake the mistakes their parents avoided.
dinance
of The Lord's Supper will
5. Good breeding consists of concealing how much we think of
be
observed
at 6 p.m. service
ourselves, and how litUe we think of the other person.
Alvin Usrey will direct the music
t. Better to light one candle than to curse the darkness.
with Janet Arnold and Mark Win7. There are four things woman needs to know. She needs to
chester
as accompanists
know how to look like a girl, act like a lady, think like a man.
St. Leo's Catholic
and work like a dog.
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and at 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday at
St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan
CALVARY TEIAPLE
Tillman, S.J., is pastor. Assisting
will be C. woods. Mary Gertzen,
Hwy 641 S. Murray
Dave Conzegt, Scott Hicks. Jerry
753-7389
Gray, L. Fromm, V. Fromm, C.
Sunday School
10:00 A.M.
Buffington, Will Aubrey, Paula
Worship IL Praise
Houston, Larry Wheeler. Dick
11:00 A.M.
Fdtsch, J. Tidwell, J. Mikulcik. N.
Time of Celebration
8:30 P.M.
Boltz,
M Westphal, Frances Ross,
Wednesday - Family Night
7.30 P.M.
Ron Baker, Tom Holcomb, Misti
Transportation Provided
Nursery
Holcomb, P. and G. Kelly. T. and
Pastor E. F. Ciers
D. Burke.
Youth Pastor Ron Cook
"WE'RE
A CHURCH THAT CARES"
Stock No 8241
Martin's Chapel
and Good Shepherd
The Rev. Bill Hart. pastor, will
speak about "Tie Importance of
Knowing God in the Home" at 9:30
a.m. service at Martin's Chapel

$2 9

TJ's Bar B-Q .9z Burgers

Hear the Gospel of Christ Preached,
at

Coldwater Church
of Christ
Hayes Grady

May 6-8, 1988
7:30 p.m. Each Evening
—Everyone Invited—

Coldwater Church of Christ

Highway 121 North

Murray, Ky.
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PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
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*
Includes Automatic Transmission
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U.S. tire sales

In percent of domestic original
equipment passenger tire
market for 1987

SHIELD
OF
SHELTER

Goodyear

Firestone

Agent

Harold (Jack) Romaine
201 N. 5th St 759-1033
(licensed in Kentucky ond Tennessee)

IMO
SHELTER INSURANCE
•LIFE
•HEALTH
•CAR *HOME
•FARM •BUSINESS
'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.'
1332

East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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State jobs go to two relatives of Governor's appointees
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Managerial jobs in state government have been given to two
relatives of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's top appointees.
Brenda G. Taylor, wife of
Cabinet Secretary Richard "Smitty" Taylor, was hired March 16 to
be principal assistant to Tourism
Secretary Mary Ray Oaken. Mrs.
Taylor, 40, of Frankfort, will make
$29,856 a year.
Kimra M. Whitaker, daughter of

Your Individual
Horoscope
Av7'
rp

44
'Y/

Frances Drake
r()It SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 toApr. 19)
You'll get some good adyke about
a career concern. SoCial amenities
count with higher-ups today. Lively
discussions with friends make for an
_
-enjoyable evening
• ---- -TAURUS
—(Apr 20 to May 20)
Consult with advisers about investment concerns Students should seek
financial aid. grants and scholarships
Salesmanship qualities bring career
rewards

Wilkinson's chief of staff, David F.
McAnelly, was named travel
development director in the
Tourism Cabinet on April 16. Ms.
Whitaker, 30, of Lexington, will
make $35,220 a year.
"Botp hires were entirely my
own decision and no one else's,"
Ms. Oaken said.
State law does not prohibit the
hiring of officials' relatives in
state government, according to
Anne Keating, attorney for the
state Department of Personnel.
Wilkik.son signed his approval of
both hirtir, according to state
records.
Ms. Oaken said Mrs. Taylor
replaced Fred Morgan and
Margaret Daniel.

Ms. Whitaker will replace an
employee who is retiring, Ms.
Oaken said.
McAnelly, whose annual state

CANCER

SEA

POSTUREPEDIC
C

SUPER

LOSEOUT SPECIALS

4

•

•

MORE PEOPLE SLEEP ON SEALY POSTUREPEDIC
SHOULDN'T YOU?
'km
41

V:st> REDUCED

a

LIBRA

zez

(Sept 23 to()et22)
Ju.st going somewhere together is a
welcome change from routine You'll
make decisions now concerning a
child's future Creative work is
fav(vred
SCORPIO
(I let. 23 to Nov.211
Real estate ventures are favored.
Those looking for a new home get
valuable leads Strive for honest
communication with a family member today Open up
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov 22 to Dec.21)
fle
Sometimes you can be tectless
When you're honest, but today you
find the right words and the right
time to get across what you mean to
—those close to you:

reached for comment.
Ms. Oaken said she sees no conflict of interest in her hiring the
two women.

"No Doubt," a Christian Rock band from Murray State University
will perform in concert Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the Mainstreet Youth
Center of Murray. The band is made up of four MSU students and one
MSU graduate. Allan Hawkins, a senior commercial art major from
Louisville plays drums. Jeff Newman,a sophomore el6ctrica1 engineer.
lag technology major from Henderson is the lead singer and rytlunn
guitarist for the group. Robb Siress, a junior social work major from
Bandana plays rythmn guitar and sings background and lead vocals.
Jeff Sims,Robb's brother,a MSU graduate with a degree in chemistry,
plays bass guitar. Ricky Thompson, a junior public relations major
from Sesser, Ill., plays lead guitar and sings lead and background
vocals. The members of "No Doubt" have bean playing together for only a month rehearsing for their performance at Mainstreet. "We want
there to be no doublt about what we are singing," Thompson said. "We
want to tell kids about Jesus using the style of music they enjoy."

"I asked them to leave for my
own personal reasons," she said.
Mrs. Taylor said her husband
had nothing to do with her job,
which is one of the top jobs in the
Tourism Cabinet. Richard Tay-For,
who makes $64,980 a year, could
not be reached for comment.

(June 21 to July 22' )
You have a head for facts and
figures now Research projects are
favored Investigate investment
options Partners work well together
regardituf future interests.---4-- LEO
(Jul 23 to Aug 22)
Whether it's a speech you have to
make or simply a pleasant converseti( on with friends. others will be
impressed by what you have to say.
Common sense works for you.
VIRGO
Aug 23 to Sept22)
Judgment is very good about
career matters now Efficiency marks
your work efforts. You profit from
talks with higher-ups and meetings
with colleagues.

"I didn't even know she had applied and I asked no one to hire
her," he said.
Ms Whitaker could not be

Christian rock musicians
to play at youth center

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Long-range security is your goal
and you'll be taking steps today
towards that end others benefit from
your advice Thinking is very much
on target now

salary is $64,980, said he was not
aware his daughter had been hired
in state government "until it was
done.

'17

ik•

6-0%
OR MORE

CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan. 19)
Don't neglect yourself Pick up
those items of clothing you require.
Judgment is excellent about money
and the job. You end this day one step
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb 18)
Friends confide in you Hobbies of
a mental nature bring you fulfillment.
Some of today's activities center
around children ('mauve work is
inspired.
PISCES
War
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
gleam
You'll do your best to help out a
friend in need. Time by yourself
makes you ,mentally refreshed.
Attend to correspondence and
domestic interests today.
IF BORN TODAY you are a strange
combination of introversion and
extroversion. Somewhat of a loner,
you nevertheless have the ability to
charm others. You're capable of
serious mental thought, yet can laugh
at a good joke, too. You have a
metaphysicial side and may be drawn
to philsophy, education or law.
Because you enjoy being in front of
an audience, you can succeed in the
performing arts as well. Though at
times despondent, you have the
ability to cheer others up. Birthdate
of: Anne Baxter, actress; Eva Peron,
political leader; and Peter Ilyich
Tehaikovsky, composer.

4
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YOUR CHOICE
WHILE THEY LAST

1
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SUPER FIRM

LUXURY FIRM

Full Size Set.
YOUR CHOICE AT ONE LOW PRICE
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
'1059"
Full Size Set
*1299"
Queen Size Set
King Size Set

'1500"

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICE

Full Size Set
Queen Size Set
King Size Set

.19995

00
Queen Size Setu17795
King Size Set

77

*699"
'799"
'999"

OTHER POSTUREPEDIC SETS
T win
$215" Full $299 Queen

AS LOW AS

JUST ARRIVED!

Air Brushed
License Plates
MEMORIES
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CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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Sports nuggets

Campaigning over — Keene awaits tryout

11001) help

Former Racer going to Denver
• Racer guard Don Mann did
more than bring his team to
within a basket of upsetting
eventual champion Kansas in
the NCAA basketball tournament. He also brought money to
Murray State's scholarship
fund.
His 16-point, four-rebound,
six-assist effort in MSU's 61-58
loss to the Jayhawks made
Mann MSU's Most Valuable
Player for the game, as selected
by CBS Sports announcers Dick
Stockton and Billy
Cunningham.
A $1.000 check is scheduled to
be presented to the MSU
general scholarship fund in
Mann's name.
A letter from Thomas A.
Staudt of the Office of General
Marketing Manager for
Chevrolet praised Mann for his
play, adding, "...we hope that
you will feel a sense of accomplishment in that the
scholarship funds awarded to
your university will assist
deserving students in obtaining

Wesley Keene

Spring

Staff Report

Murray fought hard, but
couldn't match Paducah
Tilghman, 19,
sing its final regular.
season game 5-3 at Ty Holland
Field on Thursday.
The Tornado scored four runs in
three innings before Bruce Thurmond settled in to allow only one
baserunner in the final four innings. The Murray bats got Thurmond close to a victory, but
couldn't cash in, leaving the bases
hill in the sixth and runners on the
corners in the seventh
Mark Miller and Jason Sammons opened the sixth with backto-back singles and James Payne
loaded the bases with an infield
hit.
With two out*. Joey Bazzell laced a double down the rightfield
line, scoring Miller and Sammons.
Allan Bazzell walked, but Murray
failed to pick up any more ground
After an unearned Tilghman run
In the top of the seventh, pinch hitter Robbie Danner was hit and
Keith Payne came in to run.
Payne stole second and scored
when Tilghman misplayed a ball
hit by Don Easley.
Thurmond finished with four
strikeouts, while allowing seven
hits, a walk and four earned runs
Murray meets Mayfield in the
Fourth District tournament on
Tuesday at 4:30 p m. The tournament will be played at Calloway
County

On target
• Deena %rigger. of the MSU rifle team, claimed a gold medal in
ladies' air rifle and a silver in ladies English match at World Cup
competition held in Mexico City recently.
The Murray State junior won the NCAA individual championship in
women's air rifle at the NCAA championships held in Lexington. Va.,
in March. She was also named first-team all-America in both air rifle
and smallbore, making her fifth and sixth selections as a first-team
all-American.
Wigger is an odds-on favorite to win a berth on the United States
Olympic team which will compete in Seoul, South Korea, in
September.

Ace in the hole

Murray's Bruce Thurmond sat down 12 of the 13 Tilghman batters he
faced in the final four innings Thursday afternoon, but the Tornado
got
all the runs it needed in the opening three stanzas, downing the Tigers
5-3.
stet Ode 4, Clay i* siker

•' SPECIALS
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ENTIRE STOCK
SHORT SLEEVE

(Reg. $12.95 to $20.95)

Knit Shirts
ENTIRE STOCK
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Dress Shirts
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Shop Our Store For Red Wings

_LOUISVILLE. Ky. i AP — Trainer Charlie Hadry. a man of few
words, says he will have little to say to Chris Antley about his first Kentucky Derby ride on Saturday.
"I'll just tell him to move when he thinks he should," Hadry said on
Thursday after his colt, unbeaten Private Terms, was made the early 5-2
favorite over 16 rivals for the 114th Derby at Churchill Downs.
It is the first Derby for Hadry, 57, but more importantly. the first for
Antley, 22, who has never even ridden at Churchill Downs. Antley had
some mounts today to familiarize himself with the track.
Hadry is confident Antley is up to the task in America's most famous
horse race which has the added spice of a big. fast filly. Winning Colors,
attempting to beat the males on Saturday. Winning Colors is the early 3-1
second choice.
Nobody's going to intimidate Chris. I'll tell you tkat," Hadry said
"And I like him because he's a good finisher."
Antley was the nation's leading jockey in 1985 with 469 winners while
riding mostly in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. Last year, he ranked
fourth in the nation with 340 winners and now rides primarily in New
York.
Private Terms, owned by the Locust Hill Farm, has won all seven
starts, including five this year. But it wasn't until the son of Fast Account was shipped from Maryland to New York for the Gotham and
Wood Memorial that he gained some respect.
Private Terms, who likes to stay fairly close to the the pace, went off
at 10-1 in the Gotham and was more than 3-1 in the Wood Memorial. They

MILOOMPIA NOT"S

nagless
Sally

DROP IN - SEE OUR NEW LOOK
- IN MEN'S WEAR Quality Merchandise In Latest
-COLORS AND STYLES-

44 r

14), 1,4,

if2. ot
**lams
Gold of moos
is Colors
COMING VONA WAY PON

BIG BASS

LOOKOFSKY
DOWNTOWN ON THE SQ. - MAYFIELD, KY.

Murray had to settle for a split
when its boys' doubles teams
couldn't put away Faducah
Tilghman on Thursday. The Lady
Tigers improved to 7-1 with a 7-2
win while the Tigers' 5-4 defeat
dropped them to 6-3
Jason Hunt lost his No 1 seed
match to Chris Young 8-2, but
Mark Whitaker downed Chad
Rodemeier S-1. Scott Foster lost to
Charles Seaburg 8-1, but Andrea
DeSantis, Greg Knedler and Russ
(Cont'd on page II)

were Antley's first two ndes on the ark bay colt
Hadry put $100 on Private Terms in the Gotham. figuring he'd never
see odds like that again on his colt.
This is an easy horse to ride:* Hadry said. -He's had four different
riders in seven starts. It's good to know he can carry the Derby weight
1126 pounds,. He showed that in the Gotham and Wood when he made big
moves."
Hadry was unhappy at landing post position No 16. next to the outside
horse, Forty timer, but he was philsophical about it
don't like it at all, but there's nothing I can do about it." he said.
Private Terms may have to go faster at the start than anticipated in
order to get good position for the 1 14-mile first leg of racing's Triple
Crown for 3-year-olds.
Since 1915 only 12 horses have carried perfect records into the Derby
and only four came out of the race unbeaten — 1977 Triple Crown winner
Seattle Slew, Morvich in 1922, Majestic Prince in 1969 and the filly
Regret in 1915.
Eugene Klein's Winning Colors, winner of five of six starts, ran off and
stole the Santa Anita Derby on April 9 and many trainers are wary that
jockey Gary Stevens will try to duplicate that Pt-length victory.
She will leave from the No. 11 post, which pleased trainer D. Wayne
Lukas. Lukas is winless with 12 horses in seven Derbys but is seeking to
put a filly in the Derby winner's circice for the third time in history
"She'll have a straight shot for the first quarter of a mile." said Lukas.
(Cont'd on page II)

UK seeks Emery employees' testimonies

SALE

Dependable Since 19t2

Calloway County coach Randy
McCallon didn't think there was a
pitcher around who could shut out
his solid-hitting team. but Thursday afternoon he found out
differently.

Reidland's Kent Wallace surrendered only four hits and struck
out 14 in a pitching duel that went
to the visiting Hounds 2-0.
Allan Bazzell, meanwhile,
struck out four and gave up just
six hits and two walks.
Pookie Jones and Corey Wells
had Calloway's other hits
The Lakers, 13-8, host Mayfield
today and visit Lone Oak for a
doubleheader.Saturday
TEN N IS
Calloway County's Lady Lakers
cruised past Christian County 8-1
to up their season record to 5•4
Thursday afternoon
The defending First Region
champions were led by Amy
Haskins, who wiped out Katherine
Hicks ,8-4 at the No 1 seed. Beth
Boaz defeated Alexis Dade 8-1 and
Rebecca Hoke downed Lopa Patel
9-7. Susan Lax lost to Kelly Allen
9-8 18-61 at No. 4. but Julie Pittman
beat Karen Haile S-3 and Grace ,
Curd crushed Melody Jones 8-0
In doubles play. Haskins and
Boaz won 8-3. Hoke and Lax won
8-6 and Curd and Pittman won S-1
The Lady Lakers host Mayfield
today.

Hadry has 'little to say' about Antley's Derby debut

LEE JEANS
ON

MENS WEAR INC.

sports

Murray closes season
with 5-3 loss to PTHS

additional educational assistance."
Mann. who earned All-OVC honors by leading Murray State to the
league's regular-season and tournament championships, and former
Racer football player Willie Cannon are the only MSU athletes to be
so honored.

Rude11 Parks recorded his first-ever hole-in-one April 28. Parks aced
the No. 10, 140-yard par 3 hole at the Oaks Country Club. Playing with
Parks were Danny Woods, Dalton Noel and Stanley Hargrove.

"I'm going in there

By CLAY WALKER
looking at it like, 'I'm in
Sports Editor
camp and I'm going to be
Whtle Jesse Jackson and Michael Dukakis continue to seek delegate
votes and ultimately the Democratic Party's nomination for President,
doing the same things as
Wesley Keene's campaigning is over. Now its time to go to work.
After a stint on the Murray State track team. primarily focused on get.
everbody else.' I'm not
ting professional football scouts' attention, the former Racer gridder is
going to worry about
on his way to Denver where he hopes to begin his career in the National
Football League.
anything."
Keene. who played linebacker at MSU from 1983-1986, is flying to
Denver for a physical examination and to sign a contract with the NFL's
Broncos.
Unable to find a home with a professional team after finishing his
career among Murray State's top 10 tacklers. the Belleville. Ill native
and asked him to go through some agility drills at Vanderbilt University
used the school's track team to demonstrate his speed ihaving covered
in Nashville. Tenn, This Wednesday. Keene received a call from the
40 yards in 4.6 seccmdsi. He also was pleased when-track coach Stan
Broncos' personnel department arranging Sunday's trip.
Narewski joined the parade of coaches and interested civilians calling
Now that the chance at making an NFL team has arrived. Keene is gotheir connections, trying to get Keene a chance at the big time.
ing in with the attitude of letting everyone else worry about him rather
It finally paid off when a Denver scout phoned Keene last Wednesday
(Cont'd on page 11)
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP, — A
petition seeking sworn testimony
from Emery Air Freight Corp.
employees connected to an NCAA
probe of the University of Kentucky basketball program has
been filed in U S District Court.
James Park, special counsel for
UK, filed the petition Thursday on
behalf of the UK Athletics

MAZDA
TRUCKS
hew

$00 COmotourt

Association, according to a news
release
Park, who is conducting an investigation for the school, would
not comment on the action
The court has 20 days to rule on
the petition
The university is trying to find
out whether a package sent from
assistant basketball coach Dwane

OVERALL
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTSON
1986& 101E7
11111.1.0410*

Carroll Mazda

...ON I.OM. aw.e•

Casey to Claud Mills, father of Los
Angeles prep star Chris Mills, con
lathed $1,000 in cash.
The Los Angeles Daily News
reported last month that Emery
employees found the money in $50
bills inside a shipping envelope
sent from Casey to the elder Mills.
The petition said, "Various
employees of Emery and SE!
(Security Experts, Inc. ) have
made unsworn statements that the
Package was opened or found to
be opened at the Los Angeles office and facility of Emery on the
morning of March 31, 1988..."
It noted that Emery may be in
the process of reducing its staff in
Los Angeles, "thereby ,making it
likely that the Association will find
It difficult if not impossible to
(Cont'd on page 11)
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OVC's champions dominate honorary roster
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Southern Division champion Tennessee Tech and Northern Division winner Eastern Kentucky
have placed a total of 13 players on
the Ohio Valley Conference's
honor teams.
Tech placed six players on the
Southern Divisioo All-OVC team
while league coaches selected
seven Eastern Kentucky players
to the Northern Division squad.
Tennessee Tech left-hander
Todd Kemp was named the
Southern Division player of the
year. Kemp had a 9-1 record this
season with an ERA of 2.48 and
struck out 119 batters in 76 innings.
Kemp, a senior, holds the OVC
strikeout records for a season with
133 in 1986 and for a career with
395.
Tech's David Mays is the division's coach of the year after
leading the Golden Eagles to thdr
first OVC division title since 1974,
his first year at the helm.

Friday at Tennessee Tech with Kremblas,
shortstop Mark
Eastern Kentucky meeting Middle Siemer, third
baseman Ron PezThe Saturday Murray Ledger Tennessee at noon CST and Tech zonio and outfielder Shea
playing Morehead State in the se- Wardwell.
and Times will take a look at the
cond
game.
careers of MSU's 'all-time' team
Murray State put five players on
Three games are scheduled for the
members and announce the Murall-time squad: Steve Barrett,
Saturday with the OVC champion George
ray golfers who were so honored
and the league's representative in Jerry Dugan, Jack Perconte,
by the OVC.
Weaver and Leon Wurth
the NCAA Tournament to be
The Golden Eagles set a school determined on Sunday.
In a 1972game, Glenn Beckert of
Joining Kemp on the Southern
record for victories this season
the Chicago Cubs stranded 12 men.
Division
team from Tennessee
with a 34-15 mark and were 19-4
Tech are catcher David Dillon, seagainst OVC teams this year.
Eastern Kentucky outfielder cond baseman Scott Baerns, third
Scott Privitera, who hit .428 with baseman Brent Carrier and outeight home runs, 17 doubles, five fielders Greg Bennett and Troy
triples, 21 stolen bases and 53 RBI Martin,
Middle Tennessee is
is the Northern Division's player
represented by pitcher Dave
of the year.
Jim Ward led Eastern Kentucky Richardson, first baseman Mike
to a 9-1 OVC mark to take the Nor- Messerly, shortstop Ed Pye, third
therm Division title. The Colonels baseman Chris Whitehead and
are currently 32-20. Ward also was outfielder Jay Owens.
Other Eastern Kentucky players
awarded the honor in 1986.
on the Northern Division team are
The league's four-team, double- pitchers Rusty Clark and Randy
elimination tournament begins White, second baseman Frank

A closer look

Spring sports round-up...
ICont'd from page 10)
Adkins won 8-1, 8-5 and 8-3,
respectively.
In doubles play. Whitaker and
Foster were shut out 8-0, Hunt and
DeSantis fell 8-5 and Knedler and
Adkins lost the deciding match 9-7.
The girls were powered by
defending First Region champion
Ellen Hogancamp, who remained
undefeated with an 8-2 whipping of
Kelly McKnight. Beth Wilson lost
at No. 2 to Amy Gregory 9-7.
At the No. 3 seed, Allison Carr
downed Amy Chapman 8-4,
Heather Hughes beat Kathleen
Wooldridge 8-3, Katherine Oakley
downed Lisa Houston 8-0 and Kim
Sexton got past Carroll Heflin 8-2.
Can and Oakley lost their
doubles contest 8-1, but Hogan camp and Wilson cruised to an 8-2
win and Hughes and Sexton picked
up an easy 8-1 victory.
Murray is at Graves County
today
SOFTBALL
Murray was victimized by
Graves County and errors in a 17-3
loss, but the Lady Tigers cut down
their miscues in the second game
of the doubleheader although they
couldn't cut down Graves, falling
5-3 in the closer
Murray committed 12 errors in
the opening defeat, overshadowing Jennifer Parker's two hits.
The Lady Tigers rebounded defensively, but couldn't break the Lady
Eagles in the second game. Murray made only two errors.
Parker again led the offense
with a triple. Stephanie Vanover
and Amy Ford each singled and
doubled and Yolanda Greenfield
had two hits.

UK seeks...

Leslie Loberger suffered the
losses as Murray dropped its
fourth and fifth straight games.
The Lady ,Tigers play Marshall_
County in the second game of the
Fourth District tournament's
opening round at approximately 6
p.m. in Mayfield on Monday.
GOLF
Murray has been on a roll
recently, but stumbled on Thursday. Mayfield fired a team total
149 and Reidland 166 to better
Murray's 170.
Craig Schwettman led the
Tigers with a 40, Bill Fandrich
shot a 41, Lance Balmer a 42 and
Jon Muehleman a 47.
Monday, the Tigers and Lady
Tigers visit Graves County.
JR. HIGH TRACK
James Barrett broke school

records in the 100 meter hurdles
and 400 meter dash in leading
Calloway County to a third-place
finish at the Paducah Invitational
Thursday. Barrett also won the
high jump and was third in the
long jump as the Lakers finished
behind Paducah Middle and Cairo.
Tony Clinton was first in the
mile run and Michael Bell second
in the discus.
The Lady Lakers finished
fourth, trailing Cairo, Paducah
and Metropolis. Darra Mitchell
finished first in the mile and second in the two-mile runs.
Michelle Adcock was second in the
hurdles and Wendy Stephens picked up third-place finishes in the 100
and 200 meter runs.
Calloway closed its season at the
meet. The teams' banquet will be
at 5 p.m. on Monday at Paglia's.

(Cont'd from page 10)
than being intimidated by the prospect of joining the defending AFC
champions.
'I'm going in there looking at it
like,'I'm in camp and I'm going to
be doing the same things as
everybody else who is trying
out).' I'm not going to worry about
anything," Keene said
When Keene signs his contract
on Sunday, it will mean a :2,500
bonus and, for every week he is
with the team, a salary based on a
$35,000 a year income His tryout
will begin in July
If he makes the team, Keene
will be paid 865,000, the NFL's
minimum wage.
Keene isn't ready to figure his
chances on making the squad. He

Dale Willis

The National Hotel
100 ^. 6th St

g,

NATIONWIDE
INSURANCE

Good service.
good coverage.
good price -

That's
State Farm
insurance.-

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Oflice Bloomington Illinois

Baseball
%MERU AN LE %GI L
2.ast Disision
66
L
GB
6L714 New York'
20
Cleveland
17
10
630
2.2
Detroit
It/
10
615
:1
Boston
15
10
600
3.,
Milwaukee
11
11
560
4.2
Toronto
11
407
16
8.2
Baltimore
3
24
III 16.,
Nest Mister'
16
L Pct, GB
Oakland
21
750 7
Kansas City
13 o 519
14
6.,
Ctn.gap
13
13
.500
7
Seattle 16
13
448 81
,
California
17
11
393 10
Texas
16
10
385 10
Minnesota
9
16
360 10.,
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee 9. Texas 1
Oakland
Toronto 5
Minnesota at Balti.nore, ppd rain
Boston 16, Chicago 3
New York 5. Kansas City 3
Detroit F California 5
, Seattle 7. Cleveland 2
,
Feiday's Games
Chticag
-Of TPerez 2-0, at Baltimore o'Thurmond 0-5 o. n,
Boston (Sellers 0-2 at Minnesota !Viola
3-11. in
801140 1731 at Kansas City
Bannister 4-1 o. in,
New York (Leiter 3-I' at Texas 4Kilgus
3-2o. in
Toronto I Stieb 2-3. at California 'Witt 1-3 o.
in,-Detroit 'Robinson 3-2. at Seattle 'Moore
2-3). ono
Cleveland oCandiotti 4-0, at Oakland
(Davis 2-1o. ini

ATIOSAL LEAGUE
Last Ilitlo
r bta
66
L Pet. Colt
New York
It
7
720
Pittsburgh
1:
9
654
1.,
Chicago
13
13
500
5.,
Montreal
1.1
13
480
6
St Louis
II
15
423
7.,
Philadelphia
16
333
Nest Bei lotion
Si
L Pct, 1,18
Los Angeles
, 16
8 667 Houston
15
10
600
1.,
Cincinnati
14
13
San Francisco
13 -14
5
48
11
44
3'
San Diego
9
16
360 7.,
Atlanta
6
18
250 to
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati 10. Philadelphia 4
Montreal 4. Atlanta 1
Houston at New York ppd rain
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
San Francisco o LaCoss 1 2, at Chicago
Maddux 4-2,
P6iladelphia 'Bewley 0-5, at Atlanta ••
oClavine 1-31. in,
San Diego 'Grant 0-3 at Pittsburgh I Nulk
Houston 'Scott 4-0, at Montreal o Heaton
0-1C,Micninnati 1 Rasmussen 1-3 at New York
ziGOOden 6-01, tin
___
Los Angeles iValenzuela 2-31
' at St .
Louis
10 Neal 2-1,, in,
Saturday's Games .
San Francisco at Chicago
Cincinnati at New York
San Diego at Pittsburgh
Houston at Montreal on o
Philadelphia at Atlanta" in o
Los Angeles at St Louis. min

onference Finals
Thursday, May, 5
ampbell Conference
Edmonton 5 1 0-troit 3 Edmonton .eartseries 2-0
Friday. May 6
%ales Conference
Boston at N,",', Jersey
Saturday, May 7
Campbell Conference
Edmonton at Detroit
Sunday. Ma)It
Males Conference
Boaton at New Jersey
Monday. May
Campbell Conference
Edmonton at Ih.trolt

,

I !test-of-hi-el
Tftursda.t May 5
Cleveland 97. Chicago 91. series tied 22
Dallas 107. Houston 97. Dallas wins seri.*
3-k
Seattle 127. Denver 117 series tied 2°
Friday. May 6
Boston at New York
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Portland at Utah
Saturday, Ma.) 7
Seattle at Denver
Sunday, May
New York at Boston, if necessary
Washington at Detroit
Cleveland at Chicago
Milwaukee at Atlanta. if necessary
Utah at Portland if necessary

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
7.59-9888

rby
ay Sale

Former Racer kicker Paul
Hickert was selected in the 11th
round of the NFL draft by the Cincinnati Bengals, running back
Willie Cannon signed as a free
agent with the Atlanta Falcons
and receiver Stanley Howard signed as a free agent with the New
York Giants.

•

LET US PUT YOU IN THE
WINNER'S CIRCLE
$1.00 Over Invoice
on Selected Models
•Chrysler Dodge
•Plymouth Dodge
Trucks
•Nissan Cars
•Nissan Trucks

SALE RUNS THURSDAY, MAY 5th-SATURDAY, MAY 7TH
(Post time - Sat. 4:00 p.m.)
FREE REFRESHMENTS SATURDAY

EVERY

BIG BLUE FAN
Thursday. May 12, 1988
6 30 p m

MURRAY-NISSAN
CHInILER,.:
.pgpGE

Come meet Cliff Hagan, Eddie Sutton, Jerry Claiborne
and members of the
University of Kentucky Athletics Association for an evening
of fun, food and
excitement. Everyone's invited, bring you whole family and
tell your friends about
the Big Blue Spectacular. You don't have to be a UK alumni,
just a BIG BLUE FAN.
Be a part of the pride of Kentucky, come support the BIG
BLUE SPECTACULAR in
your town.

TICKET INFORMATION
T•ckets are S5 00, admission includes
barbecue dinner with all the trimmings
Purchase your tickets at the following
locations
In Mayfield Smith's Supermarkets,
Paris Rd & Farthing St

SCOREBOARD

Nabormetcle in
on yOur aide

reationwete Mutual insurance Company
Nationssele Mutual fore insurance Company
Nationwode I otos Insurance Company
Hoene onoce Coournws Orso

"I'm just going to be in the best
shape I can be in and give it a try,"
Keene said. "I'm just hoping for
the best."

'Little to say'...

is invited

Suite H

753-2508

doesn't even have any feelings on
being selected by a team that has
played in the past two Super
Bowls. He's just happy that
somebody noticed him so the campaigning can stop... and the work
can begin.

PAGE HA

NHL, NBA Playoffs

Keene awaits...

(('ont4 from page 10)
locate and obtain the testimony of
all the foregoing witnesses unless (Cont'd from page 10)
the Association has the opportuniwho doesn't think post positions are the key to handicapping the race
ty to perpetuate such testimony at
"The five pounds we get at 1211 could be an edge."
this time."
Woody Stephens. who trains the entry of Forty Niner and late-closer
The petition added: "Emery has Cephis.
isn't worried about Forty Niner leaving from post No. 17.
failed and refused to cooperate ful"I just as soon have what I got." said Stephens, whose entry is 5-1 in
ly with the Association's effort to
the morning line. "I got the filly on the inside of him. I'm going put heat
determine whether the integrity of
on the filly, you know that.
the package was or was not main"This is the fastest breaking horse in America," Stephens said. "He
tained while it was in the posses- just might break
a length in front and say. 'Move over, boys."
sion of Emery."
Forty Niner, the 2-year-old champion who has won seven of 11 starts,
The petition also stated that it runs on or
close to the pace.
wanted "to preserve important
Other main contenders include Louisiana Derby winner Risen Star,
testimony which might otherwise 6-1: Seeking
The Gold, the Gotham and Wood Memorial runner-up, 8-1,
be lost."
and Brian's Time. the Florida Derby winner. 12-1.
The petition said that university
All the rest are 15-1 or better, including an entry of Intensive Comand NCAA could possibly be sued mand and Lively One. Because
there only 12 betting interests, four colts
by Casey.
were lumped into the parimutuel field - Regal Classic, Din's Dancer.
It also contained a letter from Sea Trek and Purdue King.
Casey's attorney, Joe B. Campbell
If all 17 starters go, the Derby will be worth $786,200 with the winner
of Bowling Green, Ky., to UK and earning $611,200.
the NCAA. The letter stated: "We
The complete field in post position order: Risen Star, Cefis, Regal
have no fear of the truth because it Classic, Kingpost, Brian's Time, Granacus
, Intensive Command, Seekwill vindicate my client ... I am ing The Gold, Din's Dancer, Sea Trek, Winning
Colors, Proper Reality,
prepared to take whatever legal Jim's Orbit, Purdue King, Lively One, Private Terms
and Forty Niner.
action is appropriate to protect his
Post time is 5:33 p.m. EDT. ABC's Derby telecast will be shown from
Constitutional rights."
4:30-6 p.m. EDT.

Mayfield KY High School
Douthitt Street

Protect your "home-awayfrom-home" against loss with a
Motor Home Insurance Policy
from Nationwide Insurance
It's one of the finest values
of its kind on the market today,
offering complete, solid protection at reasonable rates.
• Plus. our Motor Home Policy
is designed to provide you with
the special coverages you
need, including two new ones
not offered by many other
companies
•Towing & Labor
•LossRf Use
Call today for complete
information.

FRIDAY, MAY 6, MS

Murray. Dennison -Hunt Sporting Goods, 1203
Chestnut St
Paducah Paducah Ford,
Fulton. Fall & Fall Insurance,
214 Main St or City School Supt. Office,
Main St.
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•For culinary purposes. "poultry: refers to all domestic birds specifically
bred for the table and includes chickens guinea hens and squabs
Game refers to all birds hunted for food Although raised domestically.
pheasants partridges arid quail still are classified as game

•Free range chicken:
A regular broiler chicken that
lives outside and pecks to
its own food An average Size
bird will serve up to
three persons

•Pheasant The most popular

•Guinea Hen:

game bird The hen pheasant
is considered to be more
tender than the male
One bird serves up
to three persons

Related to the
pheasant Normally
one bird will serve
up to three persons

•Grouse: As with most

•Poussin: A
young chicken
4-6 weeks old
Serve one
bird per
person

game birds availability is
limited to hunting
seasons Serve
one bird
per person

•Quail: Like the
partridge the quail
is related to the
pheasant Serve
two torci, per
person

Chicago Tribune Graphic
Sources Time Life Books arid
Cooks ingredients

Red Man qualifier held on lake
weighing 8-pounds, 12-ounces. ed worms on secondary points in
Sheffer fished points on the nortir -.Barkley Lake, He received $1,000,
end ___Ittlientucky Lake using—a--a-Browning rod-and a one-week
Bomber erankbait in six-to-seven vacation for his bigbass catch.7
feet of water. Fourth place paid
At the completion of the six Red
$509. Fifth place and $454 went to Man qualifying events, the top 24
kllan Garner of Estill Springs, fishermen, determined on a
basis
Tenn. Garner landed three bass
of pounds and points, will move on
weighing 8-pounds, 2-ounces. He
to Regional Classic competition.
fished a Bandit crankbait around
There they will compete against 96
Vining fished banks in the Hargravel points on the west side of other
fishermen from four other
bor Hill area. He caught his fish on
Kentucky Lake.
divisions. The ten highest finishers
a motor-oil craw worm. Second
Rounding out the top 10 positions from each Regional advance to
and third place went to tournawere 6) John Gardner, Cadiz, two the $150,000 Red
Man Allment partners Mark Menendez of bass, 7-pounds,
1-ounce, $398; (7)
Paducah, and Jim Coleman of Dwight Little, Madisonville, two American. The winner will
receive $100,000.
Brentwood, Tenn. Menendez land- bass, 6-pounds, 15-ounces,
$342;
ed four bass weighing 10-pounds, (8) Trip Dilworth, Memphis,
Operation Bass sponsors in9-ounces, while Coleman managed -Tenn.,: _ twu bass, 6-pounds,
clude:
Red Man chewing tobacco,
three, bass weighing—Vpounds,
8-ounces, $286; ( 91 Al Cox, Ranger Boats. Chevrolet trucks,
10-ounces. They flipped pockets on
Somerset, two bass, 6-pounds, Dupont Stren line,_ Evinrude and
the north end of Kentucky Lake us- 5-ounces, $230; and (10) Larry Johnson outboards and electrics.
ing Equalizer jigs. Third and
Frasier,- .-Sebree,- two-- bass-, .-,GNB batteries, Ryobi reels. Pennfourth place paid $1,357 and $811 6-pounds, 3-ounces, $126.
zoil outboard lubricant, Techsonic
respectively.
Dwight Little of Madisonville, ( Hu m m inbi rd electronics I.
Randy Sheffer of Henderson, claimed big bass honors with a Browning rods, Sears, Armour
placed fourth with three bass 5-pound. 7-ounce catch. Little fish- Vienna sausage, and Poe's lures.
David Vining of Brandon, Miss.,
placed first in the Red Man LBL
Division qualifier heldAtadayonKentucky Lake. Vining weighed in
five bass totalling 12-pounds,
12-ounces and earned $2,149. Vining outfished the 165-man field
competing for cash prizes totalling
$8,533.

Fishing reported light to
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Fishing activity in Kentucky during the April 30-May 1 weekend
was light to moderate with crappie
and bass the most consistent catches, the Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reported
today.
The report of conditions at major impoundments:
KENTUCKY — Clear; stable at
summer pool, 63 degrees.
BARKLEY — Clear; stable at
pool, 64.
BARREN RIVER — Clear;
stable, 4 feet below pool, 63.

NOUN — Clear; stable, 2 feet
below pool, 64.
ROUGH RIVER — Clear;
stable, 4 feet below pool, 65.
TAYLORSVILLE — Murky;
stable at pool, 66.
HERRINGTON — Clear; falling, 7 feet below pool, 63.
GREEN RIVER — Clear:
stable at pool, 64.
UPPER CUMBERLAND —
Clear; stable, 13 feet below pool,
57.
LOWER CUMBERLAND —
Clear to murky; stable, 13 feet
below pool, 60.

DALE HOLLOW — Clear;
stable, 4 feet below pool, 60.
LAUREL — Clear to murky;
rising, 4 feet below pool, 57.
CAVE RUN — Clear; stable, 1
foot below pool, 61.
PALNTSVII.LE — Clear; falling
from pool, 64
BUCKHORN — Clear: stable at
pool, 62.
GRAYSON — Clear; stable at
pool, 58.
DEWEX ,— Murky; stable at
pool, 60.
OHIO RIVER MCALPINE
POOL — Murky; falling, 60.
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
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"Ports Plus Service Center"
formerly Gerrald Boyd's Auto Repair
Marshall Gibson — Manager
514 So. 12th St.
753-1750
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But Not
Forgotten.
The passenger pigeon The heath
hen. The Labrador dtk-k. The Carolina
parakeet.
The list of extinct animals grows
Hut it doesn't haw to
The National Wildlife Federation is
wiwking to saw endangered species
Join us while there's still time
The National Wildlife federation.
I i12 l6th.N Washingti in. IX .
2(Kl36-2266.
•
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"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters

Working for the Nature of Tomorrow,„
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION

_
D & W Auto Supply

—

We Install Automotive Gloss

753-4563
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gtc.Linda %ieaver of Cadiz fished during last year's Special Populations Fishing Tournament in Land Between
The Lakes (LBL ). This year's tournament will take place from 9 a.m. to noon on Saturday. May 14. at LB1.'s
Devils Elbow Lake Access Area. The Special Olympics event is designed to develop the fishing skills of
physically and mentally disabled children and adults of all ages. Tournament solunteers will be there to offer
advice and encouragement, and cane poles and bait will be furnished. In addition to first, second, and third
place medals, prises will also be awarded to the 15 top anglers. The heaviest stringers of fish will determine
medal and prize winners. There is no charge for entering the tournament, but preregistration and a medical
rinse are required. For more information, contact: Special Populations Fishing Tournament. Outdoor
Recreation Section, Land Between The Lakes. Golden Pond, Kentucky 4231. telephone: (502 I 924•56tr.!.. exten•
don 213.
Lots of stripes being taken
around the dam by casting the np
rap. Sassy shad. beette spins or
roastertails will do just fine.
Nothing much to report on
sauger except 1 see one brought in
now and then.
Our water conditions are much
,,improved this week since we finally managed to keep the
temperature in the mid 60's overnight. It has fallen 5-10 degrees at
night for the past three weeks and
would take 3 to 4 hours of sunlight
before the fish would really turn
I feel sure this is the reason for
the crappie spawn to be delayed.
They may have done their thing
during the night when the water
was more calm however.
I found a couple of females
which looked ready and had
mature eggs, but only a few. We
have the very clear water again
where the crappie usually drop
their eggs and combined with the
cooler temperatures, the fish will
use the moss and deeper water
when they decide to spawn. There
is cover and shade in every bay,
more than enough to go around
Many folks are switching to bass
fishing just to be able to say they
caught something.
It has been a fantastic spring
and lets us know that if we have
good management we have good
fishing!
Bass are being taken on a variety of "fake baits". Bugg baits,
stick baits, plastic worms,jigs and
rind combinations spinnerbaits,
you name it someone has caught a
fish on it.
, We have a new angler on the
scene now who just might make a
pro someday. John Evan Lane
went on his very first fishing trip
in April and caught two bass, one
crappie and two skipjacks! I'm
sure we can expect many years of
fishing from John, he likes it, and
he is only four years old!
Many local residents have been
fishing after work and doing very

well. Once we get into the heat of
the summer it will change some
but right now it is great.

Things still losk good for now,
hang in there.
Happy Fishing!

Ants.Z4.4.1.7.
*Authorized Evinrude
00 Sales & Service
tO
PH. 901-642-9222
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Resort & Marina
Camden, Tenn

"On Kentucky Lake
Since 1961"
901-584-7880

Super Productel

"Sun Cruizer Pontoon
"Ranger
"(Polar Kraft
"Dura Craft
"Traveler
,,Pro Craft

The McChwe's

Super Dealril
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Pittman Wheel

Benson Sporting Goods
519 So. 12th St. • Hwy 641 So.

753-1342

Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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your hard
work has
paid off, congratulations_on
a job well
done!
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The lone Ranger. long since retired,
makes on unpleosonl discovery

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Work at
4 Foreman
8 Teachers
favorite
11 One of
HOMES
12 Paper

measure
13 Game at
cards
14 Serve the
purpose
15 Beverage
17 Occupant
19 Ms Arden
21 Pallor
23 Dine
24 Tidy
26 Bishopric
28 Nuisance
31 Knock
33 Tavern brew
35 At present
36 Old pronoun
38 Personal
41 Italian
rtver
42 Antlered
animal

44 Native metal
45 Shoemaker s
tool
47 Skid
49 Goal
51 Comfort
54 Unexploded
shell
56 Seed
58 Damp
59 Prohibited
62 Recent
64 Negative
65 Washington
bill
66 Mother of
Apollo
68 River in
England
70 Manner
71 Producer
Norman
72 Indian weight
DOWN
1 Conttrm
2 Chinese
distance
measure
3 Still

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PAC
ITALY
MOP
ETA
NEVER
OUR
WED
SMEE
MATE
SLIPS
DOOM
TO
ODE
PUDDLE
EO
ERRONEOUS
ANTE
AISI LETS
RE 1 '
-N
TATE
SEE
SERENE
HAM
SN
MY
BAS I
CITY
TET.ST
A.SP.
ORE
ASTE
GOA
WEE
ENTER
ELM
4 Metal
5 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
6 Fri follower
7 Pintail duck
8 Communion
plate
9 Vast age
10 Small child

16 Babylonian
deity
18 Short sleep
20 Listeners
loan
22 The sky
25 Spigot
27 Guido's high

11 Paradise

29 Soak up
30 Couple
32 In favor of
34 Greek letter
36 Affirmative
37 House

1

Legal

1

Leg

2

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of executions directed to me and
Issued by the Clerk of the Calloway District
Court, I will on May 26, 1988, at 1:00 p.m. sell
to the highest bidders the following items.
Montgomery Ward VCR - Serial 0921737,
Model No. Gen 10550
1975 Ford Torino - serial 15H31H190714
1975 Richline 14 ft. Aluminum Boat OKy 5173-J
Satellite Dish
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check or give bond with approved sbirety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to
have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity.
J.D. Williams, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky
GLASS
2 .Notice

Repair &

Re
placement work for

homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, in
sulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Cen
ter, 753-0180.

Notice

2 .Notice . 2 .Notic
e

ATTENTION
PAUL
REDDEN!

PAGE

note

addition

39 Anger
40 Femalesheep
43 Kind of bean
46 Ordinance
48 Play on

words
50 Giver of

Face
Brick

gifts
52 Spanish title
53 Short jacket
55 Secluded
valley
Are the
World"
59 Nod
60 Collection
of facts
61 Ruby or
Sandra
63 Existed
67 Tantalum
symbol
69 Brother of
Odin

Pet Sitting
-Rouse Sitting
Shawn Maxwell
753-6147

Even though
we're
hundreds of
miles away,
we still
love, you &
wish you a
Happy
Birthday!
Love,
Shane
& Casey

She was a
dandy then,
and still is
at ten!
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
STEPHANIE
TRANSFER your 8MiVi
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

Start At

$140°.°

si 1000

Vowell &
Son, Inc.
Martin, TN
587-2301

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately ForA Price .Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.

Open

Carolyn's
Corner.
imside Uncle Jeff s)

WE'RE
MOVING
To A New
Location Soon!
Watch Your
Paper
For More Details!

BEDROOM SUITE
CLOSEOUT!
Price
/
1
2

2

Notice

Unless still in
School or College,
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates.
For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree lees, clean service

FIND
IT
FAST
in the
classified

Strawberries

Monday, May 9

Mon., Wed., Fri. & Sat
7 a.m. to S p.nt.
Tuesday & Thursday
7 a.m. to 12 p.m.

733-2707
After 3 p.m.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199

Rodney Lowe
Owner & Operator
Located: 1 mile out 94E.

"Our 26th Year Of Service"
THERE'S SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL
ABOUT A SUPPER DISH..
SOMETHING WONDROUS...

WHICH 8RIN65
TO MIND A
TNOU614T.

CAN YOU FALL IN LOVE
UJITH A SUPPER D151-1
ACR055 A CROWDEP ROOM?

5-6

, 50 I EAT
A LOT OF CHOCOLATE
$
1
0
Wakr?

S

gadlst4Ilts
...me Negro

.40.111•No

SvM101.10.

1%

5
0 17
5
% OFF

ACCORDING
TO THIS MAP
THAT SHOULD
F3E OLD SMOKY
MOUNTAIN

LlOrir
NOT
ANY
MORE

(Aufrf

SINCE IT STOPPED
SMOKING, ITS NAME
WAS CHANIGE2 TO
MT. tiEAL-THANORE

Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
-m4ey so-ro-IA
AGAIN, DION T
THEY"

•Books by the Pound
99'
•Invitations-10' pack!
•Partyware

Mk

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Tenders

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
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Brenda_

11:rt

IAti

THE MURRAY LEDGER Sr TIMES

*Cards
*Stuffed Dinosaurs
*Figurines
And Much, Much More!!!
(NO LIE,COLCNEL WE'VE
.
WITNCX.Cf, FROM 'CUR I

READMORE
BOOK-N-CARD
•

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

CWN Gi4NerOF TRAITORS I
CAPTAIN J4CA,,4

THERE 15
NO REVOLT!
ono*. Srek

*COI

„VO4C01 ',CU SENT 10
BE KILLED„ BUT 14V5
AL IVE,,AND READY

TO TE4TIFY!
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THE

6. Help

Wanted

6

Help

Wanted

Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield. Ky.. 247-6762.
Diamonds, Illack hills
gold, 14kt. gbld ,chins'
"We sell for less!" ''We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.
3

Card

of Thanks

Card
of Thanks
We the family of
Mary D. Starks wish
to express our deepest
appreciation for the
many acts of Kindness shown to us by
friends
and
our
relatives during the
illness and death of
our loving mother and
grandmother.
We thank you for
the beautiful flowers,
visits, cards, phone
calls and especially
for your prayers.
A very special
thanks to the nurses
and staff at the Murray Calloway-County
Hospital who were so
patient and caring.
Thanks to
Dr.
Charles Clark, Dr
Robert Hughes, Dr.
James Hart, Dr.
James Williams and
Dr. Richard Crouch.
A special thanks to
Bro. John Hicks for
his cornforting words,
which were so uplifting in our time of
need.
Thanks for the
beautiful
singing
from the members of
the Hardin Church of
Christ. A very special
thanks to all the
ladies which prepared
the wonderful meals.
Thanks to Blalock
and Coleman Funeral
Home for the care
and kindness. We Appreciated all of you so
much.
May God's blessings be with each of
you.

The Family of
Mary D Starks
5

Lost

and

Found

LOST Friday- 2 female
goats, 1 black; 1 white
Lost in Lynn Grove and
Salem Church area.
435-4446
6

Help

Wanted

S4n0 PER 100 paid
weekly. Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
pillows: Full or part
time. We supply all
pre-cut materials and
pay shipping. Free Info.
Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises,
Dept. 102, Biltmore St.,
PS1.., FL 34984 or call
407'335-0456.
CERTIFIED Medics
tion Aide, Full-time,
11-7. Prefer experience.
Also need PRN Nurses
Aide to train on all
Shifts. Apply in person,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr.
E.O.E.

COUNSELOR,
Childcare
Position
available for person
over 21 years of age to
work in a male group
home. Must be able to
live in the facility 5 days
at a time. Experience or
college degree re
quired. Salary plus
benefits Send resume
to
Director, 3820
Bradshaw, Hopkin
sville, KY 42240.

"HIRING! Governmenf
Restaurant
jobs- your area. $15,000
168,000. Call (602)838
Management
8885, Ext. 68.4."
Great opportunity growNEED Babysitter for
ing at Captain D's. Cap;
Infant, 7 : 4 5A.M
tom n D's, o division of S.P.
5:15P.M., Mon. Fri.,
Foods, Inc., is now acand 9 year old boy
cepting applications for
Summer. References
all management posrequired. Call 759-4796
itions.
before 5P.M., ask for
We desire previous
Sheryl.
restaurant experience,
NEED Lady to live-in
aggressive, hardworking
with invalid lady. Board
career
individuals,
and salary. 759-1661.
oriented people.
NEED Live in
We offer competitive
housekeeper, prefer
starting salaries, exelderly person, to do
cellent bonus program,
light housework and
help care for 2 children.
major medical insurance,
Call 753-0305 after 5P.M.
advancement opporNEED a lob? 4 openings
tunities. If you hove a
now. You may qualify
record of success in your
if: (1)you do not have
current management
GED or your high
position and would like
school diploma, (2) you
to start a new career with
have been out of school
Captain D's, please call:
9 months or more, (3)
1-912-452-6039,
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EC/E.
or send resume to
This project is funded
Laura Cummings
by the Western Ky.
3766 Sussex Dr.
Private Industry
Milledgeville, GA
Council- JTPA. Call
31061
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:30
NOW Hiring Waitress
12:005 days a week.
es and cooks. Apply in
person, Valley Drive In.
Hwy. 94 East, Murray
HELP WANTED
PAR TS Manager for
Automotive De
in our Point Deportment.
partment: Starting pay
Experience preferred.
$17,000 Annually. Gain
Apply in person
recognition for your
auto parts knowledge
Murray Horne S. Auto
while working for an
Chestnut St. Murray
established company.
In
SEAMSTRESS for -Re- Benefits include
ntal Alterations. Apply surance, Pensions,
in person at Boone's Vacations, Sick Leave
Laundry and Cleaners, and Holidays. Send
resume to: Personnel,
605 Main St., Murray.
P.O.Box 1 0 4 0 B
SEMI Driver: Musf
Murray, KY 42071.
have at least one year's
experience, clean driv- R.N.- TO Provide ining record, bay is $20 surance rehabilitation
per mile. Call 502-522- services to injured
Challenging
6433 before 9A.M. or clients.
part-time position for
af er 6P.M.
right individual. I.C.U.
S RVICE Station Atexperience helpful.
tendant: Knowledge of
Salary + expenses: Will
minor car repair. Send
train. Send resume to:
resume to: P.O. Box
Eckman/Freeman &
--1369.
-Associates, P.O.Box
TRUCK Drivers 24420,
Louisville, KY
-Needed- Teams wanted. 40224.
Must be D.O.T.
SALES and General
qualified, 23 years old Maintenance
person for
and have 2 years driv- paint store.
Must have
ing experience. Cali
some experience at this
901 247-3277 or 800-621kind of work. Call
2888.
753-0839 or apply at
WELDER/General Black's Decorating
Maintenance Center, 701 S. 4th St.,
Mechanic: High School Murray.
graduate or equivalent
required. Must have
four (4) years of ex
perience in all phases of
fabrication and welding
including electric, gas,
Needed full-tIrr1e
heliarc, TIG, etc.,
for weekend day
which can be acquired
through construction
shift
position
work or welding shop
Bonus incentive
experience. Ad
ditionally, must have
available. Please
industrial mechanical
call or apply in
maintenance ex
perience in replacing
person at
bearings,: couplings,
and V -belts; changing
Heritage Manor
seals; repairing hi-lift
4th
and Indiana
pumps; aligning
sheaves and V -belts;
Mayfield, Ky 42066
oiling and greasing
247-0200
pumps, fans, and elec
tric motors. General
A Hill Haven
knowledge of plumbing
required. Must be able
Facility
to assist in mechanical
E.O.E.
work to complete
necessary maintenance. Salary $7.21 per
9. Situation Wanted
hour. Apply at Per
sonnet Services, Sparks CHRISTIAN family will
Hall, Murray State do mowing, light hauling,
University, Murray, KY
and house cleaning. Also,
42071. EOE/M-F.
plumbing. Prices re
asonable. 492-8899.
APPLICATIONS GENERAL house and
office cleaning 6 years
BEING
experience. Re
ferences Call 759-1578
ACCEPTED:
after 3P.M.
•Apprentices
LAWN Mowing Service
and Trimming. Call
•Machinists
753 3646.
•Mold Makers
MOWING and Trim
ming, large or small
Apply Mon.-Fri.
yards Call 4.35 4447.
Pioneer Mold
WILL keep children in
Engineering
&
my home, anytime. 437
4678
320 West Broadway
Mayfield; KY 42066
11.Instruction

PLUM TREE RESTAURANT

RN or LPN

H•

••1:

641 North

Starting Mon.. May 9, New Hours:
Opens 8:00 a.m.. Clams 11:00 p.m.
'7 Days Per Week
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED 18:38 a.m. 7:08 p.m.
Choose from 4 meats 48 or more vegetables & salads
Pnces start at 82.99
BREAKFAST SPECIAL, 8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m.
Belgian Waffle, 1 egg, bacon or sausage $2.34
EVENING SPECIALS ALSO, 5:004:00 p.m.

Train sr. he
T R A VEL

AGENT

TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE FIESERVATIONIST
Start locally full/part time
Train on live airline corn
putsrs Home study and real.
dent training Financial aid
available Job plal4ment
assistance National Hdqtre
Pompano Bch, FL

At'.?. TRAVEL SCHOOL
1-800-327-7728

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY
One of North America's largest bulk trucking firms is seeking company drivers to haul
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
years of age, have 2 years over-the-road experience in all four seasons With an ICC Certified Carrier Must furnish past 10 year
verifiable employment record, good safe
driving record, take and pass a drug and
alchol screening test. Excellent earnings and
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
Transporters, Inc . Hwy 95, Calvert City, KY
An Equal OppOrtunity Employer

Accredited member N 11 it i

TRAIN
TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL
iSECRETARI
*SEC./RECEPTIONIST
•EXECUXIS'E
SECRETARY
lull part lir
,
Stan
Learn cord processing and
related secrsitanal skills
Horne Minty and Resident
TralnInd National Hikers
Poillipado Bch

1-600-387-778/1
ENE N4RT 4411001.

Milerray Ledger & Times
10. Business Opportunity

24

Miscellaneous

TWO Commerical NEW Compac
-t Re
Buildings, One 3 bed
frigerator. Excellent
room house, all on one _ter campers .0r__..dorm
lot, all in A-1 condition. rooms. See at 310 S. 10th
Must sell. Call for St or call 753-5377
appointment, 474 8015.
PINE Bark Mulch 2.79
cu. ft. bags. Pine
Instructio
1 1
n
nuggets 2.49 2 cu. ft.
bags. We also have top
INSTRUCTION
soil, potting soil & peat
Coast to Coast
LEARN TO DRIVE
Hardware, Murray
TRACTOR-TRAILER
PORTABLE
Kitchenaid
•No•spiroassz•
Dishwasher, S50. De
needed
•OOT Cssodicarion
luxe Frigidaire 30''
•Fusica pan terse
Range, solid cast iron
elements, 2 years old.
•Raossoent Carpi
•Financial Aid
S:100. 40' TV Aerial with
Areplabt•
rotor, $150, needs dis
ALLIANCE
mantling. Call 753-8052.
TRACTOR-TRAILER
TRAINING CENTERS
AMC= QUASAR 5,000 BTU, 116
LEBANON
Volt Air Conditioner,
CalLToll Tree
used 2 months. Call
1-800-334-1203
after 5P.M., /92 8730.
REAR Tine Tillers• 1
14. Want to Buy
forward speeds and
LOOKING for Wooden, reverse, Briggs and
freestanding shelves. Stratton engines. 5 HP
$599.99; 8 HP 5689.99
Call 753 8950 after 6P.M.
SIX String Guitar. Calf Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, TN.
753•9873.
WANT To Buy: Boats, RED Hot Bargains!
motors, trailers, parts, Drug dealers' cars,
anything marine Paris, boats, planes re
possessed. Surplus.
TN, 901-642-6569, 8A.M.
5P M. daily, 1:5P.M. Your Area. Buyers
Guide )-805-687, 6000,
Sunday.
Ext. S-8155.
15 Articles for Sale
$75.
40' COLOR Antenna, Call 759.1089.
rotor and _cable. 22,000 SHARP Copiers & Fax
BTU Admiral window Machines: For Sale,
Air Conditioner Makita Service, Supplies or
Sawsal. Rally sport Demonstrations. Call
rims and tires, 70 1 800 248 4319 Benton,
series, fits Chevrolet KY.
Camaro. Rear Louver SIGNATURE Re
for '76-'81 Camaro or frigerator, claw foot
Firebird. King wood bathtub, bathroom sink,
burning stove. All items kitchen sink. Call 435
4142
priced to sell. 436-5355.
ILLNESS Forces Sale- TAKING Bids on used
Kingsize bed, chest, office equipment Call
crafts, stove, wedding '759 4911 from
dress. Fri. & Sat., 2 9A.M. 5P.M
TWO Toyo Radial Open
miles South on 641.
Country Mudder Tires,
16. Home Furnishings
Size 31 X 10 50 R15LT,
1 5 cu
ft
CHEST $75. Call 489 2716 after
Freezer. Call 753-6798 430P.M.
(days), 759 9559 WEST KY Hardwood
Kiln, FAS Poplar, $95
(evenings).
per B.F Other hard18 Sewing Machines
woods available can.
NEW and Used Sewing 195-590e.
Machines and VaccUm WOOD For Sale. Green
--an ci seasoned,
Cleaners from $29.50
S25/rick. Call 437-4927
Up Call 474 8015

REFRIGERATOR,

19

Farm

Equipment

2 WHEEL Garden
Tractor, plow, disc,
cultivator sickle
mower. Runs good. 5
HP Ariens -front tine
tiiler, new B'S engine.
Cal, after 5P.M., 436
2879.
CASE 1030 Diesel
Tractor , Completely
rebuilt engine, ready to
work. Oliver 1750 gas
with Front End Loader
Call 753-0338 for further
information.
SUPER C Farmal(
Tractor with plow and
disc. Call 753-0195
22,Musical
BALDWIN Console
Piano. Call 753- 83-4.3.
PIANO For Sale:
Wanted- Responsible
party to assume small
monthly payments on
piano. See locally. Call
Manager at 618 234 1306
anytime.
24. Miscellaneous

30

Business

Rentals

34

Houses tor

PRIME
OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT
1.800 sq feet con-

venient location to
downtown courthouse and banks
Call 753-8302
or 753-5870
31

Want to Rent

SINGLE Campus Mini
ster needs 3 bedroom
home Prefer close to
campus. Lived in last
residence 7 years $250
price range
Need by
June 1, 1988 753 9786.
WANT to Rent By June
1st Two or three bed
room house, washer
dryer hook up, ap
proximately 10 miles or
less from -Murray. $200
price range. Call 753
0284 before 3P.M.
WOULD like to renf
with option to buy nice 3
bedroom house no more
than 10 miles from
town. Call between
4:30-8P.M. 753 4468
32

Apts for

Rent

DUPLEX, 2 bedroom.
appliances, quiet residential area near
university. $275 per
month. Call 753 8096
FURNISHED, Re
modeled apartment
Low ytilities, $150 per
month rent, $150 de
posit. Call 753 8835 after
5P.M.
MUR Cal apts. Nor
thwood Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
Now renting
Equal
Housing Opportunity,
759 4984.
_ ICE 2 bedroom Amu_
?mem 3 miles East of
town, no ,pets, water
furnished $215 per
month. Call 753 8848
27 Mobile Homes for Sale • before 9P M
ONE Bedroom fur
1979 14 X 70 WINDSOR, nished apartment. some
2 bedroom, 1 bath, front 'utilities paid, near un
kitchen, central air, iversity and hospital
washer and dryer Call Phone 7531012 or 753
436 2630.
8756.
1980 EAGLE Mobile ONE Bedroom apart
Home, 2 bedroom, 2 full ment, stove, refrigera
baths Call 435 4595 tor, water furnished
after 6P.M.
Low utilities $145, no
70X14 WINDSOR, 2 pets. Call 753-3919
bedroom, 2 lots, well, ONE and Two Bedroom
septic tank and storage furnished apartments,
building, $8,500 436 2997
1604 Miller Ave ,
REDUCED to Sell 198/ available May 15. For
14x70 Frontier High appointment phone 753
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 0932 or 753 5898
baths, step up kitchen, TAKING applications
Also set on lot 327x87, for Section 8 Rent
septic tank and water Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
lines. $15,500, call after BR
Apply Hilldale
5P.M. 489-2529 Excel
Apts , Hardin, Ky
lent condition
Equal Housing
28. Mobile Homes for Rent Opportunity.
VERY Nice 1 or
12 X 60 2 BEDROOM, bedroom apartments,
furnished in Hazel, nice fully furnished, near
lot Call 492 8526
campus. Also, 3 bed
room house for rent,
nicely furnished near
*Four Star* campus.
Call 753 6111
MOBILE HOME (days), 753 0606
(nights)

41. Public Sales!

UCTION

AUCTION"

Dates: Sat.
May 7. 10 AM
Location

Yard Sale
Sat., 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun., 12-4 p.m.
at Hazel
Take left at Miller Funera,
Home go past Methodist
Church curve to rignt go
to next house on right
(Corner of 3rd &Calloway
Sts

492-8737

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE8 a.m.-5 p.m.
---Sat-May 7
1120 CirtaramaDrive
Clothing, cookbooks
Christmas items &
much more

Yard Sale
Fri., Sat.,
& Sun.
121 South
7 miles
Sewing
chest

Infants Welcome

sleeper

mower_ _ _&
much more

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-?

41.

Public Sales

Public

Sales

Big 5 Party
Yard Sale

GARAGE
SALE

8 AM-? Fri.
8 AM-12 PM Sat.

Fri. & Sat.
8 AM - 5 PM
1.2 mile west of
Kirksey on Hwy. 464

121 S. to
Cherry Corner Rd.
Watch For Signs
Baby
Children & Aciu4:
Clothes Lots 0'
Jewelry Disnes
Odds & Zoo-

Chlidrens clothing
womenS clothing, end
tables lamps riding
mowers home interior, lots tots more

2. Stereos

BACKYARD

YARD SALE

SALE

Fri. & Sat. -9 AM - 5 PM

Sat. May 7th
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
4th house on Noel.
Rd.(121 South, 3rd
Rd. on right)

Hwy 121 South in
Coldwater
(across from
Baptist Church)

Oak rocker, baby
items kftchen ware

Home inferior fisi
nrture clothes knicN
knacks & lots more

baseball cards

Cancel it Raining

Garage
Sale

4 Party
Yard Sale

Saturday
7 AM - ?

May 7, 1988
8:00-2:00 P.M.

641 South,
31
/
2 Miles.

Stui.e

A8 Fox Meadows

Cancelled if II- Rains

Shemwed s

YARD SALE

4 Party
Yard Sala

Follow signs oft of
Brookhaven
in
Gatesborough.
Furniture dog house, nice
area rug books, clothing
men's
women s P.
children's - Infants-6

Household
'erns
some
- furniture
Clothing (all sizes)
glassware dishes

Lond
Neale'

Swimming
Vest
Cloth-m-97 Kitchti•
Items. Lots of Aksc

for
Everyone
The

Air

tioner. Space

Something

Fri. 84 Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
1505-B
Clayshire Dr.

Sat Only
8 'til ?
South 4th ST:
Across From
Hih-Burger
• ,- •

,

Dsnes Pecor.:
Books
•

GARAGE

SALE
Sat., May 7
8 AM-?
908 Pogue Ave.
Something
for

Everyone

GARAGE SALE
(Pain or Shine)

Fri. 8-3 Sat. 8-12
1707 Johnson
On Doran Rd,f3enekd MHSi
v,crowave Sir Computer
Lamp Mari Typewriter Air-.
-...onditioner Foot Massager
Patio Umbrella Shells So
Geograpn.r
Magazines Clean Lade
ii0-121 & Mens (S-:
-,,othes Lots of Misc

4 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Friday
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m.-12
1705 Johnson Blvd.
(across from Murray
High track)
Lots of miscellaneous
items

YARD SALE

3 Party

Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
1714A Wells Ext.
(off N. 18th St.)

Yard Sale
Saturday
8 AM - 6 PM

Eureka xack.....- leaner*.
6-eaosi recekker & 'eves
Girard turotable

1st House On
Butterworth Rd
Off 121 North

SPeahers

toy chest toys babx
bows 5 women s
sunlamp regu.a ar*os
lures & *route frames A
or mow items
p.10.4 raw- FLf

y

Bicycles

I 20

7oys DectrIc Orga:
Childrens Ciofhinc

Street Sales

YARD SALE

Saturday, May 7th
8:00 A.M.
On 18th St. from
College Farm Rd.
to Mayfield Hwy.
Many. Many Items In-

Sat., May 7
7 AM-1 PM

cluding Gold and
Silver Jewelry
Don f Miss IV
0 4 Rains Saws war be
Fr:wowing

221 N. 13th St.
Books, Curtains
Bowling Ball
Clothes
& Dishes

11 416/.,

YARD SALE
Sat., May 7
1314 Vine St.
Lite Jackets,
Water Skis,
Clothes, Knick
Knacks & Much,
Much More
Cancel if Rain

BACKYARD
SALE
Sat., May 7
7 AM 'til ?
121 N. to Bailey Rd.,
1 block to Covey Dr.
odds
&
End',
Clothes. Quilts-Old

New

Crafts

Open Tues., Thurs., Sat.
at 7 a.m.
Mon., Wed., Fri. 4:30 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.
North 16th & Poor Farm Road

50:

Order

753-0195

to,

Mother's Day Gifts

WALLACE'S U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES

U-Pick
Rain or Shine

4,4

machine,
freezer,
sofa. 8 h p.

Open from 6:30 a.m.-5:15 p.m.

Call 753-7359

Livestock-Supplies
37 Livestock Supplies
AT Stud Registered
PERFORMANCE
Tennessee Walker, son Tested Simmental
and
of Mary Go Boy. Sorreii Maine Anjou
crossbred
blaze. _natural. service age
bulls Only
Phone 5 2 7 • 7 2 4 1 , tne very top
perform
evenings
ance bulls offered for
SIMIV1ENTAL and sale All bulls health
Simbrah bulls
Per
tested and guaranteed
formance & semen Broadbent Farms,
tested Excellent qual
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
by $650 & up Cadiz, (502)235 5182, (Night)
Ky 522 8794
(502)235 5170
37

.11

REPAIR

19,000 BTU AMANA
Inter ,o, 8 (steno,
34 Houses for Rent
Window Air Conditio
DONS'S Windows
rXTRA
Nice 7 Bed
ner, used 3 months, like
Vinyl Skirting Gutters
room house with stove,
new condition, $475
Installed
refrigerator, air con
435 4382 or 753 5549 after
Leveling fioorS repaired
ditioner and washer •
5P.M.
ROOS Keel Sealed
dryer hook up. Fenced
5 HP POWER Tiller,
Best Prices duality resultsin backyard with stor
good condition, Call
Lattice Decks trOfr.
2114
age buildings $350 per
436 5658.
'Factory Experience
month, plus deposit
Sieheing 41 Servicing
8 X 16' UTILITY Shed,
Mobil. Nornee '
Call 753.1772.
$695, Patio, black
FOR Rent
One bed
wrought iron, table and
* FWONE L502)4924488*
room house, un
4 chairs. Call 474 2390.
BUSINESSES- Caps, 1 OR 3 BR, furnished o\furnished, at Coldwa
jackets, T-shirts, golf unfurnished, some new ter. One or two adults,
shirts for employees furniture, natural gas $95 per month - de
posit. Call 489 2267
and advertisement. Can electric, air con
be embroidered or ditioned. Shady Oaks THREE Bedroom
house, newly decorated,
printed. Faye's, 514 753 5209.
FOR Rent 1 3 nd 1 $375 per month Call
Main St , 753 7743.
FIREWOOD for safe_ bedroom trailers, also a 753 2967.
Also, tree removing. 30 house in the country. TWO Bedroom close to
Adult preferred
Call college. All appliances,
years experience. 436
753 9866.
nice. Call 753 4478 or
2758 or 436.2562.
FIREWOOD for sale. Two Bedroom Mobile 753 0718.
Home, furnished, cen- WANTED
Responsible-437 4667.
GLIDDEN Latex Wall tral h/a, nice, near student, male or fem
ale, to share my house
Paint 5 gallon can university. Deposit re
S29.99. Get at Black's quirecl. Phone 753 3895 with my son while I am
in school. House is nice
Decorating Center, 701 after 5P.M.
Two Bedroom un and in a quiet, family
S. 4th St., Murray, KY.
LARGE, large, large furnished, central heat, neighborhood in
selection of storage window air, carpeted, Murray, Student pays
buildings in stock for 641 North, lease deposit, reduced rent of $200 per
immediate delivery. no pets, vacant, re- month plus 550 00
utilities Additional ar
Acree Portable ferences. Call 753 3942
rangements to be dis
Buildings, Mayfield,
cussed in person Call
30. Business Rentals
Ky 502 247 7831.
LAWNMOWER 22 cut, FOR Lease or Sale Two 753 8)43 or 762 2718
August 1, 1988, thrpugh
8" steel ball bearing bedroom house at Five
wheels, instant height Points near college. May, 1989.
adjustment, 3 1/2 HP Zoned 8 2, completely
Public Sales
41
Briggs & Stratton en
remodeled Suitable for
gine, $159.99 Wailin office or small business
Hardware, Dovintown Call 753-4478 or 753 0718.
Park
Open all day OFFICE or Store space
Motion International
Saturday
available mid May,
MEMBERSHIP in Southside Shopping
"SUPER
Pirates Cove, $3,600
Center. 753 9386 or 753
WAREHOU
SE
Call 437 4216
6612

Murray
Day Care Center
has Summer and
Fall Openings

Rent

SMALL Building near NICE 3 Bedroom, 1 batt
campus. Ideal for office house with garage by
or small business. Call Kentucky Lake, kitchen
----appliances furnished
753
$200 per month
Call
753 0132 days, 436 5433
nights
ONE Bedroom house
partly furnished
Nice
neighborhood close to
university
Call
753 3920

$ 4 00

i

qt
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CLASSIFIEDS
41

Public Sales

36

For Rent or Lease

lltttit to tIwn a Heavy

Yard Sale
Fri, 8 am-3 pm
Sat.,8 am-Noon
1009 Olive St.
Absolutely

no

sales before 8 am
Furniture car seat,
canning tars & odds
& ends

Duty Washer and
Dryer. $18 per week
Call Movie World at
753 4663
38

Pets -Supplies

AKC REGISTEAE15
Maltese pups, 2
females, 1 male, $250
each. Call 4742286.
41. Public Sales

Yard Sale
4-Party
Yard &
Moving Sale
Fri. 1-6
Sat. 7-6
/
1
2 miie down 280 to
Cardinal Ridge Trailer
Park, last trailer.
Toys furniture
OdriS & ends

Fri & Sat
8 am-?
810 Broad Ext.
Electric tvewriter.
clod:ling, lamps lots of
miscellaneous
NO SALES
BEFORE 8 AM
Rain or Shine

Cratts

Yard Sale
Off Hwy 94 East on
Van Cleave Rd.
Sat. 7:30 til 1:00

43. Real Estate
BUSINESS Property
for sale by owner 1303
Chestnut adjoining col
lege Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front. Large lot for
future development 10,
000 below appraisal.
':all 615 262 0000
44

Lots for Sale

reN
Sale large LM in
Wildcat Village Call

501.247-6137, Mayfield,
KY.
kENTUCKY Lake Lot.
12x60 Mobile Home, sep
tic, well, lot goes to TVA
survey line, $16,500 4,42
1770 or 442 3632.
LARGE Lot
Paris
Landing area Call 753
5792
45

Farms for Sale

10 ACRE Fartn near
Backusburg Hill in
Calloway County. Call
345 2526
46 Homes for Sale
10 75 ACRES, 3 Bed
room home, 2 years old,
6 miles from Murray
Call 753 973b, leave
message on recorder if
not home, will return

,128 SQUARE Foof
Lakefront Home for
sale on one acre lot
North of Paris Landing.
golf clubs, chrome roll
Private dock and more
bars, roll bar lights, set
land available. 901-232
of 4x4 tires, fishing
8392
equipment, medicine
3 YEAR Old Energy
Saver, modular home
cabinet, baby clothes
Brick 1/2 up, /2 acres
fenced pasture, 15x30
94 West.
shed and corn crib,
43 Reel Estate
stocked pond, central
Watch
heat and air, 3 bedroom,
BOB 1-4aley Credible
for Signs.
Knowledgeable
Easy 2 bath, fireplace, ap
piiances stay Elderly
to Work With Call him
at 489 2266 or Roberts neighbors, extra well
built and very clean. 121
Realty 753 1651
South on East State
FOR Sale Good rental Line Road. 436 2105
property, four apart
BEAUTIFUL Lake
ments. 1 block from home at
Panorama
campus $40000. call Shores.
Two bedroom,
753 1203
bath, living room, kit
kOPPERUD Realty chen, energy efficient,
offers a complete range air conditioning 436
1615 Wiswell
of Real Estate services 5355.
with a wide selection of BEAUTIFUL Brand
Road
quality homes, all New 3 Bedroom Home
Antiques,
T
prices 753 1112, toll free in Sherwood Forest
1 800 251 HOME Ext
'houettOld items
Kohl Construction Co ,
71,1 L for courteous, 489 2482.
floral arrangements.
competent Real Estate BRICK Home 3 bed
clothes and much
service We make buy
room, 2 bath, sun porch,
ing & selling Real kitchen, utility room,
Estate easy for you
fenced yard, storage
house, central H/A. 3
blocks from Murray
High School Call 759
4407 after SP M
COUNTRY Cottage 4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
Saturday, May 7th
sunporch, carport,
Rain or Shine
garage/shop Fenced
back yard. Garden spot
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
About 5 miles from
Murray Girl Scout Cabin
Murray. (501) 4.35.4298
evenings/weekends
on Sharpe Street
GOVERNMENT
(Back part of Old City Park)
Homes from S1.00. "U
Repair" Also tax de
This 15 to raise Money for the upkeep of the
I inquent property Call
cabin A little of everything for everyone'
805 644 9533 Ext 1634
for info.
THREE Bedroom
.111Lrick, 1 1 /2 baths,
L48. /DR, Den, 2
fireplaces, gas heat,
garage, deck, Satellite
Season posses for the Murray Calloway
dish, cable, concrete
drive, one acre, 7 miles
County swimming pool may be purchased
from Murray, 4 miles
now through pool opening.
from lake Irvin Cobb
Rd. 436 5463.
Family Posses
1170
THREE Bedroom home
Single Peas
640
12 miles East of
Murray. Good well, 2
Posses may be purchased at
sleeping rooms up
The Park Office, 10th & Payne St. stairs, on about 3 1/2
acres, $50,01:03 Call 753
1203.
Call 753-7640
THREE Bedroom
Duplex near college
Call 753 7947.
TWO Bedroom Brick
House, nice neighbor
hood, almost a new roof
hardwood floors, built
810 Sycamore
in carport Stove re
frigerator, air con
ditioning, shades and
curtains are optional.
350Each
1614 Ryan St Call
753-6413.
(Many more varieties)
TWO Bedroom
Aluminum sided house,
Flowers & Pepper Plants
fenced in backyard
Nice neighborhood. Call
Our Fresh Vegetables
759 1182.
are in from Florida
WHY rent when you can
buy aluminum sided 2
rCucumbers
r Squash
bedroom house? Price
-Bell Peppers
Reduced. Good loca
tion, 492 8595 after
r Vine-Ripe Tomatoes
5P.M

Yard
Sale

Riding lawn mower.

Saturday
8 am-?

Moving Salo

Sat., May 7th
8 am-?

YARD SALE

Pre-Season Saki

D & M Market
Jet Star Tomato Plants

rliVe Have Vidalia Onions
r Apples
r Lots More
rNovelties r Sale on Tools

Paschall Carpet Inc.
Spring Salo
ONhile It Lasts')
W. 14••• What Ws Advortloo In Stock
1 Trailer load Short Rolls
Heavy Commercial Plush Shag
'1.00 to '1.50 sq. yd.
Take All
Outside Grass Carpet
.994 to '3.95 sq. yd.
Big Roll Mixed Colors
12 ft Plush Carpet '4.95 to '6.99 sq. Std.
12 ft. Heavy HI-Lo Shag
'5.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Heavy Commercial
'2.99 to '4.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Heavy Trackless
StaInMaster
'6.95 sq. yd
12 ft. Our Best Trackless and Heavy Plush
'7.95 to '12.49 sq. yd.
Drawing
tar
2 FRES Rags
May 7th

Paschall Carpet Inc.
ml. south of Murray Ky
on Hwy. 141 botwoon
Nasal Ky. I /Wryest Tainn.
Open U •.1.1.1. • II p.m
Saturday
N
•01.411111-111003

Wierray Ledger & Times

49. Used Cars

49. Used Cars
4 9 . Used Cars
53. Services Offered
53, Services Offered
53 Services Offered
1482 OLDS Cutlass WANT to Trade 1977 BRICK block and conMachine ReSEWING
MOBILE HOME
Brougham, p.w., seats, Mercury Marquis for crete driveways,
Specialist, Repair, pair All makes and
etc. Velour interior, fishing boat, motor and sidewalks, patios, house
leveling, underpinning, models. Home & Innew tires, rally wheels, trailer. Phone 753-2587.
foundations, chimneys. set-ups, tear downs, dustrial Bag closing
moon roof, extremely
New and repair. 27 roofs, floors, plumbing, machines. Also scissor
sharp, 57,000 miles. Call 50 Used Trucks
years experience. Free wiring,,washing, sharpening. 40 yrs.
753 4.465 after 5P.M.
experience. All work
1968 CHEVROLET 3/4 estimates. Large or hurricane straps. 759
guaranteed, Kenneth
1983 BUICK Century, Ton, $500 or best otfer. small jobs. Charles 4850.
Barnhill, 753-2674,
60,000 miles. Call 753- Call 437-4582 after 5P.M
Barnett 753-5476.
PAINTING. Inside or
Stella, Ky.
3140 after 5:30P.M.
1976 CHEVY Pick Up CHAIN Link Fencing Out by hour or job.
SHEETROCK finishing,
1983 HONDA Prelude, Short wheel base, 350, and Dog Pens. Small or References & Free
Es.
new or repair. 436-2811.
46,000 miles. Call 435
white, cloth interior, large jobs. Free Es timates. Call 759-1683.
4276.
new tires and paint, timates, financing QUALITY construction SUREWAY Tree
available. Call 753-8846.
Service- Topping, prun
1984 CROWN Victoria $2,800. Call 759-4657.
Fri., repairs and alterations. ing, tree removal. Ae
like new inside and out. 1 9 8 1 PETERBILT 'Mon.
Free
estimates.
Call
G
rial bucket truck. Fully
44,000 miles, one cwner, Tractor Cabover, 400 10A.M.-5P.M.
& A 436-2617.
insured for your prot
must see to appreciate. Cat engine, 13 Speed CONCRETE driveROCKY
COLSON
Home
ection. Stump removal
753-3924 or come by and transmission, d.u., for ways, patios, carpentry
Repair. Roofing, siding,
see at 809 N. 20th St.
sale or trade. Call and block work. Call painting, plumbing, with no lawn damage.
502-492-8160.
Free estimates. No
198-4 FORD Van E-150, 436 2388.
concrete. Free es
obligations. 753-5484.
302, V-8, auto overdrive, 1982 FORD Van Club PENCE
timates.
Call
474-2307
or
sales at Sears
air, radio, insulated, Wagon XLT, local, 1
now. Call Sears 753-2310 753-6973.
36,000 miles. Call 753- owner, 45,000 miles. for free estimate
for SERVICE on all makes 55 Feed and Seed
4048.
Excellent condition. $7, your needs.
of Sewing Machines and
1984 LINCOLN Mark 500. Call 759-9752 after FOR
The New
most any type Vaccum Cleaners. Call
VII, loaded, blue. Call 4P.M.
Northrup King
driveway white rock 474-8015.
753 7113 before 5P.M.
1983 FORD Ranger 4X4,
Seed Corn
also, any type gravel,
1984 RED & White 4 speed, 2.3 liter 4 dirt and sand call Roger
Hybrid Sudan Grass
BASEMENT?
WET
We
cylinder,
wheel
short
Citation II, excellent
Hudson, 753 4545 or make wet
New S-4477
basements
condition, $2,150. Call base, camper top and 5 753-6763.
Soy Beans
dry. Work completely
new
tires.
or
best
$3,800
753 8942.
offer. 924-5598 after GARDENS Tilled and guaranteed. Call or
Stack Dust
Lawn Maintenance in
write Morgan Con5P.M
Garden Seed
spraying
cluding_
for
struction
Co. Rt. 2, Box
1983 MAZDA Pock-Up, S
and Bedding Plants
speed, air conditioning, weeds, fertilizing and 409A, Paducah, Ky.
May 5th, 6th & 7th
mowing.
7532423.
Call
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
D-2000, excellent gas
Dan Taylor
mileage, looks and runs GILSON'S 16 HP Twin WILL do plumbing in44‘./,,ay S'Le
Cylinder
engine
only
good. Asking 87,700._
stallation & repairs. All
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, 759
121 S. Neale Rd
1545;
-- $1,825. Includes -48" guaranteed. Free-41-- mowing
serdeck. We
Cadillac, Inc. of
1984 FORD Ranger, 4
timatet. Phone 492-8899
753-5522
door, 4 speed, blue with vice all makes and or 753-130S.
Paris, TN
camper topper, one models. Free pick up
New & Used
and delivery. Jimmy's
owner. Call 753-0563.
GM Executives (5
1986 WELL Equipped Lawn Mower & Saw
Program Vehicles
Chevy Silverado C 10. Shop, Kirksey, KY.
Gifts for Everyone
Below Retail Call 434,- Phone 419-2804.
Cokes Popcorn
GRATING, Bulldozer,
1877.
9014424900
1987 CHEVROLET Back hoe, Gravel haulCustom Kitchen
Hwy. 79 W.- Paris
ing. Call 436-2388.
Conversion Van
Cabinets
1985 BUICK Century loaded. 436-2718 after GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut*8 Types Of;
Limited, V-6, triple 5P M
ters installed for your
III
burgandy car with vel
Woodworking
Custom
specifications. Call
*
our insides, loaded up 51. Campers
*
753-2310
Sears
for
free
42,000 miles. Extra 1970 WINNEBAGO in
*
sharp Call 759 1543 or good condition. Call estimate.
*
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
753-0509.
753-6196 or see at 508 S. HAMILTON Cultured
*
•Drop by & ewe our showroom
marble and tile. 643 Old
1986 CUTLASS 7th St., Murray.
* *************
I Bernd Bunny ember
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -*********IA
Supreme, V-8, loaded, 1978 35' WILDERNESS Benton Rd. 753-9400.
31,000 miles, white with 5th Wheel, must sell, INSULATION blown in
burgandy half top with $6,000 or best offer. Call by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
burgandy inside. Extra 753-6709.
sharp Call 759 1543 or
COACHMAN Cabover high heating and cool
753-0509
Truck Camper, 'stove, ing bills. Call Sears
1986 RED Nissan Pulsar oven, ref., furnace and 753 2310 for free
Face Brick start at $133"
N X, AM/FM radio, 5 more. Call 753-3520 after estimate.
'LEE'S CARPET
speed, sunroof, low 3:30P.M.
•Brick •Mortar •Stone .Flue Blocks
mileage. Extra sharp. TRAVEL Trailer: 1984 CLEANING. For all
•Flue
Liners •Patio Payers •Crossties •Pottery
itcrontry Lite, your carpet & upholstCaft 753.5716.
Price Laird, owner
Puryeer, TN
247-3232
'1987 MAZDA ?i26 LX, original owner, ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
18,000 miles, under aluminum super struc
warranty, loaded with ture, awning, Satisfied references.
microwave, air con- LICENSED electrician,
luxury features, elec
Need A Special Gift?
tric sunroof, dark blue, ditioning, electric ton- residential and com36 MPG, buying Van. gue jack. In excellent mercial. Air conditionCeramics-Moccasins-Woodcratts-Copber-Brasscondition, $8,500. Phone ing. Sales and service.
Call 753 9487 after .4P.M.
Toys-Fish. Aquariums & Supplies-Crystal-NotionsGas installation and
1917 MONTE Carlo SS, (502) 522-7621.
Flowers-Tools-Wood Swings
repair for natural and
T tops, will consider
Also now selling high quality sotas-love seatsLP. Fred's Repair 753trade 898 3562.
7103.
Hide-a-beds-Berkline recliners-desks- tables &
1987 RED Nissan Sen
MAX W. Parker,
chairs-end tables-bedding-entertainment centerstra, A/C, 5 speed,
Attorney at Law. ForAM/FM stereo cass
and much much more
mer county attorney;
ette, 18,000 miles. Call
25' or 31'
former
district
You'll find it all at
judge.
Jack at 753 4178 or
Excellent Condition
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
762 3350
Murray, 753-3153;
PEAL Nice Dune
Call 753-4960
Home, 753-7900.
Buggy with trailer Call
in
Bid
MITCHELL Paving
1981 TOYOTA Tercel, 492-8617.
Driveways, parking lots,
56,XX X actual miles, SHARP, 1 owner, 1970
2 Mi N of Murray US 641 753-45661
seal coating and stripin
hatchback, $1,100. Call Monte Carlo, V 8, 305, 52. Boats-Motors
Open: Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
753 5411, 8A.M. 5P.M., air, AM/FM cassette
14 FIBERGLASS with Also, limestone, gravel
ki Owned and operated by Robert and Nei Wiggins
top
grading.
soil
and
435 4443 after 5P.M.
65HP Mercury, $700 or
Call 759-9313 after 5P.M.
=Oltall=1:1=0111[
1981 TRANS AM, good
best offer. Call 437-4582 Phone 753-1537.
Need An Extr,, Car
rubber, black, make an
after 5P.M.
offer. Call 753 1504.
15' RUNABOUT, 50 HP
For A Fcw Days''
Mercury motor and
1982 CADILLAC Seville,
tl.
F
(
.4
At
trailer, $800. Call 753
loaded, white/yellow.
DWAIN TAYLOR
6120.
Call 753 7113 before
5P.M
16'FIBERGLASS
CHEVROLET. INC
Sailboat with trailer, 2
1987 OLDS Toronado.
502-753-2617
sails, all accessories
Call 753 6308
Call after 5P.M., 436
2879
172 REBEL Crappie or
Located on Hwy 641,
Bass boat, 90 HP Mer
cury, good condition
two miles south of Murray
Call 492-8505
1974 WELCRAFT Air
LOOK FOR OUR SIGN ON EAST SIDE OF HWY
slot 165, 140HP inboard,
outboard. Needs some
motor work, $1,500. Call
7 Acres of beautiful
We supply handy 5 lb.
376 5400.
berries to choose from
1978 VIP SWEET Six
& 10 lb. Picking
teen with 85 HP Johnson
Hours: 7:00 a.m. to
Baskets for you to take
T&T and custom VIP
Three bedroom, 3 bath home in rustic setting
7:00
p.m. Mon.-Sat.
berries
your
home
in.
trailer.
Call
753
2388
near Kentucky Lake Only 881.000
after 6P.M.
SAILBOARD SR 1,
$350. good condition
Good beginner's board.
Contact Mike at 474 2718
after 5P.M

1971 PLYMOUTR
Scamp, S200. Can see at
209 Pine St. or call
753-5320.
1972 FORD Galaxy,
very nice ind clean,
S1,050. Call 753 7907.
1973 BUICK Century
Grand Sport, new motor
and transmission, $11,
800. Call 753 0726 or
436 5426.
1973 FORD Mercury, 1
door, runs good. $500 or
best offer. Call 492-8548.
1973 FORD Pinto Wa
gon, 762 4775 after
3P.M.
1974 FORD Torino, p.b ,
p.s. and air, S1,500. 1985
Chevy Cavalier, p.b.,
p.s. and air, 15,300. Call
753-0260.
1974 VW BUG, calf
753.7113 before 5P.M.
1976 CADILLAC
DeVille good running.
condition, $400. Call
474-2329 after 6P.M.
1977 CHRYSLEP
LeBaron, 4 door, excel
lent condition, leather
seats. Call 753-4508.
1977 FORD Maverick*
very nice Call 753 7113
before 5P.M.
1977 MERCURY Grand
Marquis 4 door, black
with red interior. Like
new. Must see to appreciate, $1,050. Cali
436-2427.
1978 DODGE Diplomat,
grey, body and motor in
good condition_ Needs
minor repairs, $400
Call 753 0180 until
5P.M., then 753 2798
1978 PONTIAC Grand
Prix U. Call 753-0222.
1478 PONTIAC Sunbird,
blue, 4 speed. Call
753 7113 after 5P M.
1979 FIREBIRD, runs
excellent, good Eagle
tires, straight body, V-8
301, blue, $1,200. Call
436 5634 evenings.
1980 BUICK Century,
p.s., p.b , nice. Call
7537113 before 5P.M.
1980 BUICK Skylark
Limited, engine over
hauled 20,000 miles ago,
cheap, sharp, nice. Can
be seen at NW Riviera
Courts or phone
753,0577.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 350, V 8,
A/C, AM/FM, cass
ette, good condition.
Great family car or
graduation present, $l,
900 753 9786.
1980 MAZDA GLC
Sport Must Sell. Runs
good, $700 firm. 762 2406
(days ask for Ross or
leave message); 753
5970 after 5P.M.
1981 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, 2 door, air, p.s.,
tilt, cruise, p.b. Call
753 7113 before 5P.M.

GRAND OPENING

46

Puryear Brick & Supply Co.

AIRSTREAM
TRAILER

Shoppers Mall
Wiggins Furn.

641 UNPICK
STRAWBERRIES

400 Per Lb.

Cars
'87 Dodge Shadow...Local 1 owner, less

than 8.000 miles, traded for '88 Shadow
Lots of warranty left
'86 Pontiac 6000...Local 1 owner, 27.000
miles Full power & air
85 Buick LeSabre Limited...Extra clean &

Motorcycles

1979 GS 1000 SUZUKI,
for sale or partial trade
Call 753 7300
1981 YAMAHA XT 250, 2
new tires, approx 2,000
miles, $600 Call
492 8956
1987 YAMAHA Special.
great small bike for
street. Call 753 9395.
1987 350 YAMAHA 4
wheeler, excellent con
dition. For sale or take
over payments Cali
492 8663 after 6P.M.
1987 YAMAHA 350 4
wheeler and 1 9 8 5
Yamaha YZ 250 Dirt
Bike. Call 759 1974 or
753.3108.
1981 YAMAHA
Blasters, 3 months old
Must Sell Call 753 3319
or 759 1108 after 5P.M.
HONDA Aero 50 Scooter
for sale, runs good, $375
Call 762 4003.
Auto Services
rNGIfilE, 365 CT, 87
model, 3,500 actual
miies, $1,000, call 577
9779

48

49

Used Cars

1956 cHEVY, runs and
drives good Call 753
7113 before 5P M

Carraway
Farms

,,t)
,..

nice. loaded
47
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'85 Lincoln Town Car...Loaded. extra nice
and clean Must see and drive
'84 Chevy Monte Carlo...Extra clean, full
power & air, bucket seats with console
'83 Chysler 5th Avenue...Fully loaded. new'
tires
'83 Toyota Corolla...Low mileage. 4 door,
5 speed. air. AM FM cassette

'82 Olds Cutlass...Local 1 owner, 54,000
miles, full power & air
'77 Chevy Cordoba...Less than 52.000 ac
tual miles, in good condition

Trucks
'88 Dodge Dakota...LOcal 1 owner. 4 Cyl
5 Speed, 2,000 miles. warranty'

'85

Chevy Scottsdale...Local 1

owner

auto, air, AM FM, power steering and
brakes, less than 50.000 miles
'84 Ford F-150 CUStOm...6 cyl 4 speed
make us an offer

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
1332 EAST WOOD ST LAKE 1/1NY 79E
PARIS TN 901-642-5661

53. Services Offered
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your
professional tree service All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip
per. Call 753-0906
ABLE, Willing and
Ready to do your re
modeling or room additions. Quality work
guaranteed
Re
ferences. Call 436 2877.
ACE Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard work.
Call 492•8650
ALL Types of gravel
and white rock hauled.
Also, slabs and light and
dark mulch, hauling
and any type of clean up
work. Reasonable, Re
ferences. (Industrial or
Residential), 753 0467
after 6P.M.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 28 years ex
perience Parts and ser
vice. Bobby Hopper, 753
4872 or 436 5849
BREAKING and disc
ing gardens Yard Ian
dscaping. Leveling
driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430
or 753-0659
FAMILY Lawn tare
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
Shrubbery and hedges
Servicing city and
county Lower rates for
Senior Citizens Call
now and register with a
dependable Lawn Ser
vice. 753 3534 or
753-3455

JERRY'S
YARD GUARD
"Competent Yard Care at Competitive Prices"

THE TRUCKS HAVE ARRIVED!!!
•Fountains
•Bird Baths
•Yard Ornaments
•Pots/Planters
•Annuals
•Trees/Shrubs
•Hanging Plants
•Bedding Plants
•Fertilizer
•Potting Mix

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL:(5/4-517)
Beautiful, High quality,
Large 10" Impatiens baskets - All colors

Dellv•red (In-Town Only)

759•4808
206 E. Poplar
(Next to Steel & Allbritton)
1
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es announce Miracle Network funding
The Wal-Mart Foundation of
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., has announced major sponsorship by the
company for the Children's
Miracle Network Telethon
(CMNTI. Wal-Mart associates,
nearly 200,000 nationally, will hold
local fundraising projects during
the company's 'Make A Miracle
Week', May 1-7 Success of the fundraising projects depends greatly
op community support. All proceeds from local Wal-Mart store
fundraising events will go to area

CMNT hospitals for children
throughout the company's 24-state
trade territory.
CMNT, in its sixth year, is the
world's largest televised fundraising event. It airs the weekend
following Memorial Day of each
year. In 1987, CMNT raised over
$40 million dollars for more than
150 hospitals for children
throughout the United States,
making it the most successful
telethon in television fundraising

history. This nonprofit event is
produced by the Children's
Miracle Network and will be
televised live from Disneyland in
Anaheim, Calif., June 4-5.
Don Soderquist. vice chairman
and Chief Operating Officer of
Wal-Mart, stated the company's
fundraising goal during its first
year of participation for CMNT is
$1 million. "This is an exciting op-

Scholar to be ambassador
Murray-Calloway County United Way Board Member Walt Apperson
presents an allocations check to Gerry Hardin, center, and Tracy Duck
of the Collegiate YMCA at Murray State University.

MHS calendar
Monday,May 9
AP/A.M., SpthiálFP.MTAUñ, District lraseThall: CCHS VS.
MCHS/4:30 p.m., Tennis Match at Mayfield/4 p.m., Golf Match and
GCHS/4 p.m., Tri-Alpha Banquet/Cafeteriia/5:30-6:30 p.m., District
Softball Tournament.
Tuesday, May 10
AP/A.M. French — p.m., Government Boys and Girls Tennis vs.
CCHS/3:30 p.m., Speech Banquet/Cafeteria/6:30 p.m., District
Baseball/MHS vs. Mayfield/4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 11
KEST/8:25 a.m./Library, no activity period, AP/P.M., Computer
Science A and B Tennis Match at Lone Oak/4:15 p.m., Championship
District Baseball Game.
Thursday, May 12
KEST/8:25 a.m., Golf Match at Mayfield/4 p.m., Tennis Match at Christian Co/4:30 p.m., Awards Assembly/2 p.m., 6th Hour/1-1:25 p.m. 7th
Hour/1:30-1:55 p.m., Band Banquet/Cafeteria 6:30 p.m.
Friday, May 13
AP/a.m., Calculus AB and BC — P.M., History of Art Sophomore Test of
Cognitive Skill/9:30 a.m. Tennis Teams Host GCHS. Saturday, May 14
State Foreign Language Festival/Lexington, Regional Tick at Ft.
Campbell, Band-Sponsored-Car Wash, KMEA State Concert
Festival/Lexington. WSJP No. 247/Jenny Hammat.

Mark West, a graduate student
in French at the University of Kentucky, will spend the 1988-89
academic year promoting crosscultural understanding and
awareness.
West, of Murray, will be a
Graduate Rotary Scholar at the
University of Rouen in France.
Part of his duties as a Rotary
Scholar will include speaking to
clubs in Kentucky and France during and after his year abroad.
"I'm responsible for being an
ambassadOr of goOdiVill,"?he-said.
The Lexington Rotary Club is
sponsoring his study in France. He
will attend the district Rotary
meeting May 14.
The graduate scholarship will

Scrub
Featunng Me Superemoves
that r
em
system
spills
w ash
worst baked-on
ever the

pay for all his expenses during the
academic year, which lasts from
October through June. The Rotary
Club provides similar scholarships for undergraduates and
teachers of the handicapped, as
well.
West is the son of Mary Ann
West of Hopkinsville and the late
Fred West. He received a
bachelor's degree in history and
French from Murray State
University.
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He has been a teaching assistant
in UK's French languages and
literatures department since 1985.
In May, he will graduate with it
French degree in modern
languages.
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portunity for our associates to aid
millions of children in our own
communities with additional
medical dollars through the
Children's Miracle Network
Telethon," commented Soderquist. Wal-Mart is the exclusive
retailer/discounter that will be
featured on the 1988 national
Children's Miracle Network
Telethon.
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Review period for USDA"s
changes half over: official
The 60-day public review period
for the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's (USDA) proposed
changes in the National Conservation Program is half over, Randall
W. Giessler, head of Soil Conservation Service (SCS) programs in
Kentucky said Thursday.
"Anyone interested in the future
of soil and water conservation and
the environment should study the
changes and make their comments and suggestions before
June 4," Giessler said.
Changes proposed by USDA
may be reviewed in local SCS or
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS I
offices.
"Under requirements of the Soil
and Water Resources Conservation Act (RCA), public participation and cooperation is an integral
part of any conservation program
formulation." Giessler said. "This
procedure helps USDA planners
prepare conservation programs
that are responsive to both private
and public interests."

Giessler said that the proposed
changes place special emphasis
on programs to reduce erosion on
rural land and measures to protect
surface and ground water from
contamination.
Comments about the proposals
should be made in writing, and
must be postmarked no later than
June 4. Mail responses to: SCS,333
Waller Avenue, Room 306. Lex
:
ington, KY 40504. For further information, contact your local SCS
or ASCS office.
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Peoples Bank is financing any 1967 or 19M$ car or
truck at a low 9.9'T, A.P.R. to qualified buyers tOr
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So we invite you to take our offer and we'll
look forward to serving you.
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your low monthly payments
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State nursing homes to join in celebrating special week
Kentucky nursing homes, which
employ more than 20,000 health
care workers and provide care for
30,000 patients will join May 8-14,
1988, to celebrate Kentucky Nursing Home Week.
The Kentucky Association of
Health Care Facilities (KAHCF)
sponsors KNHW. KAHCF is the
trade organization that represents
236 licensed proprietary and non-

proprietary nursing home
facilities in the Commonwealth.
Marne Brame, an 84-year-old
resident of Sebree, will serve u
chairman of KNHW. Brame was
the recipient of KAHCF's 1967
"Retired Volunteer of the Year"
award for her 4,000 hours of
volunteer work at Colonial Terrace Nursing Home in Sebree.

"Unless you're a volunteer, you
just don't realize how special it is
to the residents to have fresh new
faces to talk to," Brame said. "I
don't help others for the recognition. My reward is the satisfaction
I get out of doing something for someone else who needs it,"
Nursing homes will be coord in at i n g local activities

1

throughout the state in celebration
of the 1988 KNHW theme,"Always
Caring — Always Sharing."
"Kentucky Nursing Home Week
is a very special time of the year,"
said KAHCF President Mary
Ousley. "We hope that the community, public officials and local
media will pay particular attention to the issues and events affec

1

ting local nursing homes during
this week."
The Natiorral Nursing Home
Week schedule is:
Monday, May 9 — Picnic at
Ballard Game Preserve in
LaCenter, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday, May 11 — Bingo
bash at Superior Care in Paducah.
2 p.m.
Friday, May 13 — Senior Olym-

pic Games at Little Cypress Gym
on Hwy. 62. The activities will be
from 1-3 p.m.
For further information concerning the National Nursing Home
Week, contact Linda Todd, activity coordinator at Life Care Center
in Paducah, 600 N. 4th St.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001. The phone
number is 442-3568.
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West View in 24th year of operation
IN CELEBRATION OF
NATIONAL NURSING HOME WEEK
any
SENIOR CITIZEN GETS A
20% off

on

CARPET CLEANING
-PROFESSIONAL CLEANING SERVICE-JANITORIAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENTHOME—BUSINESS—INDUSTRY
Carpets-Water Damage-Fire Restoration If it isn't clean, it isn't Superior Clean

SUPERIOR CLEANING
SERVICES
MAYFIELD
247-8350

Intermediate, skilled care offered
National Nursing Home Week is
being celebrated around the country to demonstrate to the community the national theme —
"Respect: The Heart of Caring."
"West View Nursing Home is a
174-bed facility with two levels of
care — intermediate and skilled.
Intermediate is for residents requiring licensed practical nursing
and skilled is for patients needing
registered nursing," said Lowell
Beck, West View administrator.
"West View is a good example of
caring with respect.
"Since its' opening in 1964,
many changes have occurred both
in its' physical expansion in 1983
and in the approaches to providing
long-term care. Much attention is
now focused on social, recreational and educational activities
that — together with medical
treatment —` can help restore an
individual to physical and emotional well-being."
Betty Mosely, director of Nursing added, "Nursing remains the

predominant service in long-term
care facilities as they recommend
and implement patient care plans.
Teamwork is the the center of this
plan as nurses work with doctors,
restorative services, nursing
assistants, dietitions, social
workers and activity professionals
for the "whole" approach.
Long-term care staff care for
the same patients every day for
months — sometimes years — and
are able to build strong bonds of
trust and affection. This is true at
West View and so during this National Nursing Home Week, a
special invitation is given to the
community to visit the facility and
see this caring in action."
Wilma Hicks, housekeeping
supervisor, is especially proud of
the compliments received almost
on a daily basis on the environment provided the residents by
her staff.
"Housekeepinvand
mahitenance work hand-in-hand
on a daily basis to keep the facility
clean and odor-free. This is linpr,

tant as it adds to the overall wellbeing of each resident," Hicks
said.
The week begins with an Open
House on Sunday, May 8, from 2-4
p.m. Brooks Chapel will provide
song and praise at 2:30 p.m. and a
balloon release is scheduled for
3:30 p.m.
"Refreshments will be served in
a unique manner," said Betty
Ryerson, dietary official. "It will
be available in a progressive
style."
"All are encouraged to come
and view the facility, meet the
staff and especially visit and make
friends with all the residents of
West View," Beck relayed.
"We have a full week of activities," commented Carol York,
activity director. "It starts with
the open house Sunday. The
balloon release, will feature our
100-year-old residents. Each
balloon will have the name of a
resident with the invitation to call
Otiviitelltis resident if the balloon

is found.
Activities on Monday include

resident council at 11 a.m. and exercise at 11:45 a.m. Exercise will
begin at 11:45 a.m. on Tuesday.
Marathon bingo will start at 2 p.m.
and prizes will be awarded.
Wednesday's exercise program
will begin at 11:45 a.m. A movie
will start at 1:30 p.m. and the Explorers Club of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
tour West View at 3:30 p.m. Thursday is a special Staff Appreciation
Day sponsored by the resident
council. Donuts will be provided
for all shifts and designated
residents will give hugs all day to
staff members. Bible Class will
also take place Thursday at 2:30
p.m.
Friday will be a special time
when the staff will entertain the
residents with a talent show. The
week will end with PAWS. pets
from the Humane Society as they
visit the residents on Saturday at
11 a.m.
The staff hopes to prove that the
theme "Respect: The Heart of
Caring" is visible all year and not
Just during this National Nursing
Home Week.

24 Hours

We join you in celebrating
National Nursing Home Week
May 8-14

Wallis Drug
Downtown, Murray
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In Celebration
of National Nursing
Home Week
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512 Main Street

Murray, Kentucky 42071

To those who provide
excellent quality care
to the elderly
we thank you.

Lowell Beck, top left, is the administrator at Best View Nursing Home. The facility, top
right, was established in 1964.
Above, Lucy Ferguson, a real
dent at West View, takes a
break during activities. Right,
the Old Timers Band from Fern
Terrace Lodge provided some
musical entertainment during
a recent special event.

BLALOcK;1C9LEMAN
713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

Do You Care To Share?
Kentucky
Nursing Home Week
May 8-14, 1988
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Fern Terrace Lodge offers adult day care
Fern Terrace Lodge offers
Adult Day Health Care. It is
designed to increase or maintain
the individual's present level of
functioning.
The program is designed to keep

the individual as physically, mentally and socially active as possible. That will help delay or completely eliminate institutionalization of an Individual until it is absolutely necessary.

"You've Got A Friend—
visit your local nursing home."

KAHCF

Visit a,friend or relative
in a tuffs* home

For information on Kentucky's Nursing Home Iridustry,
please contact the
Kentucky Association of Health Care Facilities
(KAHCF)
F.O. Box 692, Frankfort, KY 10602, 502/875- 1 500

You are cordially invited to our Open House
Sunday, May 8th from 2-4 p.m.
1401 So. 16th St. West View Nursin Home
753-1304
•
are

Sonia G Seale is the Adult Day
Care director for Fern Terrace
Lodge.
The program at the local facility
offers
I. A comfortable, safe setting
for persons in need of supervision
or stimulation:
2. A well-balanced, nutritious
noon meal and two snacks:

3. Supervision of self administration of medicines;
4. Monitoring of health needs,
medications, blood pressure, etc.;
5. Social and recreational activities such as: TV, exercise,
games and discussions.
Service is provided four to eight
hours per day. Families can work
or run errands and be assured a
relative is receiving quality care
by trained professionals, an offical
commented.

Randy Thornton Heating
& Air Conditioning Co. Inc.
802 Chestnut, Murray ID

TRANE
Authoerrod Doelor

753-8181

Financial assistance is
available for qualified clients.
Funding i$ provided iri part under
a contract with the Purchase Area
Development District and The
Kentucky Cabinet of HMO
Resources.

Lodge offers
easy answer to
hard problem
At one time, there was no more
difficult a choice than that of placing a loved one or family member
outside the home. But now, that
has changed.
Fern Terrace Lodge in Murray
provides a warm, caring environment for independent living and
sets your mind at ease that you
have made just the right choice for
that special persi-A lodge officials
say.
Fern Terrace provides a totally
safe, secure and healthy way of
life for those who choose independent residential living. Supervision is available on a 24-hour
basis.
Medications are administered
at scheduled intervals and under
close scrutiny. Local physicians
are always on call to handle
medical neccessities. Personal
amenities such as laundry
facilities, hairstyling and barber
services are offered.
Fern Terrace is an excellent
choice for those individuals who
need personal care and assistance
with daily living. In an attractive,
comfortable setting, our elderly_
and incapacitated friends can en-

In recognition of our
local nursing homes
who provide quality
health facilities and
poople who care.

rrih,

2.

The staff of Fern Terrace Lodge is, front left: Betty Spencer, Debra Byars; back row, left to right: Ann
Stokes, Ann Smith, Teri Burkeen, Car Ion McClure, Sonia Seale, Jerry Kalberer, Glada Dodd, Linda
Prescott, Ann Higgins, Eia Dtuumway, Milton Fountain, Novell Hubbs, Shirley Duncan and Linda Dunn. Absent from the photo were: Julie Elliot, Margie Butler, Janice Kirk, Diane Vernot, Carol Bray, Scott Brown,
Edward Smith and Barbara Griggs
by, the close friendship of others
and a pleasant, positive living experience in a very economical
way, an official said.
-- Well-balanced meals: - planned
social activities and spacious liv-

ing arrangements all come
together to enhance a way of life
which can be beneficial to all
concerned.
- Lodge adMitlieratiOn as-titre-a
guests and their devoted families

We are proud to join in
the celebration of
National Nursing
Home Week.
Congratulations to
those who care.

that at Fern ,Terrace Lodge, the
personal well-being of each resident is their highest priority. They
believe every person deserves the
best of life and-do everything they
can to help them attain it.
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-You've built
a wonderful
community
for all of us...
for this we are thankful.
- visit a friend at your
forat nursing-home-roday.
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FREE DELIVERY

753-7688
519 S. 12th St.

A
"THE FRIENDLY

National Nursing Home
Week May 8-14, 1988

Professional Service
At Wal-Mart Pharmacy, your health is our main concern. If you have any questions about over-the-counter
medicines or prescriptions, our pharmacists will be happy to help you! Third party prescription plans are
welcome. Also, patient records are kept at no extra
charge to provide you with a complete prescription
history for health and tax uses.
It's Easy To
Transfer Your
Prescription To
Wal-Mart Pharmacy. Just Bring
Us Your Refill Bottle And We Will
Do The Rest.

Poy To The
Order

Col

Wal-Mart Discount Drugs

5.00
Good at No 410 Location

Got Your Next
Prescription FREE Up To 55 00
rf Over VS, Pay The Dirrererws
l..rnd 1 Coupon Par Family
(kionmum

30 Day Supply)

NOT NEGOTIABLE FOR CASH:EXPIRES

530.88 Rs N,Customer Sign.

Walt Mehr
Rhonda Brown
Dr. Harris & Staff
Dr. Binford & Slliff
Dr. Clark & Staff
Dr. Marquardt & Staff
Dr. J.C. Quertermous
Dr. Miller
Dr. Naulty
Dr. Crouch
Dr. Blalock
Kathy Culbert
Dep. of Human Resources
MCCH Home Health
Continue Care
MCCHD Home Health
Carolyn Badger.
MCCHD
Jackie Conley Sr. Cit. Dir.
Senior Citizens
of Murray
Purchase Area Dev. Dist
West Ky. Allied Services
Don Brock - MCC Mental
Health
Tia Lovett
Eastwood Christian
School
Murray State Univ.
Campus Baptist
Young Women
Murray State Univ.
Theatre & Dance
Greek Subcommittee of
the Black Advisory
Council
Alpha Kappa
Gamma Beta Phi
Jim (Bower)/Volunteer
Activities Coordinator
WSJP-AM Stereo
WNBS
Donna & Mitch York
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Brownie Troop 3093

1505 Stadium
View Drive
Phone 753-7109
A public thank you to
all of you who have
donated time, talent or
services privately in
helping to provide high
quality care & many
hours of fun & enjoyment
for our residents.
Murray Headstart
The Humane Society of
Calloway County
Monica Walston
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Woodmen of the World
Youth
Dexter Baptist Church
Buchanan Gospel Singers
"Fly By Night"
Lyndia Cochran Dancers
Molly Ross
The Front Porch Swing
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club
(Frieda Humphries)
A Special Thank You
To The MSU Volunteers
Lueann Coleman
Rich Kratt
Melissa C. Outland

-Each Cute Baby
Contestant
Temple Hill Church
St. Leo's School
Brownie Troop 3093
Brownie Troop 3153
Teens Who Care
Families & Friends of
Residents
Kirksey Woodmen of the
World
Alpha Delta Pi (Activity
Co-ord. Jill Wyatt )
Murray High FHA
Hart Hall Residents
Mark Moats
Parker Ford
AmVets (especially
Maxine Starks)
University Church of
Christ
7th & Poplar Church of
Christ (Loren Watson)
Hickory Grove Church
of Christ
Emmanuel Bap. Church
Memorial Bap. Church
Mt. Carmel
Poplar Springs Baptist
Church
7th Day Adventist
Palestine Methodist
Coldwater Baptist
Trinity Mission
First Christian Church
(Young People & Church
Women United I
Kirksey Baptist Church
Westside Baptist Church
Murray Cosmetologist
Association
Murray Calloway County
Shrine Club
(Leroy Todd I
Liciris Club
Murray Calloway County
Library

And -to our considerate, caring staff, we're very proud of each If you.

Tracer • Blood Glucose
Micro Monitor

*Unique Tracer " test strips
*Convenient memory functions

Reg 39 88
Digital Blood Pressure Kit

Flog 16 78
Manual Blood Pressure Kit

'Measures systolic & diastolic and
pulse/heart rate Large 9 digit LCD
display •Overrulider inflation 'indication *No 7620

•Meaufes diastolic & systolic
'Stethoscope storage & carry case
included *Large easy-to-read dial
with no zero stop pin
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Sale Good Through Saturday, May 14th
Hwy 641 North, Murray
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat 9-6

Barbara Griggs
Teri Burkeen
Linda Prescott
Judy Wright
Sonia Seale

Betty Spencer
Julie Elliot
Ella Dunnaway
Ann Higgins
Debra Byars

Linda Dunn
Shirley Duncan
Janice Kirk
Diane Vernot
Carolyn McClure

Anna Smith
Novell Hubbs
Margie Butler
Milton Fountain
Edward Smith

Private & Semi Private Rooms — AdUlt Day Health ('are Program
For information contact Sonia Settle
Financial aaalatanco Is at sliable for qua/land Cli.nt• Funding protidnel. In part mirk, a I ontraci nIth the l'urriutae trna 110,plop
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Caring important at Houston unit
The patients and nursing personnel in the Hugh L. Houston
Long Term Care Unit at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital are
observing National Nursing Home
Week May 8-14 with several
special activities.
The observance, which coincides with National Hospital
Week, has been designed to focus
public attention on the nation's
nursing homes and the services
they provide to its elderly.

HONOR YOUR ELDERS;SOME DAY
YOU'LL BE THERE YOURSELF
Age is the odometer by which we mark the
milestones on our journey of life. Let us teach our
children that elders deserve our respectful attention and love. Our lives should not be threatened
by an uncomfortable generation gap but rather
turned into a rewarding exchange of ideas and experiences between young and old.
"Visit Your Local Nursing Home Today"

rim

Parker

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky 42071

In a proclamation setting aside
the week, Kentuckians are urged
to make an effort to visit a patient
in a nursing home or volunteer
some time to help patients with
daily activities during the week in
observance of the special
occasion.
Kentucky's westernmost 36
counties have 167 nursing home
facilities with more than 10,000 patients in skilled, acute, intermediate and personal care.
Most facilities are coordinating
related activities throughout the
week to mark this observance'
The activities honoring the
residents at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Long Term
Care Unit are planned and coordinated by Cindy Ragsdale, the
unit's licensed social worker and
activities director.
The annual Balloon Release is

scheduled to round out the
festivities on The Terrace at the
hospital during the family-patient
picnic.
"The patients look forward to
meeting individuals and groups
from our community. We are continuously seeking people to provide entertainment and programs.
Special programs have been provided such as sharing personal
collections, quilts, antiques,
slides, and hobbies as well as sharing musical talents," Ragsdale
said. "You don't have to be a pro
to volunteer — just having an interest in our older patients is all
that's necessary. Our patients en-

joy and look forward to learning
about new things and meeting
people.
"When you see a long term care
patient, you don't see a handicapped or disabled person. Take time
to get to know them on a personal
level. See the person as an individual who is loving caring and
interesting."
Barbara Clapp, clinical
manager and registered nurse, is
in charge of the 40-bed unit and 26
staff members. "We can be proud
of our long term care unit and the
fine job our staff does in meeting
the patients' needs and making
them feel at home," she said

For each of the five years which
the Kentucky Licensure Board has
rated nursing homes, the Houston
Long Term Care Unit has been
awarded a "Superior" rating. The
superior rating indicates that the
health care standards maintained
in the unit go well beyond those required by the state.
"We appreciate this recognition
for it is well deserved. Our people
work diligently every day to
assure that both our long term
care faculty and our hospital in
general consistently provide the
very highest quality health care
for the people of this area," commented Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator.

In Appreciation
Of Those Who Provide Our
Community With Quality
Caie ard..Service

Fred Paschall enjoys playing checkers on The Terrace at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Hargroye, a junior social work student at Murray State t niversity. Paschall had just finished with Gina
a session of
reality orientation and reminiscing therapy.

„MILLER FUNERAL HOME

Rhonda Brown prepares to deliy er the daily medication to Fern Terrace. Medication is giving under close scrutiny at the facility.
Local
physicians are on call and available for lodge residents.

Best Wishes to
Those Who Provide

In recognition of millions of
Nursing Home Residents...

Quality Passionate Care
for our Elderly
Dan M. Miller, M.D.

Please go and visit your local
nursing home today - take
•
someone with you!

312 South 8th Street

Go visit a nursing home today...
a friend is waiting.

National Nursing
Home Week
your health care
equipment specialist

HLLfl
MEDICAL

Maintaining the Quality of Life to
make your life healthier, safer and
more comfortable.

May 8 — 14

GenIn Appreciation
for Murray's Excellent
Nursing Home Care

The Cabinet for Human
Resources has awarded a
Calloway County nursing home
the state's highest rating for the
two levels of patient cart provided
to residents of the long-term care
facWty
The "Superior" ratings were
made for the intermediate and the
skilled nursing units at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital's Convalescent Division.
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator in Murray, was pleased with the state honor He said
that the health care standards at
the hospital facility "go well
beyond those required by the
state."
"We appreciate the recognition
for it is well-deserved. Our people
work diligently everyday to assure
that both our long-term care
facilities and hospital in general
consistently provide the very
highest quality health care for the
people of this area," Poston
relayed.
Kentucky nursing homes are
rated for each level of care offered
following the annual inspections
by the cabinet's Division of Licensing and Regulation.
Woodrow Dunn, Licensing and
Regulation director, said, "Kentucky's nursing home reform law
established the rating system for
Individual levels of care, so the
public could get an idea of the
quality of service provided by a
facility."
An "Unrated" status indicates
that the service is in compliance
with the minimum standards. A
"Conditional" rating means that
deficiencies have been found
which must be corrected before
that level of care will be in
compliance.
Dunn said, "It is important for
people to realize that each level of
care is rated individually.
Facilities offering more than one
level of residential care have
separate ratings for each unit."
Kentucky licenses: personal, intermediate, nursing home, skilled
nursing and intermediate caremental retardation developmentally disabled levels of
care.
A facility level of care earning a
"Superior" rating is in compliance with the minimum standards for licensing and has ex-.
ceeded those standards in at least
six of the 11 areas inspected.
Those 11 areas are: administration, drugs and biologicals,
dietary and nutrition services, life
safety code, nursing services,
physical environment, physical
and restorative therapy, social
services and activities, medical
services, patients' rights and
record keeping.
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Bill and Gladys Leach sing gospel hymns and teach a Sunday school class at the long term care unit at the
Murray.Calloway County Hospital. The Leaches have been providing this service for the past eight years.
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Molly Ross, left, plays the autoharp and sings for Estelle
Delaney. Delaney is a patient at the MCCH long tern]
care unit. Ross entertains in the unit for a couple of hours
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

Far left: Sonia Seale of Fern Terrace Lodge is pictured with Gracie
Herndon during a recent activity. Lett: Henry Wilson and Beulah
Fielder were recently crowned West View Nursing Home's King and
Queen. Below: Nona Peterson, center celebrated her 101st birthday
recently at West View. She is pictured with her family.

"I?espeet; The HeartolCath
National Nursing Home Week
May 8-14
Complements
of

Do You Care To Share?

rtentucky
Nursing Home
Week

Lamb Plumbing
& Mechanical Inc.
4MI•ib

501 N. 4th

7414111h.

753-6168

May 8-14, 1988

Betty Hinton's

"This tiny Beltone PETITE has brought
renewed meaning and enrichment to my We_
call Beltone right now, and give yourself
the gift of better hearing this Mother's Day!"

FRAMERS GALLERY
DIXIELAND CENTER
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY

We Say

Thank You
Visit afriend or relative
in a nursing home

Murray Calloway
County Hospital
and

Fern Terrace Lodges
Murray — Mayfield
Owensboro — Bowling Green
04=104)0111.1.11011111M01111=1.0

Hoffman's
Show you
care,
Share your
Cheer
May 8th-14th
NATIONAL NURSING HOME WEEK
Landscape Specialist
Nursery & Greenhouses
94 East
Dana & Tom
Murray, Kentucky
(502) 759-4512

" We're glad
our selection of art
work and framing
has become a part of
making your lobbies (S:!. waiting
monis 111 Ore beautiful placcs
because of your wall decor

Eddie Albert for Beltone
• If you hear, but have trouble understanding all the words in a
conversation, you may be suffering from a gradual hearing loss, or
"nerve deafness."
This Mother's Day, give yourself a gift you will enjoy for the rest
of your life—the gift of better hearing.
The trained professionals at your local Beltone Hearing Aid Center
are waiting to give you a FREE electronic hearing test. It's thorough,
painless—and you'll find out on-the-spot if you can be helped by a
quality Beltone hearing aid.
Make this the best Mother's Day ever. Mike Eddie Albert's advice:
call Beltone right now at C59-9809) to schedule your FREE
hearing test—and make sure you're hearing the most out of life!

Dennis Lamb, Specialist
Jerry D. Wheeler
Anita K. Wheeler
Authorized Beltone Dealers
641 South-Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Hours: 900 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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Thank You
for letting us be a part.

1 4,14

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY
FROM BELTONE!
REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR ONE
FREE BELTONE HEARING TEST.
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Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis signs a proclamation proclaiming May 8-14 as National Nursing Home Week in
Murray. Pictured with Ellis is, from left: Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker-activities director at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital; Carol York, activity director for West View Nursing Home; and Glada
Dodd, administrator of Fern Terrace Lodge.

The stiff at West View Nursing Home get into the swing of the special events.
The members of the staff camc
out in full force during the Halloween celebration.

M.GOTT

--

S
ib Peter
Gott, M.D.

IN HONOR
of

OLDER AMERICAN
MONTH

641 SUPER SHELL
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-9131

We Take Care
of the People
Who Take Care
of You!

STOREWIDE SALE

20
% Off
Sale

Dates: May 2nd-21st

!Worms

Monday-Saturday
Hrs: 9:30-5:00

759-4882
-lames Grace and Jill Hyatt shared a special moment during a recent visit to Fern Terrace. 11 att.
an Alpha Delta Pi member, visited the residents with other .torority sisters.

Compliments of

Southern Woodenware, Inc.

RED LINE MEDICAL

P.O. Box 317 - Industrial Park
Mt. Juliet, Tenn. 37122

SALUTES THE
NURSING STAFF
AT
WEST VIEW NURSING HOME
1-800-654-7240

Associate Member
Servicing KAHCF Since
— 1959 —
Distributors of
Chemicals • Paper Products • Light Bulbs
Disposable Diapers • Underpads
& General Maintenance Items
for
Dixie Cups, Lysol, Sweetheart Cups
Procter & Gamble, Colgate, Palmolive
We conduct in-service programs for all
Health care needs.

Burnam pointed out that the smart
doctor learns to sit out controversies
and "await the movement of the
herd - However, there is a tradeoff
"Kowtowing to fashion gives the lie to
our intellectual integrity and may result in medical care that is not scientifically justified and in decisions that
are not in the best interests of our patients All fashions in medical care
are dot necessarily harmful and to be
condemned, but all are suspect "

COAST TO COAST
EMPLOYEES & FRIENDS
SAY .
"CONGRATULATIONS"
SENIORS!
GIP

aS
America's Locally-Owned. Notionally-Known AXIL HARDWARE Store.

PHONE 615-758-5932

TOLL FREE 1-800-472-9297

Mon. - Sat.
8:30 - 9:00
Sun. 12:00 - 6:00

753-8604

Some of my patientslare making
their own diagnoses before they get to
me Yes, it's a fact
and I am not
alone Thousands of doctors are experiencing an identical phenomenon
Based on articles in the popular press
from Cosmopolitan magazine to
The New York Times
people all
over the country are self-diagnosing
and, in many cases. self-treating This
epidemic is so infectious that it was
called *medicine a la mode- by John
Burnum in a recent editorial in the
New England Journal of Meilicipe
I'm not talking about thniind of situation faced by physicians from time
to time, when patients say.. I think I
have pneumonia- or I am going An
die" -- and they have and they do
aUtUrnn. as I bent over a down
footballplayer on the field and prepared to examine his injured ankle he
said simply It's broken - This was
spoken before I laid a hand on him He
was right and it needed fixing
I'm referring to pop medicine, to
what Dr Burnum labeled 'diseases of
fashion." These designer diagnoses
and trendy treatments exert a power*
ful influence on today's doctors Cultural diseases, such as an 'acid condition- and candidiasis, have been very
much in vogue but, like clothing fads,
they tend not to last Hypoglycemia is
a good example Its popularity waxes
and wanes Right now. it's on the
wane Today's fashionable disease is
osteoporosis probably closely followed by Alzheimer's disease and nutritional deficiency According to
Burnam. hundreds of osteoporosis
clinics are now competing for clients.
episodes of age-related forgetfulness
are incorrectly equated in the public
mind with Alsileimer's. megavitamin
therapyis such big business that experts estimate that nearly 40 percent
of the population wastes money on
vitamins
Obviously. patients do suffer from
fashionable diseases and their suffer
mg is real However, priorities and
perceptions do change For instance,
calcium supplements were the rage
for osteoporosis three or four years
ago Later, studies showed that calcium preparations taken after menopause were not particularly effective
in preventing bone brittleness Three
other factors seem to be more impor(ant adequate calcium intake during
the reproductive years (particularly
adolescence), regular exercise and
postmenopausal
hormone
replacement
Pop medicine exerts a powerful influence on doctors because we physicians have to stay in style The only
thing worse than prescribing out of
style is prescribing nothing at all
Doctors are well aware that a disgruntled patient As quick to seek help
elsewhere When a new patient recently came to me because she
thought she had Lyme disease
although she had neither arthritis nor a
rash — I chose to order a blood test to
reassure her Otherwise, she would
have found another doctor. Of course,
I could have been wrong and been
viewed as yet another arrogant, inflexible practitioner
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It seems to me that physicians have
to walk a fine line between innovation
and fad To perform this feat successfully, we need help from our patients
This help often comes in the form of
Suggestions and questions, always in
the form of open communication. The
exploitation of medical fashions is
more likely to bring financial gain
than good patient care. Patients and
doctors need to remember that what
is new isn't always better and that doing less is preferable to doing harm If
modern medicine is to avoid the
snake-oil mentality encouraged by
the media, we need to rely less on anecdotes and place our trust in well-designed scientific investigation It's a
slow process, but it works

4
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Deserving recognition
Audrey Hendon, Barbara Wells receive honor as
'Employee of the Month'at Murray nursing home
The West View Nursing Home
began an Employee of the Month
program this past April. The winner is selected on the following
basis: attendance, attitude, job
knowledge, appearance, cooperation, and guest consideration.
The committee, composed of
Faye Key, chairman; Susan
Plunkett, secretary; Violet
Taylor, Ruth Robinson, Beulah
Grace, Cynthia Lang, selects
three nominees from a group
which employees have chosen.
The entire staff then votes on the
three nominees each month at the
Inset-vice day. The winner is given
a day off with pay and special
recognition.
Audrey Hendon was selected
Employee of the Month for April.
Hendon started her nursing
career in 1958 by taking a six week
nurses aide class under the direction of Lucille Ross. At the age of
45, Hendon attended LPN School
and pursued her nursing career
full time first at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
then started in September 1969-at
West View.
Hendon said she has seen many
new advances in the medical pro-

..4Aevostvothiseits.vo.'

Audrey Hendon
fession She misses not having as
much direct patient care versus
more paperwork because she enjoyed working with the elderly.
Hendon said, She has enjoyed
working at West View and if she
had to do it all over again, she
would."
Hendon and her husband, Ed,
live in New Concord. They have
three children: Jerry, Baytown,

Barbara %ells
Texas; Freddie, Murray; and Patsy, Jonesboro, Ark. They have
three living grandchildren:
Barbara Wells was elected
Employee of the Month for May.
Wells has been employed at
West View since May of 1966. She
trained for as an aide in the
physical therapy department
under the direction of Palmer
Hughes LPT in 1967. In June of

1947, she was put in charge of the
physical therapy restorative nursing program.
"Being at West View for 22
years has been rewarding in many
ways, seeing the growth, and ups
and downs of the facility," Wells
relayed. "The patients, families,
and fellow employees have shared
many things with me. I appreciate
the wisdom and trust the patients
have placed with me. I respect the
new administrator and the
positive things that have been
accomplished."
Wells lives on North 16th with
her youngest son, Corey. She has
three other sons: James, Michael
and Al. Her grandson is Jared.
Wells' hobbies include: listening
to music, playing tennis and
dancing.
"I think she is deserving of the
honor because of her concern for
patients and the facility as a
whole," commented Carol York,a
fellow worker.
"I have worked with Barb since
1967. She has proven to be a very
devoted employee through the
years. I feel West View is fortunate to have her," said Brenda
Kimbro, a West View employee.

Nurses honored locally, nationwide for good work
Day -long, special activities
mark Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's observance of National
Nurses' Day Friday, May 6. Each
year, a day is set aside to pay
tribute to and to recognize the contributions of the nation's nurses,
both men and women.
Two ice cream celebrations are
scheduled at the hospital during
the day according to Genevieve
Adams, R.N., who is coordinating
the activities. The ice cream
celebrations are planned for 2
pm. to 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. toll
p.m for community nurses and
the hospital nursing staff in the
hospital's Private Dining Room
A slide show of hospital nurses
will be shown during the ice cream
celebration.
We are happy to honor our
nurses this day. They serve our
patients and community 24 hours a
day. seven days a week by giving
competent, compassionate care,"
Mrs. Flonna Yates, director of nursing, said. "We want to say 'thank
you' not only for today, but for the
fine job they do 365 days of the
year."
Othe- activities honoring nurses
also are being planned for the day.
A $10 gift certificate from the
hospital Pic-a-dilly Gift Shoppe
will be drawn for each of the three
shifts.
A $50 gift certificate from
Uniforms of Murray will also be
given away. In addition, the store
will have a 20e; off storewide sale
May 2-21 in honor of National
Nurses' Day.
Registered nurses make up the
largest group of health care pro-

fessionals in our country with 1.9
million registered nurses working
today.
Nurses provide care in
hospitals, extended care facilities,
clinics, rehabilitation hospitals.,
physicians' offices and through
private and industrial nursing
services.

Efforts are also being made on
the national and local levels to increase enrollment into the nursing
program. There are two basic
educational programs in Kentucky which prepare men and
women to become registered
nurses
A bachelor of science in nursing
degree can be earned through four
years of work at the university
level. An associate degree in nursing can be earned upon completion
of two years of work at the junior
college level.
Upon completion of one of these
programs, the graduate takes the
State Board of examinations for
Licensure. Once this has been
completed successfully, the applicant obtains a license to practice
nursing as a registered nurse.

W

e salute

Older Americans
during

Wilkinson signs special proclamation
A proclamation was recently
signed by Kentucky Governor
Wallace Wilkinson and Secretary
of State Bremer Ehrler declaring
May 844 as Nursing Home Week
in Kentucky.
The proclamatiop reads:
To all to whom these presents
shall come:
Whereas, The nursing and personal care home profession plays
an integral role in Kentucky's
health care system; and,
Whereas, The nursing and personal care home profession has
exerted significant leadership in
providing quality care through the
setting of high standards, peer
review and professional recognition; and,

Whereas, Licensed nursing
homes, which are dedicated to the
welfare of the aged, chronically ill
and convalescent, in the Commonwealth now number approx_
imately 340; and,
Whereas, These facilities coptribute to the public good by pro-,
viding individualized
rehabilitative social and spiritual
services as well as physical care;
Now, therefore, I, Wallace G.
Wilkinson, Governor of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,. ,do
hereby proclaim May 8-14, 1988 as
Nursing Home Week in Kentucky
and urge all citizens of the Commonwealth to participate in this
observance by acquainting
themselves with the benefits.

We Care

Other areas in which they serve
include public health, teaching,
research, school systems,
wellness centers, home health services, health care marketing,
private consulting firms and the
military service.
It is urgent that we retain the
nurses we have presently. One
way to do this is by showing our
appreciation for the dedication,
commitment and compassionate
tlire they give every day of the
year.

Bingo is a big activity for residents at Fern Terrace Lodge. These three
ladies seem completely involved.

National Nurses' Day salutes area nurses like clinical manager Nancy Warren, R.N., who is running a strip of heart beats to check for irregularities on a patient in the Critical Care Unit at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Educational programs also are
available for training as a licensed
practical nurse (L.P.N. 1. This requires one year of study in a vocational school setting. and again.
successful completion of a State
Board Examination is required. .
Applicants successfully. completing the exam-ination are
awarded a license to practice nursing as a practical nurse.
"Nursing is a highly technical,
sophisticated and exacting

science," said Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator, "and
recognizing our nurses on this
special day is appropriate way of
focusing public attention on the
many contributions they make to
our nation's health care and in
providing comfort, solace and
education to those in their care."
National Nurses' Day gives you
an opportunity to express your
personal appreciation for those
spccial people we call nurses.

We join you in
,celebrating
National Nursing
Home Week
May 8-14
118 North 7th Street

1-800-633-7296
Inside Kentucky

Mayfield, Kentucky

der:nd on us for

VAILUIE QUALenT
We Salute You
during
National Nursing
Home Week!

National Nursing Home
Week
Ham
Country
May 8
14th

Fern Terrace
Nursing Home
We join in your
celebration
of National Nursing
Home Week

(Half or Center Slices)
999

Servilig the Finest
Necessary Products

lb.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

PRAIRIE FARMS GIBSON HAM CO.
DAIRY 252-8393
Rt. 3
Harrisburg, IL

7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
Phone 753-1001
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
107 N. 3rd St.
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray

Robert Orr/SYSCO
'The Leading Source"
for all Your
Foodservice Needs
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Wilkinson reappoints
personnerclirrector
FRANKFORT. Ky.( AP ) — Personnel Commissioner Tommy
Greenwell was reappointed to the
post Thursday by Gov. Wallace
‘Vilkinson.
Greenwell has been in charge of
the department since his appointment in 1983 by Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
"Tommy Greenwell has served
the state of Kentucky since 1971
and knows as much about the
workings of state government as
anyone I know," Wilkinson said in
a release from his office.
During his tenure- in state
government. Greenwell, 40, has
worked in the governor's and
lieutenant governor's offices, the
iT cation Department and the
former Energy and Utility
i;egulatory Commission.

Circulation
figures draw
indictment
LEXINGTON, -Ky.- (AP) — A
federal grand jury has indicted
Paul Hensley, publisher of the
weekly Hazard Times, on charges
that he inflated circulation figures
for the Times and another
newspaper he owned in an alleged
scheme to obtain legal
advertising.
The six-count indictment, issued
Wednesday in U.S. District Court
in Lexington, charged Hensley
with falsifying circulation figures
on annual U.S. Postal Service
ownership and circulation
statements for the Hazard paper
and The Thousandsticks News, a
weekly newspaper in Leslie County that he sold in February.
The indictment also charges
that Hensley mailed copies of the
falsified postal service forms
printed in newspapers to
subscribers and to the Kentucky
Press Association in Frankfort for
use in the KPA's annual directory
of Kentucky newspapers.
David Thompson, the EPA's executive director, said he was
unaware of any previous indictment in Kentucky or elsewhere for
falsification of newspaper circulation figures.
The indictment alleges that between Oct. 1, 1983, and Jan. 31, 1987.
Hensley "knowingly devised" a
scheme to sell local governmental
offices space for required legal
notices by using "false and
fraudulent pretenses ... concerning the total paid circulation
figures" of the two weeklies.
Kentucky law requires local
governmental agencies to publish
various legal notices in the area
newspaper with the largest total
paid circulation.
A spokesman at the Hazard
Times said Thursday that Hensley
had received no official notification of the indictments but his attorney had told him not to comment on the matter. The indictments charge Hensley with one
count of mail fraud and five counts
of making a false statement.
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2 Days Only Friday & Saturday. May 6 & 7

Results of recent contests
released by Humane Society
Officials of the Humane Society
of Calloway County have released
the results of two springtime contests for students in area grade
schools.
A contest highlighting Be Kind
to Animals Week (May 1-71 was
held by the Society specificallylor
fifth graders. The theme of this
contest was "Kindness Begins
with Me." The following students
were declared winners:
* First Place: Lori Cook, Murray Middle School.
* Second Place: Dana Blankenship, Murray Middle School.
• Third Place: Mrs. Turner's
Class, Southwest Elementary.
• Fourth Place: tie between
group project done by Chris Germann and Richard Robinson
(MMS 1, and a project done by
Jason Rouse and Justin Manna.
(MMS

Attorney general
steps into issue
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — Attorney General Fred Cowan is intervening in the request by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield to raise
premiums on individual health insurance policies.
The company filed on April. 15
for an increase of 82 percent on
some people's premiums. The
average increase on people between ages 60 and 64 would be
about 65 percent.

• Achievement Awards:
Jonathan Baker, East, and Mary
Maddox. ( MMS I.
* Honorable Mention: Kristen
Poat and Matt Perry, East.
A second contest sponsored by
the American Humane Association with the theme "Acts of Kindness Toward Animals," drew entries from many grade levels. The
following students were recognized by the local humane society for
their posters: Grade 1 — Whitney
Morris, Jennifer Fotsch, Amy
West, Elizabeth Allen, Ann
Tayleft, and Camtnie West; Grade
2 — Marcie Williams, Krista
Doran, Kim Goad, Jason Eaves,
Jason Pittman, Grant Orr, Bryan
Ernstberger, Kelli Morris, and
Jayrne Carol Gibson; Grade 3 —
Jeromy Yow, Daniel Hutchens,
Julie Smotherman. April Butz,
Roxcee Elliott, Joseph Mehr,
Tracy Dunn. Tiffany Hale, Holly
Brandon, Craig Lowe. Kim Alexander. and Kim McNeely; Grade 4
— Jonathan Bell, Danielle Glover.
and Allison Cantrell; Grade 6 —
Simon Reginelli, Laura Hamlet,
April Barksdale. and Robin
Cunningham.
A selection of these posters is on
display in the window of Kentucky
Finance on the Court Square as
part of the Society's recognition of
Be Kind to Animals Week. This is
the oldest week honored nationally
in the U.S. The first Be Kind to
Animals Week was celebrated in
1915.

HILLIARD LYONS
Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+7.29
Goodyear
Previous Close
2020.23
I.B.M.
Air Products
Ingersoll Rand
48/
1
2 •/
1
2
A.T.C.-Class A
24%B 21%.4
Jerrico
AT&T
Kmart
29% +1/4
Briggs & Stratton
Kroger
to% -%
Chrysler
23/
1
4 +%
JCPenney
CSX Corp
27% +1
Penwalt
/
4
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
27/
1
4 -1
/
2
Dollar Gem Store
71/8B 71
/
4A
Sears
Exxon
Texaco
44% +%
Ford
Time Inc.
48/
1
2 +1
/
2
G.A.F.
49% +1
U.S.Tobacco
/
4General Motors
74% +%
Wal-Mart
GenCorp. Inc
Wendy's
IVA -Si
Goodrich
53% +%
C.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753-3366

64/
1
4
1111
/
4
40%
13%B
33%
32/
1
4
44%
611/4
44/
1
4
35%
51%
87%
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21%
6%
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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SERVICE PARTS
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Good
Nolghbor
Chitty
Stars

South
Murray
753-2617
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1979 Chrysler Cordoba, +1-8
auto, air Dower gray
$2,700.00

The funeral for Earl T. Hooks
Jr. was Thursday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Haley-McGinnis Funeral
Home, Owensboro. Ted Christman
officiated.
Burial was in Rose Hill
Cemetery there.
Mr. Hooks, 54, of 1413 Gilbert
Lane, Owensboro, died Tuesday at
Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital.
He was a technical representative for Xerox.
' Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Janice Hooks; one son, Earl Brent
Hooks, Owensboro; one daughter,
Lisa Renee Jenkins, St. Louis,
Mo., his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Earl T. Hooks Sr., Kevil; one
sister, Janice Hooks, Murray; one
brother, Larry Hooks, Houston,
Texas; three grandchildren.

This merchandise will not go back to the warehouse.
All items sold as is and no reasonable offer will be refused

FREE REFRESHMENTS
Sharp & Magnaox

Used
VCR's

Quasar
19"
I

•••

Only 1
28 Day, 4 Event

Color TV

6 to Sell
Starting At

AKAI VCR

3 To Sell

139 199 $229
Hitachi AM/FM

Sharp Half-Pint

*35

Tuner

Microwave Oven. $95

Hitachi

Sharp 35"

eo -Cabinef:$
Color TV.. $2499 -Ster
Hitachi

Sharp 40" Color

e

$2

VCR

Projection TV'P 1 DLit/
Tappan Space Saver
Microwave Oven. $95

VCR

Sharp 100 Watt

Hitachi 4-Head

$459
$499

Stereo
Sharp 120 Watt

Stereo

Hitachi

Stereo

This is Just A
Sample Of Wha
You'll Find
Stainless
Steel

950

RENTAL4SALES

CtNTER
700( Moen St

5 Foot
Aluminum

Step

Reinforced

Reg. 32.67

Ladder

Vinyl Hose
Reg.
$9.99

$699 1995

3/8" Black & Decker
10 Piece Bit Set with

Simple Green
All Purpose

$32.99

$4.77
1.33

Cleaner
Acrylic Latex

Caulk

$1 5.99

32 Qt. Gott

Each

Dripless

$12.95

Coffee Makers12.99

Turco Reg. '379

One Group Bathroom

Gas Grills(In Boxl$199

Fixtures

1/2

Price

753-3361
Modular
Wall

50 ft. Weatherguard

Extension Cord

Telephone

The best pizza in town.

Wematy

One Medium Sampler

$7.75
All Radar

Detectors

95.33

20%Off

250

4 ft. Tubes 9.29

— OR —

Two Medium Samplers

991)riginal

$11-•

Crust

DINE-IN,PICK-UP OR FREE DELIVERY!
Special Good Thurs., Fri., Sat. & Sun.
May 5th-8th
4

753-6656

per package

110 Volt

Receptacles

Fluorescent (F4OCW)
7•99 Original
Crust
Only$.

Wire
Terminals
(Ideal)

Reg. 24.95

Reg. $13.26

Chestnut St.

is: 87O

ov

Mt,/

50'

Thermos

Cooler

$35

Turntable

$69

Level

$299

Hitachi Used

TV

Belknap
4 ft. Aluminum

$279

VCR

5" Black & White

Drill

•

Hitachi
Wireless Remote

208 E. Main

Only

-11a.".•0

-14

Murray Supply Co.

Final rites for Henry Harmon
Wilson were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Thomas
Schellingerhout officiated
Pallbearers were Paul Max
Wilson, Bill Strader, Harold
Grogan, Ray Bazzell, Bobby
Wilson and Jackie Wilson.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Wilson, 86, of 1616 Magnolia
Dr., Murray, died Wednesday at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Earl T. Hooks Jr.

3-Party
Warehouse Sale

Switches

49e
59e

CLOSEOUTS
*Milwaukee Sawzall Blade4 *Display Model Chimes
•Candebrn Bulbs
*Globe Bulbs
*Glass for Fixtures 'Misc. Discontinued Light Fixtures

Wholesale Electric
Supply Co.
206 E. Main

753-8194

